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PREFACE.

X HE contents of the following pages are in

part Experiments translated and selected from

three small volumes published by me in Amster

dam, at three different periods during my resi

dence there ; the first in 1 76*9, the second

volume in 1782 ; these two volumes being well

received were soon translated into the Germain

language, and published at Leipzic, where they

underwent several editions, as also in Russia—

the last volume appeared but just before my re

turn to London in 1793.

The motives which induced me to publish my

first volume were to diffuse more generally the

science of electricity in Holland, the knowledge

of which was at so low an ebb, that the most

simple experiments were known but to a few

individuals; as well also as to introduce the plate

electrical machines, which were at that time
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made in London, but with a defect in the rub

bers, which rendered them even less powerful

than the cylindrical ones, which defect, however,

I was fortunate enough to discover, and correct

in such a manner as to render them the most

powerful that have ever been constructed. And

farther, I was induced to publish my second vo

lume, as the plate machines, from my improve

ment, being found far superior to any other, the

sale increased so rapidly that their use became so

extensive all over that part of the Continent, and

the taste of electricity so general, that a more

extensive rangeof experiments became absolutely

necessary. With objects somewhat similar to

those I have here stated, I venture on the pre

sent publication.

The remaining part of the Work contains ex

periments since invented by myself and others,

together with an Appendix on Galvanism, con

taining some of the most familiar and interesting

experiments on that subject. My original in

tention was to have translated the whole of the

three volumes alluded to, but my professional

occupation caused such interruptions that I con
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ceived it most advisable to adopt the present

method, viz. that of leaving out what I thought,

could be best spared.

With regard to the plate electrical machine I

shall here say but little, its superiority being

universally allowed by every person conversant

in the . science, who has witnessed its effects.

Some of the experiments in this work will shew

that they are such as have never been attempted

with cylindrical machines, or with those of any

other construction. See PART VI and VII.

And for a farther account see Curpucs Introduc

tion to Electricity and Galvanism, published

1803, by A. Phillips, Great Russel Street,

Covent Garden.

With regard to the theory, which I have ad

vanced in Part I, it will be found to coincide

with that of Franklin ; but whether or no it is

the true theory I do not pretend to determine!

I can only say that all the experiments with

which T am acquainted can be more easily ex

plained by it than by any other.

I have endeavoured to arrange and methodize

the experiments so as to render them easy and
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pleasing to the young practitioner, in hopes that

it will lead fresh admirers into a walk where such

wide scenes of interest and amusement are

continually unfolding themselves. I shall con

clude with observing, that in publishing the

present Treatise in my native country I feel

considerable diffidence, arising from the con

sciousness that my language, in many parts, from

having been so long accustomed to speak a

foreign tongue, may offend the ear of my reader.

However I will venture to throw myself on his

liberality : and in soliciting his indulgence, I

farther plead my occupation as an artist, and

the various interruptions I must have experienced

from that source, in defence of any other errors

which may be perceived.

JOHN CUTHBERTSON,

54, Poland Street, Soho.
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PART THE FIRST.

OF THE NATURE, GENERAL LAWS AND PROPER

TlES OF ELECTRlCITY.

... *

SECT. I,

The term electricity is derived from electron,

a Greek name for amber, which, when rubbed,

will attract light bodies; but this term has

since been extended to signify this attractive

power which can be communicated, or which

also resides in other bodies. We are not yet ac

quainted with any body in which, as is supposed,

it does not reside, in a greater or in a lesser de

gree; but it is imperceptible in all, till pro

perly excited : in some by friction, in others hy

B
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heating, oxidation, &c. And there are several

bodies in which it cannot be made to appear

but by other excited bodies. Electricity passes

freely through the pores of some substances, and

not at all through others : the first of these are

called non-electrics, or conductors; the latter

electrics, or non-conductors. Non-electrics, or

conductors, are all sorts of metals, vegetable and

animal matters, &c. Electrics are air, am

ber, glass, sealing wax, sulphur, pitch, silk,

dried wood, tourmalins, &c. These bodies are

easily excited so as to make electricity visible to

our senses, by rubbing ; but if any of them be

wet, either by the dampness of the weather, or

by other means, they lose that property till the

wetness is removed : so that when they are to be

used as non-conductors, they must be well

rubbed with a dry cloth, to clear them from all

moisture.

H. That quantity of electricity which seems

to lie dormant in all bodies, is called their na

tural quantity ; and this, though, doubtless, al

ways in motion, would remain impercceptible, if

not disturbed. It is roused in all electrics, and in

some conductors likewise, by rubbing ; in both

by excited electrics approaching them ; by which

they gain a power of attracting and repelling

light bodies. By being more strongly excited,
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there will appear in the dark a light upon their

surface ; and this light, if glass is made use of,

will fly to the hand, or to any conductor held

near it. This luminous fluid is electricity,

drawn from the ground through the person

who rubs the glass ; by this means, it gains

more than its natural quantity, and repels

it to any conductor that may be near it, to

restore an equilibrium. Since all bodies have

their natural quantity of electricity, we can not

add to that quantity, unless we take it from

another : so that, by exciting electrics, we rob

one, and give it to another : that which we rob

gains an attractive power for electricity, and that

to which we add acquires a repulsive one. In

these opposite states, they act with mutual

force to restore an equilibrium ; and this can

not be prevented, but by making the excited

electric throw its superabundant electricity in

to a conductor surrounded by electrics; and

then being by some means enclosed, it is pos

sible to detain it for a time, by making the

electric give it to a conductor, standing upon

electrics, which is called insulating; and here

the drier the air, the longer it will remain ;

but the air is always mixed with conducting

particles, which assist its escape.
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. tit. When a body has received more electri

city than is natural to it, it is said to be electri

fied positively ; and when it has less than its

natural quantity, it is negatively electrified.

iv. Two bodies, being equally electrified po

sitively, they will repel each other; but if one be

more strongly electrified than the other, they

will attract one another; if one body be electri

fied, and theother not, they will also attract ;

if one be electrified positively, and the other

negatively, they will also attract ; if the bodies

be negatively electrified, equally or unequally,

they will act upon each other as when positively

electrified.

v. Different sorts of electrics have, when

excited, different properties of electrifying. By

exciting glass, it gains an additional quantity of

electricity, and becomes positively electrified : if

any conductor be made to approach it, it will re

ceive part of that electricity, and consequently

will be positively electrified, if insulated ; but if

sulphur or sealing wax be excited, they gain no

additional electricity, but lose their natural quan

tity, and become negatively electrified. If any

, insulated conductor be brought near them, they

attract part of its natural electricity, and, if

insulated, it becomes negatively electrified.
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Vl. We aTe accustomed, but rather improper

ly, to say negative and positive electricity, which

embarrasses most learners, as it certainly implies

two different sorts ; but what is to be under

stood are the two different directions which

the electrical fluid takes, viz. from or to the

body electrified. When any body is electrified,

find it is asked, what sort of electricity it was

electrified with, then certain experiments, which

I shall mention in their proper place, must be

tried, to prove whether there is a redundancy

or a deficiency of electricity in that body. . If

there be found a redundancy, then the body

was electrified with positive electricity ; if there

be a deficiency, with negative electricity.

vn. Glass is absolutely impenetrable to elec

tricity, though some former writers have very

strenuously asserted the contrary, and thought

that they had proved it by experiment; but

it will be here found that they have deceived

themselves, by making experiments without

that caution which is absolutely necessary in

establishing a general rule.

Vin. Electricity enters in, or flies from, any

thing pointed, more readily than into or from

round or flat surfaces. This may be occasioned by

the air, as it is an electric, and may be probably

more condensed upon flat or round surfaces than
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at points. An insulated conductor, having a

point at each end, and an excited electric being

held near to one of the points, little or no

alteration can be perceived, because it will run

off from one point, as fast as it is received by

the other; so that conductors, which are in

tended to retain electricity must be round, and

as free from points as possible. Insulated con

ductors, being electrified, become nearly the

same as excited electrics ; they will then attract

and repel light bodies, give or take sparks agreea

bly to that sort of electricity which is commu

nicated to them : the only difference is, that, at

the approach of conductors not insulated, they

will part with all their electricity at once ;

whereas, excited electrics only do so partially,

viz. at the place touched by the conductor:

thus the sparks from excited electrics are not

so dense, nor the explosion so loud, as from

insulated electrified conductors.

ix. Electrics being brought in contact with

excited electrics, will not destroy their electri

city; hence they are called non-conductors,

that is, because they will not conduct the elec

tric fluid.

x. If electricity be strongly communicated

to insulated animal bodies, it is said to quicken

the pulse and increase perspiration.



xi. The growth of vegetables is also said to

be quickened by electricity.

xu. By covering glass with any sort of metal,

on both sides, that is, coating it, and then elec

tricity being strongly communicated to one side,

it is called charging, while any conductor is in

communication with the other, and a communi

cation being afterwards made between those two

sides, it is called discharging, and then a flash of

electric light will appear, attended with a report

in proportion to the communicated electricity.

If it is discharged through animal bodies it gives

a very painful sensation, which is denominated

the electrical shock. If the coated glass be

large enough, it may be charged so as to set

fire to gunpowder, melt metals, kill animals, &c.

xin. The terms charging and discharging are

here made use of in compliance with custom,

and for want of others more suitable. I shall

here explain what is meant by them.

xiv. By charging coated glass, we mean the

adding of electricity to one side, and letting its

natural quantity discharge itself from the other;

and when there is so much added to one side

that it can not take any more, and as much of

its natural quantity gone from the other side, it

is then said to be charged. By discharging, is

meant, the letting that additional quantity of
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electricity depart from the side to which it was

added, and Jetting that quantity which had

left the othef side, return. This is done by

connecting the two sides with conductors,

which causes an explosion, and it is then said

to be discharged. When any coated glass is

charged, for instance a bottle, there is, with

respect to the bottle itself, no additional quan

tity of electricity given to it, nor any taken

away : there is just as much electricity, and no

more, within the bottle after it is charged, as

there was, within and without before it was

charged. All that is done, is that the natural

quantity of electricitywhich the bottle contained,

in and about itself, before it was charged is when

charged, contained on one side only. To under

stand this better, suppose a coated bottle in its

natural state, on the outside to contain a hundred

particles of electricity, and withinside also a hun

dred ; then charge this bottle in the inside posi

tively, and it willhavetwohundred, andtheoutside

none : that which it had being transferred. To re

store the equilibrium to a charged jar, acommuni-

cation must be formed from without the bottle,

between the outside and inside, by a conductor

touching the outside first, and while it is held

.in contact, or nearly so, with the outside, make

it approach the inside, and it will be restored
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with an inexpressible velocity and violence; or

if each side be touched alternately, the equili

brium will be restored by degrees.

xv. No more electricity can be forced into

the insjde of a bottle than can leave the outside;

nor can any be forced into the inside, when

none can be obtained from the outside. Again,

no electricity can be drawn from the inside, un

less an equal quantity can, at the same time,

come to the outside; and none can come to the

outside, unless an equal quantity is taken from

the inside, so that a charged jar contains at the

same time a plenum of electricity, and a vacuum

of the same fluid.

xvi. The shock to the nerves, or more pro

perly, convulsions, is occasioned by the sudden

passing of electricity through the body, from

the inside to the outside of the bottle.

xvn. It has not been found that the electric

shock occupies the smallest sensible space of

time in being transmitted to the greatest dis

tances.

xvin. The electric shock, as also the com

mon spark, displaces the air through which it

passes, and if its passage from conductor to con

ductor be interrupted by non-conductors of a

moderate thickness, it will rend and tear them

to pieces in its passage.

C



xix. Electricity and lightening are in all res

pects the same thing. Every effect of lightening

may be produced by electricity, and every ex

periment in electricity, may be made with

lightening, by conducting it down to any conve

nient place, by means of insulated pointed rods;

but rods are not so proper for this purpose as

kites, because they cannot be erected so high as

kites may be made to fly, and I have always

found, the higher they fly, the more electricity

is produced. There is no necessity to wait for a

thunder-storm, or any other appearances of

lightening in the air, when there is wind enough

to raise a kite : I never failed to collect sufficient

electricity, to make an experiment, either from

the earth, in its way to the higher parts of the

atmosphere, or from the higher parts of the at

mosphere to the earth. When we have

it in its passage from the earth to the higher

parts of the atmosphere, it is then called nega

tive electricity, because it leaves all bodies then

electrified by it in a negative state. In its pas

sage from the higher parts of the atmosphere to '

the earth, it is called positive electricity, be

cause it renders all bodies, then electrified by it,

in a positive state.



PART THE SECOND.

DESCRlPTlON OF THE PLATE ELECTRlCAL

MACHlNE *.

PI. 1. fig. 1. A C D represents the ma

chine with its prime conductor in a position for

simple electrification ; C D is a square piece of

mahogany, which forms the basis of the machine,

about two feet long, one broad, and an inch and

a half thick ; g h is a straight wooden stile glued

fast to c: at k 1 is another stile, not glued as the

former, but fixed by three screws, one at the

front to draw it close to C D, the base of the

machine, and two under the bottom, to draw

the stile downwards npon the bottom, in order

that it may be secure against any motion ; m n

is a cross-piece, which forms the top of the frame,

screwed fast to the two stiles by two brass screws,

which pass through the cross piece into h k, by

which means it can be drawn so tight, as to

secure it from any motion; o, is the spring frame,

* For a short and concise account of the progress made

in electrical machines, see Carpue's lntroduction to Elec

tricity.
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which contains the upper pair of rubbers, and

is . screwed to A by a screw P; q is also a

spring-frame, which contains the under pair of

rubbers : r r is prepared silk, sewed to each rub

ber, seen separate at fig. 2 ; a t w is the prime

conductor; w x is a solid stick of glass, which

serves to support, and also to insulate the con

ductor, the end w is mounted with brass, which

screws into the centre of the large ball of the

conductor; Y y is a round glass plate, fixed up

on an, axis, one end of which turns in a hole

in the stile g h, and the other runs through a

hole in the middle of the stile k 1, and is turned

by means of a winch z, which causes the plate

to revolve and pass between the rubbers fixed at

the top and bottom of the frame of the machine.

Construction of the Rubbers.

Fig. 3 represents the spring-frame of the

upper cushions on one side, and the silk, for the

sake of distinction, is taken off; o, is the screw

seen at fig. 1 , which passes through a, and

screws into the opposite spring, by which it is

held fast in its proper position. Fig. 2 repre

sents a single rubber with the silk flap; this is

covered with red leather, and stuffed with slips

of woollen cloth; then a piece of silk properly
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prepared and cut to the shape, as may be under

stood by the figure, is sewed fast to the middle

of the rubber. By turning o, one way it will

draw the rubbers close, and by turning it the

other, it will loosen them. As it is difficult to

get at the head of this screw, and turn it with

the fingers, there are holes made at the side of

the head of the screw, in which the end of a wire

may be put; it may then be easily turned. To

fix this to the frame of the machine, as is repre

sented in fig. 1 . open the rubbers to about the

width of half an inch, then slip them upon the

plate so that the top comes close under fig. 1 ;

then put the long screw P, through a hole in the

cap of the machine, and screw it into the top of

the frame of the rubbers, very tight, taking par

ticular care that the plane of the rubbers applies

to the plane of the plate ; this will hold the rub

bers in their proper place ; m is a wire, fromwhich

proceeds two or three silk cords fastened to the

edge of the silk flaps, which serve to prevent them

adhering to the edge of the plate while turning.

The rubbers q are constructed exactly the

eame as those already described, but are different

in their application to the frame of the machine.

The piece a b, fig. 4, which forms the bottom of

the frame for the under rubber, is cut open from

one side quite to the centre of the piece, and at
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the bottom of the frame of the machine is a piece

of brass placed upright with a male screw3 to

which is fitted a nut with a female screw, having

holes at the edge for the convenience of screw

ing it tight, by means of a wire ; the two sides

with the rubbers being placed upon the bottom

of the machine, so that the upright brass pin

goes into the groove, and is there screwed tight

by the female nut.

Construction of the prime Conductor.

a t w is the prime conductor; w is a large

brass ball with a shank about an inch long, fit

ted into the cylindric part, so that it may be tur

ned for the purpose of placing the hole, which

is seen at one side of the ball, in any position

that the experiment may require. This hole

will be faund useful for various purposes. The

conductor is supported and insulated by the

solid glass cylinder w x. If required, at any

time to be taken to pieces, the cylinder

part of the conductor must be unscrewed from

the large ball, where there is a square nut,

which being unscrewed, w x may be taken out,

one end of the two receiving arms or tubes t a

is screwed into the large ball by w, one having a

left-handed screw, so that the arm may be sup
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ported by the shoulder to prevent it felling by

its weight. The two cross pieces fronting the

plate with two or three points to receive the ex

cited fluid, are each screwed on to their respec

tive arms, one with a right-handed screw, the

other with a left-handed one, for the same pur

pose as the screws at the other end of the arms.

The end x of the glass cylinder is mounted widi

a joint, which fits into the frame of the machine

opposite the hole in which the axis moves.

Construction of the discharging Electrometer.

E F, fig. 1 , represents the electrometer screw

ed to the machine as when in use. It is a solid

stick ofglass, mounted at each end with brass;

the mounting of the lower end has a hole near

the middle, through which a screw passes, and

connects it fast to the end of the bottom of the

machine, as is represented. This electrometer is

very serviceable, particularly in medical cases,

to govern the degree of strength of either shocks

or sparks ; and also in philosophical experiments

for the same purpose, by altering its distance

from the knob a of the conductor; at the lower

end is a finger-screw, to keep it tight when it is

placed at its required distance. The farther the

ball E, of the electrometer, is placed from the
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knob a of the conductor, the stronger will be the

shock or spark, provided it is not beyond the

striking distance.

Description of the Plate, Electrical Machine,

constructed for positive and negative Experi

ments.

PI. 2, Fig. 1, A C D represents the ma

chine for positive electrification, described page

11, with the difference only, that it has a"

glass winch, z, instead of a metal one. For

negative electricity, it is placed upon a stool,

with three glass leggs, made to the shape of the

basis of the machine, and so contrived, that

it can be removed at pleasure from the stool,

and be used upon a table, when the negative

part is not required. O D is the negative con

ductor. If a coated jar, q s, be placed with its -

inside connection in contact with o, by the

help of a sliding table, as A B, fig. 3, and

another at fig. 2, when the machine is in

motion, they will both charge at the same time :

the first will charge negatively, and the other

positively ; and when charged high enough, if

their outsides have a metallic connection, the

positive charged jar will discharge itself into

that which is negative, flying from a, to p, and
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both the jars will be discharged. , The negative

conductor is fixed to the basis of the machine,

in the same manner as the discharging electro

meter, both of which can be removed at plea

sure.

The Method of making Amalgam.

Take one part of tin and zinc, melt them in

a crucible, and pour them on two parts of mer

cury, which is put into a wooden box made for

the purpose ; shake the box till the metals are

cold. The amalgam is then to be pulverized in

a metal mortar to a very fine powder, and after

wards mixed with a sufficient quantity of hog's

lard, to make it into a paste.

How to clean or amalgamize the Rubbers, and

to put the Machine in good acting Order.

Unscrew P, fig. 1 . pl. 2, and take it out,

then turn the winch a little towards y, and the

rubbers will come out from under m n, when

they may be drawn off" from the plate; take

out the under rubbers, by means of a wire

turn the round nut at the bottom till the rub

bers are loose; when the winch is turned, they

will come out of their places; unhook the two

D
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silk strings, and the rubbers may be released

from the plate, as the others. To separate the

rubbers, take out the screw o, fig. 3, pl. 1; then

the side springs with each rubber may be sepa

rated so far that they will admit of sufficient

separation to be cleaned and amalgamized. If

the rubber and the silk be not very dirty, slight

rubbing with a dry linen cloth will be sufficient,

and then a little amalgam may be spread very

thin on the flat part of the rubbers, just cover

ing the seam, but not rising above the silk. It

must be spread on with a knife, or any other

kind of instrument that is flat and smooth. If

the old amalgam should be very thick and une

qually laid on, it is necessary to scrape it off

and put on fresh: greatexactness shouldbeobserv-

ed in laying it on of a proper thickness. It ought

to be so laid on, that the surface of the amal

gam is equal with the surface of the silk, and no

openings or separations between the amalgam

and the silk. This being done to all the rub

bers, put them again into the dove tails, and the

screw o, into its place ; the glass plate must be

cleaned with a little whitening or a linen rag, or

what is better, powder blue ; then put one pair

of rubbers into their places as they were, and give

them their proper pressures by screwing o

tighter; then turn the plate briskly round, and
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hold your finger or side of your hand close to

the plate at the end of the silk flaps, the con

ductor being turned up, or taken away, and

sparks will fly very abundantly to it; if not,

turn the screw o, till you find that it does, and

that it does not increase by screwing tighter;

then put in the other pair of rubbers, and follow

the same rule, wipe the gre&siness off the plate,

which is occasioned by the amalgam ; let down

the conductor into its place, and it will be found

to act very powerfully. When its greatest

acting power is required, it is necessary that

each pair of rubbers should excite the plate

equally; to prove this, take fig. 4, pl. 2, which

is a leyden phial, with its inside connection wire

bent, as may be understood by inspecting the

figure; take hold of the coated part in the hand,

and hold it' so that the part a, of the wire nearly

touches the glass plate just at that part where

the silk flap ends ; then turn the winch, and the

phial will charge and discharge itself from the

end of a, to the outside coating, in one turn of

the winch. Note the number of discharges from

a certain number of revolutions, if it is a single

plate machine of two feet diameter, it will cause

two discharges in one revolution; then hold it

to try the action of the other rubbers ; if they

cause the same number of discharges in one re
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volution, or in a certain number of revolutions, as

the other rubbers, their acting power is equal ; but

if this should not happen, the pressure ofthe rub

bers must be increased or decreased, or the face of

the amalgam altered, till they are equal. A two

feet plate machine never requires more friction

than that which requires a weight of eight pounds

hung upon the winch when in a horizontal posi

tion, to move it; if it requires more, it is not

properly amalgamized.
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PART THE THIRD,

ELECTRlCAL EXPERlMENTS.

Electrical Attraction.

Exp. 1.

Having put the machine in good acting or

der, according to directions given in page 17,

turn the winch, hold fig. 1 near the conductor,

the feather will be attracted, and stick close to it

as long as the turning is continued.

Rationale.—The electric fluid is drawn upon

the glass plate by the action of the rubbers at

the point of action only, from all conducting

bodies in connection with it; and by the action

of the glass, where the friction ends, it is repel

led off into the prime conductor, which attracts

the feather and makes its way along the thread

- to the person who holds it to the ground, and

restores the equilibrium. Page 2, § n.
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Electrical Repulsion.

Exp. 2.

Put the end of fig. 2 into any of the holes in

the knobbed ends of the prime conductor, turn

the winch, the pith ball b c will be repelled and

remain at a distance from each other as long as

the machine is in motion.

Rationale.—The pith balls being in connec

tion with the prime conductor by means of the

thread, they become equally electrified with it,

consequently repel each other. Page 4, § iv.

Electrical Repulsion and Attraction.

Exp. 3.

Put the end of fig. 3 into the side hole of the

large knob at the end of the prime conductor,

when turned so that the wire can stand upright,

the hairs will then hang downwards by the sides

of the wire ; but as soon as the machine is put in

motion, they will rise upwards and be repelled

by the conductor and by each other, if a hand

or any conducting body be held near them, they

will be attracted by it.
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Rationale.—The electricity being by the ac

tion of the plate condensed on the prime conduc

tor and wire, the hairs are repelled from the

sides of the wire and the conductor ; being all

positively electrified, they repel each other. If

any conductor be made to approach the hair, it

will be attracted by it, and stick close to it, to

deposit the overplus of electricity forced into

it by the prime conductor. Page 4, § iv.

Miscellaneous Experiments.

Electricity passes freely along non-electrics or

conductors.

Exp. 4.

Take a piece of metal, or any vegetable in its

natural state, or any living animal, set it in con

tact with the prime conductor; if the machine

be turned, no sparks can be drawn from the prime

conductor; take them away, and sparks may be

drawn as usual, which plainly shews that the

electricity had left the prime conductor, and

made its escape along the body, which was pla

ced in contact with it. Page 1, $ l.

Electricity does not pass along electrics or

non-conductors.
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Exp. 5.

Take any of those bodies called electrics or

non-conductors, render them free from all mois

ture, set them in contact with the prime conduc

tor, turn the machine, and the sparks will be

as long and as strong, as if there was nothing in

contact with it, which could not be the case if

they admitted the electric fluid to pass along

them, as in the last experiment. Page 1, $ i.

Exp. 6.

Take the wire n, fig. 6, set it in the side hole

of the prime conductor with its point upwards,

upon which place the wire o, so that its bent ends

lay horizontal ; turn the machine, and the wire

will turn round in a contrary direction to the

way its points are bent; with a very quick mo

tion ; if the experiment be done in the dark,

there will appear a brush of electric light at each

point, but by its quick motion it will appear as

a circle.

Rationale.—The motion of the wire o, is oc

casioned by the action of the electric fluid against

the electrified air near the point.
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The electrical Planetarium*

Exp. 7.

Annex to the prime conductor fig. 7, com

monly called the electrical planetarium, by

means of a metal chain, or conducting silk cord,

as represented in the plate : which must at least

be two feet and a half long, because the action

of the machine will otherwise influence its mo

tion, when standing near the conductor. The

cord must likewise hang with a bend downwards,

otherwise the earth and moon will be attracted,

and interrupted in their motion. Set the plane*

tarium so that B, stands nearest the prime con

ductor, with the moon between the earth and

sun in a right line. Turn the machine, and the

planetarium will begin to move—the sun upon

its axis, the earth round the sun, and the

moon round the earth and sun.

The inclined Plane.

Exp. 8

Fig. 4. Connect either of the wires of the in

strument with the prime conductor, and lay the

E
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cross needle as is represented in the figure ; turn

the machine, and the needle will move upon its

axis with a velocity sufficient to occasion it to as

cend to the top of the inclined plane, by the same

cause as gave motion to the two foregoing instru

ments.

Exp. 9.

Take a little bit of cotton, or a very light

downy feather, lay it upon the palm of your

hand, and hold it about four or five inches

from the prime conductor; turn the ma

chine, and the cotton or feather will fly to the

prime conductor, and from the prime conductor

to the hand, with a very quick motion, and con

tinue as long as the machine is turned.

Rationale.—The prime conductor being

strongly electrified, attracts the unelectrilied

cotton or feather, and electrifies it, then repels

it to the nearest conductor, viz. the hand;

there the cotton, or feather, deposits its electri

city, and is again attracted by the prime con

ductor.

Bells rung by Electricity.

Exp. 10.

Take fig. 8, hang it to the prime conductor,
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by putting the brass pin into the hole at the end

of theprime conductor, so thatthe bells hang hori

zontally, and that the chain which goes from the

bottom of the bell may touch the table—turn the

machine, and the bells will begin to ring—hang

the chain that goes from the middle bell by

its hook, upon the top of the frame, and the

bells will cease ringing, though you continue to

turn the machine—take the hook from the

frame, hold it in your hand, and the bells

will begin to ring again—fasten a silk thread

to the hook, hold it in the hand, so that the

chain does not touch the table, and they will

again cease to ring.

Rationale.—The bells e g hanging in metal

chains, are electrified from the prime conductor;

but the middle bell and the two clappers are

not electrified, because they are hung in silk,

but are attracted by the electrified bells e g ; be

coming then electrified, they are repelled to the

middle bell, depositing their electricity, which

passes off by the chain to the table, they are

again attracted, and repelled, and the ringing

continued—when the chain is hooked upon the

frame, the middle bell becomes electrified, as

well as e g, so that the clappers being equally

attracted by the three bells, must remain still—
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take the hook from the frame, and hold it in the

hand, they will then begin to ring as before—

for the same reason, the electric fluid, which

is thrown upon the middle bell by the clappers,

immediately runs off, through $he person that

holds the chain, to the ground; but by taking

the silk thread in the hand, they will again stop,

because the middle bell has no means of parting

with that quantity of electricity, which it has

received from the clapper, being stopped by the

jsilk,

Exp. 11,

Fig. 10, pl. 11, represents a set of bells, which

will also ring, when electrified—place them so

that one of the four brass balls is in contact with

the prime conductor—turn the machine, andthey

will begin to ring, because all the bells and clap

pers are hung in silk ; all the bells except the mid^

die one are connected by conductors to the table ;

the electricity being stopped in the centre bell, it

attracts the clappers, and they are repelled to the

outside bells, where they deposit their electrici

ty, and it is again attracted ; but if the chain,

which hangs from the outside bells, be hung or

held up by a silk thread, they will ring or not at

pleasure, as in the last experiment,
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Exp. 12.

Take k, fig. 1 1, hang it upon the conductor,

and set the brass sliding stand m, directly under

it, upon which place a large metal plate 1, and

lay a little bran, or sand, upon it. The stand is

made to slide, and the best height will be found

by experiment ; turn the machine, and the bran

will be attracted and repelled, so quick, that the

motion is almost imperceptible, and appears like

a white cloud between the two plates. If in the

place of bran, you put little images cut out of

paper, they will appear to be animated, dance,

and exhibit very singular motions.

Rationale.—The electricity being communi

cated to k, it attracts the nearest and lightest

particles of the bran, which also become electri

fied, and would be repelled back to 1, but in their

passage they meet with other particles unelectri-

fied, and the repelled particles deposit their elec

tricity in the attracted ones, and are repelled back,

before they arrive at k. This appearance depends

uponthesame principles as theringingofthe bells,

but the irregularandquick motion isoccasioned by

the multiplicityand minuteness of the particles—

the dancing of the images arises from the same

cause, but they seldom reach the upper plate k,

because the sharpness of the edges of the paper
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enough to be repelled back, before they reach

the electrified plate k.

Exp. 13.

Take n, fig. 6, and put it into the hole of the

prime conductor with its point upwards, upon

which set the head fig. 13—turn the machine,

and the hair of the head will be repelled, so as

to stand upright, and will have the appearance of

a person in a great fright—hold a point to it, and

the hair will drop; the point being taken away,

it will rise as before.

The reason of the hair rising, see exp. 3.

Exp. 14.

Fig. 1 4 being made fast to the prime conduc

tor by means of the end d, which must be put

into the side hole of the conductor, place under

it the brass foot and plate used in experiment

1 2—the plate must stand exactly parallel to the

ring, fig. 14, and at about half an inch distance;

then take a light glass ball, and lay it upon the

large plate in the inside of the ring—turn the

machine, and put the glass ball in motion; it

will run round in the inside of the ring, and
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continue as long as the machine is turned. If

the glass balls are well made, they will run on the

outside as well as the inside of the ring.

Rationale.—The balls turnround, because that

side of the ball, which is in contact with the ring,

is electrified and repelled, the other side being

unelectrified, is attracted, electrified, and repelled,

so that it is kept in continual motion, and in con

tact with the electrified ring.

Exp. 15.

Take fig. 15, being a small pail with a spout

near the bottom, which has a hole just sufficient

to let the water out by drops; fill it with water,

and make it fast to the prime conductor, by put

ting it into one of the holes. Turn the machine,

and the water which before descended from the

spout only by drops, will fly from it in several

streams.

Rationale.—The electricity being condensed

in the conductor, pail, and water, and finding

its easiest escape from the small end of the sy

phon, is then driven out with great force—the

water being a conductor, is taken with it to the

nearest conductor, and by the repulsive power of

the electricity it is divided into several streams.

If this experiment be done in the dark, the
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streams of water will appear like streams of fire.

Lay your hand upon the prime conductor, while

you continue turning the machine, the streams

will be converted into drops as at first, the elec

tricity finding a more easy passage to make its

escape into the hand, and through the body, to

the ground.

To draxc the electrical Spark from the human

Body.

Exp. 16.

Take the insulated stool, wipe the legs very

dry with a clean cloth, and the stool itself free

from dust; set it in a convenient place upon the

floor, where there is no conductor near it ; make

a metal chain or wire, fast to the prime conduc

tor; let any person stand upon the stool, and

take the chain in his hand ; hold it so as not to

touch any thing but the prime conductor ; the

person standing upon the stool must have no

communication with any thing but the prime

conductor, even his clothes must not touch any

thing—turn the machine, and the person will be

strongly electrified, without feeling any altera

tion in himself; and if any other person or sub

stance be made to touch the electrified person, a

spark of fire will fly from him.
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Rationale—The electrified person makes a

part of the prime conductor, being connected

with it by means of a chain, and insulated by

means of the stool, he receives, and retains in

his body the electricity which comes from the

machine, to the prime conductor; and parts with

it on being touched by any conducting sub

stance.

t

The electrical Kiss.

Exp. 17.

The electrified person in the former experi

ment being a lady, may challenge any gentleman,

not acquainted with the experiment, that he

will not be able to kiss her in that situation, al

though she may incline to meet him. If he ac

cepts the challenge, and the machine turn while

they are inclining their heads to kiss each other,

provided their clothes do not touch before their

lips meet, a spark of fire will fly from the lady

to the gentleman, which will be sure to make

him draw back, without accomplishing his

design.

F
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Spirit of Wine fired by the electrical Spark.

Exp. 18.

Let the insulated person, in the two former

experiments, take in his hand a spoon, or fig. 13

filled with rectified spirit of wine warmed; let

another person barely touch the spirit with his

finger, as quickly as possible; a spark will fly

out of the spirit, and set it on fire. The chain

being taken away from the conductor, put the

shank of fig. 13 in the hole of the prime conduc

tor; if any person present their finger wetted

with spirit, it will also take fire.

The electrical Star.

Exp. 19.

Introduce the blunt end of the wire n, fig. 6,

into the hole of the prime conductor, upon

which, set fig. 19; turn the machine, and flames

of electricity will fly from each point, resembling

a star. If it is turned round upon its center,

the flames will appear as one continued circle of

fire.
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Exp. 20.

Let a person standing upon the insulated stool,

take a piece of money between his teeth, and if

a person standing upon the ground, touch it,

the spark will be so painful to the person who

holds the money, that he seldom foils to let it

drop, provided his lips do not touch it at the

same time.

Exv. 21.

Fig. l6 being half full of water and air con

densed upon it, afterwards insulated and connec

ted with the prime conductor ; on turning the

cock, the water will fly out of it in several di

verging streams, but if touched by the hand,

the streams will unite ; the hand being taken

away the water will diverge as before.

Charging and discharging coated glass.

Exp. 22.

Take fig. 17, screw out the brass wire q s;

wipe the uncoated part of the jar with a clean

dry cloth ; screw,the brass wire in again ; set the

bottle so near the conductor, that the ball r may

stand at about a quarter of an inch from the ball
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of the prime conductor; turn the machine, and

the electric fire will be seen to fly from the end

of the prime conductor to the brass ball, and

from thence it will pass along the wire into the

inside of the bottle. When no more sparks are

seen to pass, the bottle will be charged ; take

the bent wire or discharging rod, fig. 5, in your

hand, and hold one end close to the coating,

keeping it there till you cause the other end to

touch the ball r, and the bottle will be discharged

with a loud report and flash like lightening.

The electrical Shock.

Exp. 23.

«

The bottle remaining as in the last experi

ment, turn the machine, till the bottle has re

ceived about twenty sparks ; take the charged bot

tle in one hand by the coating, and with the other

touch the ball r, and a shock will be felt, occa

sioned by the electric fire passing through the

body, from the inside to the outside of the bot

tle, which, in the former experiment followed

the wire fig. 6.
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T)ie electrical Shock given to any number of

Persons.

Exp. 24.

The bottle being charged as inthe formerexpe-

riment, let any number of persons join hands,

—the first with one hand touching the out

side of the bottle, and the last, with one hand

touching the ball r, and all will receive the shock

at the same time.

To give the Shock to any Number of Persons, by

Means ofthe Electrometer, E F, fig. I, pi. 1.

Exp. 25.

Let any number of persons join hands, the

first with one hand taking hold of the conducting

silk cord fastened to the electrometer at F, and

the last person with one hand taking hold of the

same kind of silk cord, which is connected with

the outside of the bottle; turn the machine, and

when the bottle is loaded high enoughto discharge

fromthe primeconductortotheelectrometer, they

will all feel the shock at the same time, the elec

trometer being previously fixed so that the ball
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F stands at about a quarter of an inch distant

from the knob of the conductor at a.

To confine the Shock to any particular Part of

the Body.

Exp. 26.

Suppose it is required to give a shock from

the ancle to the knee, in the direction from the

ancle to the knee—bind a brass chain or conduc

ting cord round the ancle, and fasten the other

end of it to the electrometer at F, and the other

.chain or cord, which is annexed to the outside

of the bottle, fasten round the knee ; turn the

machine—and when the bottle is loaded high

enough to fly from the prime conductor to the

electrometer, the shock will be given in the di

rection required. If it is proposed to give it in

any other direction, proceed in this manner,

viz. the part where the fire is to enter in, must

be connected with the electrometer, and the part

where it is to go out, with the outside of the bot

tle.
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To give the Shock with a square Pane of Glass

coated in the Middle.

Exp. 27.

Take fig. 18, rub it all round the edges where

it is not coated, with a dry cloth or with leather;

if it is damp weather; it will be necessary to warm

it; then lay it flat upon the table. Fix the elec

trometer at one or two inches from the conduc

tor ; let a chain, which is fastened to the prime

conductor at one end, remain upon the coat

ing ; turn the machine four or five times ; slide

one hand under it so far as to touch the coating;

with the other hand touch the coating on the

other side, and a shock will be felt.

To give a Shock by the magic Print.

Exp. 28.

Take fig. 20, and wipe it well about the edges,

or rather warm it; then hold the frame by one

side, with the face of the picture against the

prime conductor, turn the machine four or

five times, and it will be loaded ; then give it

to the person whom you mean to receive the
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shock; let him take hold of one side of the frame

with one hand, and touch the picture with the

other, and he will receive a shock. Hold the

picture by the top of the frame, otherwise the

person at receiving the shock, may let it fall.

By adding electricity to one side of coated

glass, or electrifying one side positively, the

other side loses its electricity, or is negatively

electrified.

Exp. 29.

Take A, fig. 1 8, from the stand, and set it

so that its ball may nearly touch the prime con

ductor ; let the machine make two or three revo

lutions; discharge the jar with the discharging

rod, as. in the 22nd experiment, and take notice

of the loudness of the explosion.

Exp. 30.

Screw A, used in the last experiment, upon

its insulated stand, and set its ball in contact

with the conductor. Nothing being near the

outside of the bottle, tnrn the machine exactly

as before; try it with the discharging rod,

and it will be found, either not charged at all,

or much weaker than in the former experiment.

.'
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Exp. 31.

Let the jar remain upon its insulating stand,

as in the last experiment ; set it so that its ball may

stand about a quarter of an inch from the prime

conductor, and while the machine is turned, pre

sent your knuckle, or any conductor about a

quarter of an inch from the outside of the coa

ting of the bottle ; and when a spark flies from

the prime conductor to the ball of the bottle, a

spark will also flyfrom the coatingtoyour knuckle ;

and when no more sparks go from the conductor

to the ball, nor from the coating to your knuc

kle, try it with the discharging rod, and you

will find that it was charged very high.

To examine whether just as much Electricity

goes from the outside, as is driven into the in

side of a coated Jar.

Exp. 32.

Let the jar remain upon its insulating stand,

and place it so that its ball may touch the conduc

tor—take another coated bottle of the same size,

and hold, or place it so that the ball, which pro

jects from the inside, may touch the outside

coating ofA j then turn the machine till the jars

G
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are charged—take them from the conductor,

and set them apart ; discharge them both, suc

cessively, and you will find by the report, which

they will give, that they were both equally char

ged, the one by being in contact with the prime

conductor, and the other, by being in contact

with the outside coating of that which was in

contact with the prime conductor. But as this

method of trying whether they were both equal

ly charged or not may be thought not exact,

the following is more accurate.

Exp. 33.

Charge the two jars as directed in the last ex

periment—take the insulated one from its stand,

and setthem bothuponthe table at aboutafoot dis

tance from each other—take an electrometer fig.

1 8 ; hold it as is represented in the figure, first

to one and then the other—if the cork ball

rise to the same height to each, in that case,

they must be both equally highly charged,

and contain an equal quantity of electric fluid.

This makes it evident, that the insulated bottle

has lost as much from the outside, as it gained

in the inside, and is electrified positively in the

inside, and negatively on the outside, that is, an

additional quantity is given to the inside, and
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ju3t as much of its natural quantity is gone away

from its outside, so that with respect to the

charge, the bottle has neither more nor less elec

tricity after it is charged, than it had before it

Was charged; but it has more on one gide, and

less on the other, Page 7, § xrv.

*

One Side of coated Glass, when charged, being

always negative, and the other positive, de

pends upon the following Principle.

Exp. 34.

Take the insulated brass ball, fig. 19, being

about the size of the ball at the end of the prime

conductor; set it 'as near to A as possible, without

taking a spark when the machine is turned:

turn the machine, and hold your finger upon B.

When you have turned it two or three times

round, take your finger from the ball B, while

the machine is in motion, and it will be nega

tively electrified.

Rationale—The prime conductor being posi

tively electrified, has repelled the natural quan

tity of electricity from the ball, into the fingers

in contact with it, along the body to the ground:

while in that state, the finger being taken away,
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the electricity is prevented by the insulated

stand, from entering it again. Coated glass is

acted upon in the same manner, one side being

positively electrified by the prime conductor, re

pels the natural quantity from the other side.

To know whetfie?' the Ball, in the last Experi

ment, was electrified positively, or negatively.

Exp. 35.

After B has been held a sufficient time before

the conductor, as in the last experiment, charge

E at the prime conductor; then place it upon

the table, so that the cork balls, a b, may hang

free over the edge, being the best position for B

to approach them; then after B has been electri

fied, as in the former experiment, move it quick*

ly near to one of thee cork balls a b ; if the ball

is attracted by B, then it must have been nega

tively electrified, but if it should repell a b^ it

must have been positively electrified.

Exp. 36.

Take the jar D, and hold it against the con

ductor by E, while the machine is in motion^

and it will charge the outside coating positively,
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but the inside will be charged negatively, from

what has already been said—set the jar upon an

insulating stool; then take it by the outside, and

place it upon the table, as before; proceed with

the brass ball, as in the last experiment. If it

be negatively electrified, it will repel the cork

balls, they being negative, but if positively, it

will attract them, they being negative. Page 4,

$ iv.

Rationale.—Why the jar, when charged, as

in the last experiment, must be placed upon an

insulating stool before the outside is taken hold

of, is this : the jar having received an additional

quantity of electricity upon its outside coating,

if that side be placed upon conductors,

while the hand is holding it by E, being in con

tact with the inside, the additional electricity

Will go off from the outside, and the deficiency

will be supplied by the hand to the inside; but

if it is insulated, it can receive but very little of

the electricity from the outside of the jar, so

that it maybe taken by the hand any where, with

out any sensible diminution of its charge, al

though the electricity added to the outside makes

its efforts to go away, there is nothing to supply

its inside.
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To charge a jar negatively andpositively by

Jig. I, plate 2, see page 16.

Exp. 3J\

Place a jar upon a sliding table A B, fig. 3,

plate 2, so that any part of the wire q r, pro

ceeding from the inside of the jar, may be in

contact with the conductor o, being the negative

conductor of the machine fig. 1 ; screw upon r,

the electrometer, fig. 1 8, plate 3—hang a metal

chain or wire from the prime conductor to the

ground—turn the machine, and the jar, to all

outward appearance, will charge as at the prime

conductor of fig. 1 , pla. 1 , the cork ball rising and

denoting the power of the charge. When the

cork ball ceases to rise higher, the jar will be of

sufficientpower—remove it from the conductor—

take away the chain from the prime conductor,

and hang it upon o; this being done, set the

jar in contact with the positive conductor, repre

sented in fig. 2—turn the machine, and the ball

of the electrometer will begin to fall till it is in

contact with r; then it will begin to rise again,

if the turning be continued.
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Ralionak.—When the jar stood at the ne

gative conductor o, its natural quantity of elec

tricity was drawn but of it, by the action of the

rubbers, which was shewn by the rising of the

ball of the electrometer, and made its escape to

the ground, by the chain which hung to the

positive conductor, and the jar became in the

same state, as that in the last experiment, but

differed in the manner of charging. In the for

mer experiment, the natural quantity of electri

city was repelled from the inside of the jar, by

an overplus being forced upon the outside, it

was charged positively on the outside, and nega

tively in the inside. The jar being afterwards

placed to the positive conductor, the natural

quantity of electricity was given to it by degrees,

as was seen by the falling of the cork ball,

and when it had received its natural quantity of

electricity, the cork ball hung perpendicularly,

when more, it began again to rise ; and when it

had risen as high as it could, then the jar was

charged positively within, and negatively

without, just the reverse of that at the conduc

tor o.
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The Direction of the electric Fluid shewn by the

Heat of a lightedCandle.

Exp. 38.

Insulate two wires, furnished at each end

with a metal ball of about three quarters of an

inch in diameter, or fig. 67 ; connect one with

the positive conductor, and the other with

the negative conductor; set them so that their

balls may be at about four inches distance;

place between them a common sized lighted can

dle, with the center of its flame nearly upon a

level with the center of the balls, and at an

equal distance from each. Put the machine in

motion, the flame will waver very much, and

seem to incline rather more to the negative con

ductor, than to the positive, but is very equivo

cal. Continue turning, and if the machine be a

plate of two feet diameter, about fifty revolu

tions, will occasion thenegative ball to growwarm,

but the positive will remain cold. If the revo

lutions be continued to two hundred, the nega

tive ball will be too hot to be touched, and the

positive will remain as cold as at first. If the two

balls, b c, be so contrived as to contain in each

a thermometer, the experiment will be more

evident.
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Experiments upon the Permeability and Imper

meability of Glass to Electricity.

Exp. 39.

Charge a coated jar, or a coated square glass

plate, as in experiment 27, and afterwards insulate

it; then present your knuckle to the negative

side, and a spark will appear. The advocates

for the permeability of glass say, that this spark

is the electric fluid, which comes through the

glass from the opposite side, where it was forced

by the machine, and these sparks continuing till

the coated glass is discharged, they think

sufficient proof is afforded of the permeability

of glass. That this spark, which is seen, goes

in a contrary direction, that is, from the knuckle

to the glass, will evidently appear from the fol

lowing experiments.

Exp. 40.

Fig. 23. Charge the small coated bottle, E,

positively in the inside ; insulate it, by hanging

it by its hook as is represented in the plate ; F

being taken away, hold your knuckle to its out

side coating, and a spark will be seen.

H
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To shew the Direction of the before-mentioned

Spark.

Exp. 41 .

The bottle E remaining, charge equally

the other two bottles, F and G—place F

under E, so that its hook may touch the outside

coating. Having stood so long that no more

sparks can be seen between the hook of F, and

the coating of E, take F away, and set it near

G ; discharge the two, and F will be found much

weaker than G, which sufficiently proves, that

the sparks which were seen went from F, to

the coating of E, otherwise F must have been

stronger than G.

It may be said, that the electric matter was for

ced out of F upon G, by its being previously

charged ; but the following experiment will suf

ficiently prove the contrary.

Exp. 42.

E being charged and hung up, place F,

so that its hook may touch the outside coa

ting of E, as before, but not charged ; after it

has stood so long, that no more sparks can be
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seen—take Faway, and by applying the dischar

ging rod to it, you will find it charged to a cer

tain degree. -

This, at first sight, appears to shew the per

meability of glass, but when we consider that

a coated bottle can be charged negatively in the

inside, as well as positively, it will again contra

dict it, as will be seen by the following experi

ment, which shews that F was charged negatively

in the inside, or part of its natural electricity

was drawn out of it.

Exp. 43.

After F has stood at E a sufficient time, as in

the former experiment, take E away, and hang

F by its hook—discharge E, then charge it posi

tively within, but veryweakly, about as strong

as F was charged in the last experiment; then

place E, with its hook to touch F, and after it

has stood there a sufficient time, as in the last

experiment, discharge E, and it will be found

something stronger than G, which is contrary

to the third experiment, and makes it evidently

appear, that the bottle which was last hung up,

must have been charged in a different direction

to that in the last experiment, that is, negative

ly in the inside. This sufficiently proves what
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was intended, viz. that a certain quantity of the

natural electricity was drawn out of F, in the last

experiment, upon the outside of E, which could

not be the case if glass wer*. penetrable to elec

tricity.

The Reason of a Spark appearing on the Outside

Coating of an insulated charged Jar.

Exp. 44.

Fig. 44. Charge A B positively in the inside,

by the long wire, which projects from the tube

C; and afterwards screw it upon its insulating

stand, as is seen in the plate ; then by holding

a knuckle to the outside coating, sparks will ap

pear. Draw the long wire out of the bottle—

hold your knuokle as before, and you will see

but one spark. Put tfie wire in again, and you

will see sparks as before.

Rationale.—By this experiment we learn,

that if there is no provision made, by which the

fire can escape from the inside ofA B, no sparks

can be seen, which, if glass were permeable to

electricity, the more perfect the stoppage is to

prevent its flying off" from the inside, the more

plentiful will the sparks appear on the outside.
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TlieAbbe Nollefs Experiment, shewing the Per

meability ofGlass to Electricity, described in

thefirst Volume of his Letters on Electricity.

Exp. 45.

Annex fig. 25, by the brass chain, hanging

from the wire C, to the prime conductor; place

the receiver so prepared, as is seen in the figure,

upon the plate of an air-pump; exhaust it; then

turn the machine, and the electricity, which is

forced upon the inside of the glass globe by the

machine, will repel the natural electricity from

its outside to the plate of the air pump, and

make a very beautiful appearance, filling the

whole receiver with streams of light, which will

continue till the globe is charged, and then

cease. To discharge it, one end of a chain must

be made fast to the plate of the pump, and with

the other end touch the prime conductor, as

soon as the light disappears. The Abb6 Nollet

tells us, that it will continue as long as you conti

nue to turn the machine, but it is so plain to

the contrary, that he could only have imagined

this experiment, without trying it.
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The self-morning Wheel

Exp. 46.

Fig. 24 represents an instrument invented by

Dr. Franklin, and by him called the self-moving

wheel. If the weather be damp, it will be ne

cessary to warm the plate, by setting a little

fire under it, and keeping it continually tur

ning round : the five pillars should likewise be

warmed or rubbed very dry, and all the insula

ting parts about it;—place the pillars so that the

balls on their tops, may be as near as possible

to the balls upon the plate when it is turned

round. Charge either the upper or under side of

the plate positively ; if the upper side, make a

chain fast, proceeding from the prime conduc

tor to that piece of brass in which the upper

most center of the wheel moves, and make

a communication from the under side to the

ground. When it is well charged, it will begin

to move, and then the communication must be

taken away.

Rationale.—The balls upon the plate, which

are nearest to one of the pillars, move towards it,

and electrify it; the succeeding balls communi
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eating with the under side of the glass plate,

are then attracted by the pillars, which

were electrified by the other balls, and thus its

motion will increase, till it is in this manner

discharged, the balls on the upper side giving

away the overplus of electricity to the pillars,

and the balls on the under side taking it from

them to supply their deficiency.

The electrifying Cane.

Exp. 47.

Fig. 26 is so constructed as to give any per

son the electrical shock unexpectedly. * To

charge it, hold it in a perpendicular position,

the head touching either of the conductors of an

electrical machine, so that the sliding wire may

lie against the head ; when it is charged, it may

be used as a cane (only remember it is glass),

without being intirely discharged, for the space

of a whole day ; and if you meet a friend, whom

you would wish to surprize, offer your hand, as

if you only intended to shake hands with him,

hold your cane so that the sliding wire may fall

to the head, and touch his leg with it, your

friend will be surprized by an electrical shock.

If the cane should not contain the charge long
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enough, take the head off, let the sliding wire

fall out, and clean the inside of the small tube

with a piece of cotton or leather tied to one end

of the wire.

The electrical Tozvcr.

Exp. 48.

Fig. 27. Annex the electrometer to the

prime conductor, by means of a wire or chain,

and let the screw head loose by pulling out a

brass pin,which confines it; a chain will then fall »

to the bottom of the enclosed jar. Charge it as

high as you can, which you will know by the

rising of the electrometer; then turn the screw

head, a, four or five times round, till it stops ;

then make it fast by the brass pin, and the

tower is in a proper situation for keeping its

charge twelve or thirteen weeks, if there is no

defect in the jar. But the intent of this is to fire

two or more cannons, at the word of command,

after it has been charged some time, without

any person in company perceiving from what

cause. The cannons being charged with gun

powder, fill their touch-holes, which are of ivo

ry, with gunpowder also, stopped very closely;

afterwards, stick a brass pin into each of the
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touch-holes, nearly to the bottom, but this dif

fers according to the number of cannons you in

tend to fire, and likewise, according to the time

the tower has been kept charged, which expe

rience will soon teach. The brass pin, which goes

into the touch-hole of the first cannon, must

communicate with the electrometer; the pin

of the second must touch the outside of the first

cannon, and the body of the last cannon must

be annexed to C, by means of a wire or chain.

Every thing being thus prepared, bring the

tower to the place where you choose to exhibit

the experiment—loosen the screw-head, a, and

give the word of command—the cannons will

at the same instant be discharged.

Exp. 49.

Fig. 27, being charged by electricity, in some

degree shews the impermeability of glass to elec

tricity, by containing its charge eight or ten

weeks, and likewise, that there is nothing far

ther necessary to make any glass contain a given

quantity of electricity in it, but to be well closed

by electrics.
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The magic Bell-Ringer

Exp. 50. i

Fig. 29. Place this instrument on the right

side of the electrical machine, so that the ball

c, may be in contact with the conductor and

that side facing the operator, on which is a brass

screw in the middle of the wooden cylinder;

then hang the balls as is seen by the figure—

set H upright with its heaviest end upwards—

turn the machine, and the bells next to the

prime conductor will begin to ring—continue

turning till sparks fly from one bell to the other

—take the lightest end of H in your hand ; hold

it in a horizontal position pointing towards

I—command the bells on that side to stop

ringing, and those on the other to begin,

and they will both instantly obey. It is not

necessary, in commanding, that H should re

main near I : as soon as the bells have answered

the command, H may be taken away. By

again moving H to the other side they will stop,

and the others will begin to ring: thus they

may be commanded till the insulated bottle is

discharged, which, in good weather, will last

nearly an. hour. Place H upright in front of
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the wooden cylinder, and command the bells

on both sides to ring at once.

Exp. 51.

Take the bells from that arm, which is in

contact with the prime conductor—hang upon

the other arm (the bells remaining) the small

plate E. F is a large brass plate placed directly

under E upon a stand, which can be set higher

or lower at pleasure—charge the instrument as

in the former experiment, then take a small

image cut out of thin paper, about a quarter

of an inch shorter than the distance between

the two plates, holding it between them with

the thumb and ringer of one hand, and with

the other set H towards I—the bells will begin

to ring, and the figures to dance, as if it were

to the ringing of the bells, which will continue

a considerable time, depending on the state of

the atmosphere.

Fig 30 shews the construction of fig. 29,

with which the same experiment may be re

peated.
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The condensed Tube and Jar.

Exp. 52.

Fig. 3 1 being filled with water about au inch

or two higher than the coating, condense air

upon it, and afterwards charge it with electri

city—it may be held in the hand, and made to

play in several diverging streams; but the chief

intent of this instrument is, to shew that the

motion of the particles of water is no obstacle

j|o the contrary motion of the particles of elec

tricity. It may be charged by causing the

stream to play into an electrified jar, as if charg

ed in the common manner.

Exp. 53.

The glass tube being filled with water as in

the last experiment, and air being condensed

upon it, charge very strongly, a jar with a

wide mouth, containing about twice the quanti

ty of coated surface as the tube; then make the

tube to play into the inside of the jar, they

will both be charged equally. If there is a

metallic communication made from the out

side of the tube to the outside of the jar, the

.r
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tube will receive half the charge from the jar

the moment the stream reaches the inside of

the jar.

To make a Jar give one or several Discharges,

Exp. 54.

To make the jar, fig. 32, give one discharge,

annex the several outside coatings by means of a

chain or wire—charge it at the ball A; then dis

charge it in the common manner, and it will

only afford one discharge.

To make the Jar give ten or ffteen different

Discharges.

Exp. 55.

The connexions with the several coatings, as in

the last experiment, continuing, charge the

jar as before ; then take away the connec

ting chain or wire—place one end of a

discharging rod to the uppermost coating, and

with the other end approach the ball A, but not

to touch it: it will cause one discharge. Draw the

charger back quickly ; then wait two or three

seconds—apply your discharger as before, and it
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manner, and it will give ten or fifteen different

discharges, without fresh charging.

To make the Jar give four Discharges.

Exp. 56.

The jar being charged as above described,

and the connexions taken away, place one end of

the discharging rod to the uppermost coating,

and with the other end approaching A, it will

give one discharge—set one end of the dischar

ger to the second coating, and approach A with

the other : it will give a second discharge. Pro

ceed to the third and fourth coatings, and after

the fourth discharge, it will be totally discharged.

The double Lcyden Jar.

Exp. 57.

Place fig. 33 so that any part of the outside

coating of the jar A may be in contact with the

prime conductor of an electrical machine—turn

the machine, and the large jar will become charg

ed; then set one end of a discharger to the

coating of B, and the other end to C, and it
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will cause a discharge ; next set one end of the

discharger to C, and the other to the coating of

A : it will cause a second discharge—place one

end of the discharger to B, and the other end

to A, it will give a third discharge—set one end

of the discharger to A, and the other to C, it

will cause a fourth and total discharge.

Rationale.—The outside coating of A, being

by conductors connected with the inside coating

of B, it is evident, that if electricity be forced

against A, it will run down into the inside of B

None will remain upon A, because there are no

conductors connected with the inside to let its

natural electricity go away ; but as soon as there

is a communication with the outside of B,

and extended to the inside of A, the natural

electricity, contained in the inside of A, will be

repelled out of it, and go along the conductor

to the outside of B ; and part of the electricity,

which was forced into the inside of B, will spread

itself upon the outside coating of A, and the two

jars will then stand partly charged, the upper

most jar negatively within, and the undermost

positively within. The second discharge is cau

sed by fixing a conductor to the inside of A at

C, and extending it to the outside, part of the

positive fire is repelled from the outside, ami
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goes into the inside: the uppermost bottle is

for that moment discharged, but does not re

main so, because the undermost jar standing

upon conductors, is capable of receiving electri

city upon its outside, by which means, the po

sitive electricity contained in its inside is ad

mitted to spread itself upon the outside coating

of A, because the hand, holding the communi

cating conductor to its inside, not being yet ta

ken away, admits a proportionate quantity of

that which is coming upon its outside, to go

away from the inside, along the hand to the

ground : thus the two jars remain still partly

eharged. By fixing a conductor to B, and

extending it to A, the undermost jar will be in-

tirely discharged; and also the uppermost, when

communication is made between its inside and

outside.

To light a Candle by an electrical Explosion.

Exp. 58.

Fig. 67. Place a lighted candle upon the top

of h, and screw off the two balls b c ; then slide

the wires till they stand at about one inch dis

tance from the flame of the candle ; the top of

the wick of the candle must be at the same
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height, or about one line lower than the points

of the wires—charge a common sized jar—-an-

nex a chain to its outside coating—blow out the

candle—and immediately after, make the ball

of the jar to touch the ball of that wire, which

goes through the top of B ; the jar will then dis

charge itself through the smoke of the candle,

and make it flame again.

To extinguish a Candle by an electrical

Explosion.

Exp. 59.

Fig. 67. Slide up the piece h, till the middle

of the flame of the candle is exactly on a level

with the two points of the wires ; set the point of

that wire, which goes through the top of B, at

the distance of an inch and a half from the

flame; then charge the same jar as was used in

the former experiment—annex k to its outside,

snuflf the wick of the candle very low, and

make the ball of the jar touch the ball of that

wire which goes through B—the jar will dis

charge itself slowly, and put out the candle.

K
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To illuminate a Piece of Sugar by an electrical

Explosion.

Exp. 60.

Fig. 67. Lay a piece of sugar upon the top

of h—screw on the ' two halls b c—slide the

wires till they nearly touch the ends of the

sugar : the surface of the sugar must be nearly

the same height as the center of the balls—set

the instrument thus prepared, so that the end

ball of that wire, which goes through B, may

stand at about half an inch distance from the

conductor of an electrical machine—set the jar

used in the two former experiments, so that its

ball may be in contact with the prime conduc

tor ; and make the end of the chain touch the

outside coating of the jar. Darken the room—

then turn the machine, and when the jar is

charged high enough, it will discharge itself

over the surface of the sugar, and the light will

be seen upon its surface continuing some time

after the explosion. If chalk be used, it will

also retain the light after the explosion, which

will be of a different colour.
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To pierce one or any member of Cards by an

electrical Explosion.

Exp. 61.

Charge fig. 1 7, as in experiment 22, but in

stead of placing it at half an inch from the con

ductor, set it in pontact with the conductor : it will

then take a higher charge—turn the machine till

thejar has sufficient power—set twoorthree cards

upright against the side of the jar—place one

end of the discharger against the middle of the

cards, propping them close to the jar—cause the

other end to touch the knob of the jar, which

will discharge, and a hole will be found through

all the cards, large or small, depending upon

the size of the jar, and strength of the charge—

a disagreeable and sulphurous smell will be left

between the cards. If the cards be examined,

there will be seen a burr round the holes on each

of the cards, particularly if only one card be

used. If this burr were raised only in one side,

it would enable us to judge which way the elec

tric fluid had passed; whether from the inside

of the jar to the outside, or from the outside to

the inside; but the burr being raised on both

sides, it does not furnish us with the expected
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information. The burr being often very irregu

lar, supposed to be occasioned by the discharger

pressing unequally against them, the following

experiment will obviate that objection.

To shoot a Hole through a Card.

Exp. 62.

Place fig, 34 so that any part of a d may

touch the prime conductor; a card being proper

ly fixed before the mouth of the cannon so that

it is intirely free from either the cannon or brass

plate e, then when the jar is charged, it will

discharge itself, and pass through the card to e,

and so to the outside ofthejar. It will be easily

understood that in this case there can be no burr

but that which is caused by the action of the

electric fluid.

This may be done with a square glass plate

coated on both sides, as represented by fig. 35.

Exp. 63.

Take a piece of brass, and bend it to a right

angle ; to which fix a piece of baked wood to

contain a card. Lay the plate upon the table—

place the cannon upon it—and annex it to the
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conductor ; slide one end of the brass angle un

der the plate till it touches the outside coating.

Turn the electrical machine—the plate will

charge till the cannon discharges its contents

through the card, as in the last experiment—by

moving the card in the wood, as many holes

may be struck through, as are thought proper.

To fire cold Spirit of Wine by an electrical '

Spark,

Exp. 64.

Place fig. 36 so that the ball, a, can receive

sparks from the prime conductor of an electrical

machine—pour into the cup, e, spirits of wine,

till the rising part of the bottom is just covered—'

place the cup under the point of the piece, d—

turn the electrical machine, and the sparks that

are received by a, from the conductor, will fly

from the point through the spirits to the rising.

part in the middle of the cup. If the spirits do

not fire at first, slide the points nearer or farther

from the rising part of the cup, till you find the

distance at which it takes fire. In very cold wea-i

ther aprime conductorwill hardly contain electrici

ty sufficient to set cold spirits on fire; in this cir
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oumstance, a coated jar must be annexed tq the

conductor, and when the jar is charged, connect

the ball of the jar to the ball a, by means of

an insulating director, and the jar will discharge

itself with a large brush of light, which will set

the spirits on fire. The outside of the jar must

not be connected with the brass dish, because

then the jar would discharge itself by exploding

from the points, which for the most part only

disperses the spirits, and does not set them on

fire.

How to set fire to warmed Spirits by the electric

Spark after it has passed through a Piece of

Ice, or a Snow-Ball,

Exp. 65.

Dispose the apparatus, fig. 37, as is seen in

plate IV, with the knob of the jar against the

prime conductor—charge the jar—lay the snow

ball, or what you would wish the electricity to

pass through, upon the bearer E, and then dis

charge the bottle, by directing the spark through

the snow ball, with an insulated discharger, by

setting one leg upon the snow-ball, and extend

ing the other to the knob of the bottle—the

brass cup being previously filled with warmed
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spirits, it will be set on fire, by the spark which

had passed through the snow ball.

The most convenient method of warming the

spirits is, to set fire to them in the cup by a

candle, and let them burn for the space of half

a minute; the electric spark will then easily

light them.

Hoxo to fire Rosin by the electric Spark.

Exp. 66.

Take a piece of rough wood, two or three

inches square—pulverize some rosin very fine ;

and rub it upon the piece of wood—lay upon

the brass cup fig. 36—slide up the point till it

is about half an inch from the wood—place the

apparatus so that a stand at about half an inch

from the prime conductor of an electrical ma

chine—place also a Leyden jar at the prime con

ductor in a proper manner for charging—annex

the outside with the brass cup—turn the ma

chine—and when the jar is charged high enough,

it will discharge itself to a, and fly from the point

to the surface of the wood to the cup, where

the rosin will be set on fire.
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Hoxv to fire Tinder by an electrical Spark.

Exp. 67.

Put some fresh tinder into the cup used

in the last experiment; suppose about half

full, pressed hard down. Place the cup un

der the point, and proceed in every respect as

if it was intended to fire spirits.

Tinder may likewise be fired by holding it

between the fingers near an insulated conductor

of an electrical machine ; but in this case, the

conductor ought to contain at least forty super

ficial square feet ; then it will fire it sometimes

at a foot distance from the conductor, without

sparks or any other visible cause.

How to fire Gunpozvder by a very large Con

ductor without any coated Glass.

Exp. 68.

Roll up a piece of red East Indian paper, as

if it were intended for a very small cartridge—-

tye one end with a string, but not very tightly;

fill it with' gunpowder—and stick it upon a

sharp iron point, which must be held in the
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hand—'take cafe that the gunpowder be not at

tracted out of the cartridge; hold it to the con

ductor, so that the side of the cartridge touch

the conductor: if it is not inflamed at first, slide

it backwards and forwards, and it will then do

so, without a spark being perceived.

How to inflame warm Spirit 'without being con

nected with the electrical Machine.

Exp. 69.

Place fig. 38 so that the ball, d, shall take

sparks from the prime conductor of an electrical

machine, and so that it stand in a right line

with the body of the prime conductor—stand

upon an insulating stool at some distance from

the point, which must be regulated according

to the acting power of the machine; that being

commonly about five or six inches—approach

your finger very quickly to warmed spirit, and

it will be set on fire—sparks may be drawn from

any part of the person thus standing, the same

as in experiment 16, but weaker. Care must

be taken that nothing stands between d c and

the insulated person, otherwise the electricity

will be intercepted in its passage.

L
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To illuminate an Egg, Apple, Onion, Lemon,

and Orange, as well ae some calcarious Sub

stances and Sugar by Electricity.

Exp. 70.

Take fig. 67—unscrew the balls, b c, from the

wires—lay an egg upon the top of h, then push

the two wires forward till one end touch one

end of the egg, and the other, the other end—

place the instrument at about half an inch dis

tance from the prime conductor of the electrical

machine—place in contact with the conductor

a coated jar—hang a chain from that wire of the

instrument, which is farthest from the conduc

tor, and annex it to the outside of the coated

jar; turn the machine, and when the jar is

charged, it will discharge itself through the egg,

which will appear as one body of light, and be

so transparent, that the yolk may be plainly

seen. Proceed in like manner with an apple,

onion, lemon, or orange, which ought first to

be well rubbed with a dry woollen cloth, and

the points of the wires must be stuck into each

of them. The proper depth will be found by

experience as it is not always alike, differing

' according to the size of the article made use

of.
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How to illuminate the Bolognian Sttnc, either

artificial or natural.

Exp. f\.

Lay it upon h,fig. 67—and instead ofdirecting

the shock to touch the surface of it, as for chalk

or sugar ; adjust h so that the stone, or rather pow

der may lie about one inch lower than the points

of the wires—make the discharge as before, and

it will receive the light and appear as if it was

burning fora considerabletime, very much resem

bling common phosphorus. If this powder be

kept in a bottle, from its being first made in the

dark, it will give no light; but if it be exposed

to the light of the sun, and then placed in the

dark, it will appear luminous for a considerable

time. Geometrical figures or names, by means of

this phosphorus, may be very beautifully illumi

nated, bybending small glass tubes into the shape

or figure desired. Fill them with it, and illu

minate them by the electrical shock, as above

described.

Unless the electrical machine, made use of

for the above experiment, charge pretty quick

ly, it. will be difficult to make the discharge

in the manner described : in such case, it will
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proper to make the discharge by means of the

electrometer, E F, plate 2—a chain or wire

must proceed from F to g, and k must touch

the outside of the jar ; then the whole instrument

may be set at a distance from the conductor.

How to break Glass by the electric Shock,

Exp. 72,

The surprising effect that electricity has up.,

on glass', when close Confined, is very remarkable.

Place upon h, fig. 67, a piece of glass about

an inch square 01* more, according to the acting

powiSr of the electrical machine; then slide the

wires, p g, so that their points touch the edges

Of* the glass, pointing under it; place a cylih^

dricait piece* of Wood upright upon the glass,

and on the top of that, lay any metal' weight,

suppose one or Mo pounds; according 1» the

thickness of t&e glass ; if the gfess is' ntit mbr$

than a quarter of an inch thick, one pound

weight will be sufficient—place a common sized

Leyden jar to the conductor of the electrical

machines-connect k to the outside of the jar

by means of a chain or wire, and g to the elec%

froirtefer, E F, its ball at the top, s'tatidmg

$b6ut hah* an inch distance from a ; the jar when
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charged, will discharge itself to E, and from E

between the glass and the ivory in its way to

the outside of the jar—the glass will be bro

ken in several pieces according to the strength of

the charge. If it should not be broke, increase

the distance, and repeat the experiment.

The same instrument is made use of for break

ing glass tubes, tearing wood in pieces, and

striking gold leaf into glass, in the following

manner.

Jforv to break Glass Tubes,

Exp. 73.

Take a glass tube, intended for breaking, of

any thickness*—fill it with water, and stop both

ends very closely with cork; then push the end

of each wire through the corks till they are

about three quarters of an inch distance from

each other in the inside of the tube—transmit

the shock through it in the same manner as in

the last experiment, and the tube will be bro-

ken in several pieces.
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How to tear Wood in Pieces.

Exp. 74.

Take pieces of hard wood of any sort, square

or round, as is thought proper, but they should

not be above a quarter of an inch thick, unless a

very great force is to be made use of to break

them. If they are not above a quarter of

an inch thick, and about an inch long, a jar con

taining two square feet of coated glass will an

swer the purpose very well; then drill holes in

each end, leaving a small space in the middle not

drilled: the two wires, d and g must be taken

out or filed small at their ends, so as to fit the

holes in the wood ; then push the ends of the

wires into the wood, till they stop against the

part which is not drilled—discharge a coated

bottle through it as in the last experiment, and

the wood will be split in pieces.

The tube of a tobacco pipe may also be broken

in the same manner. . . .



To strike Gold Leaf into Glass.

Exp. 75.

Take a piece of card paper the size of the

glass, and lay it upon h—spread a leaf of gold

upon it, and cover it with the glass which is

intended to be gilt—lay a weight thereon, and

give the discharge through it, in the same man

ner as in experiment 72, and the gold will be

melted into the pores of the glass, so that it

cannot be rubbed off.

The greater the quantity of coated glass made

use of, the more gold will be melted.

The Use of the Thunder House.

Exp. 76.

Fig. 39, called the thunder house, invented

chiefly to show the utility of conductor* to hou

ses, in a thunder storm. Being put tqgether,

as is represented in the plate, with a metal chain

hanging from the shank of A to the ground, and

a coated jar being annexed to the prime conduc

tor, place the {hunder house so near to the con

ductor, that the ball, A, may stand at about
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three quarters of an inch from the ball of the

prime conductor. If A should be too low, stick

the brass wire, n, into the hole of the prime

conductor, and bend it till the ball at the end

of it may be of an equal height with A-—connect

the outside coating of the jar with a brass hook

under the door by means x>f a chain or wire;

when the jar is charged, the electricity will fly

from the ball of the bent wire to A, represent

ing a flash of lightening1—put the square piece

abed, into its place, so that the wire, which

goes quite across it, may stand upright ; it will

then connect the other two parts of the conduc

tor—cause the lightening as before to fall upon

A, nothing will happen to the house, because

the conductor is continued from A to the bottom,

of the house—turn the square piece so that that

wire, which does not go quite across, may stand

upright ; then if a flash of lightening be made

to fall upon A, the square piece will be driven

out of its place to a considerable distance; the

lightening, "falling upon A, runs down to the

bottom of the wire, which is continued to

the square piece, and not finding there any

further metal conductor, it is obliged to

fly from the end of the wire to that in

the middle of the square piece, and force it

out of its place. It may represent a part of a
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damaged wall, a door, or window, driven out

of its place by lightening. We find upon the

tops of several houses in this country, weather

cocks; if the lightening should happen to fall

upon them, it must unavoidably be the ruin of

the house. The lightening falling upon the

weathercock, runs down to the bottom of the

spindle, and finding there no further metal con

ductor, flies from tli'enc to the ground, rending

and tearing the wall to pieces in its way. If the

conductors to houses are not made of a proper

thickness, the same misfortune will befall them,

as if they had none.

Exp. 77.

The two brass wires, c d, being drawn out of

their places, and that part made fast with a fine

iron wire fastened to the hook in the inside, and

from thence to a hook corresponding with the

shank of the ball at the other end of the house,

and a flash of lightening being made to fall upon

the ball at the other end of the house, it will

run along the fine wire, which not being thick

enough, will melt it in its passage, and that

end of the house will fall to the ground.

For the amusement of those who are less

speculative, I have invented several parts in the

M
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inside, which is seen at fig. 39, and which ought

to be previously prepared in the following man

ner.

Fig. 39.—The brass tube, c, must be nearly

filled with loose gunpowder as likewise the ivory

piece—the brass pin must be stuck into it

through the powder to within a quarter of an

inch of the bottom ; and the chain, which is

fast to the pin, must be hooked upon h, free

from the flooring or the brass dish, in which

must be poured a little spirit of wine—the brass

pipe, k, must be filled with gunpowder made

a little wet, and being pushed through the hole

of the brass dish to the end of the hollow arm—

L must be filled with gunpowder hard stopped.

The house being shut down, as is seen in fig. 40,

the experiment may be made.

Exp. 78.

It will be proper in this experiment to set the

house on the ground.—Make one end of a chain

fast to the electrometer, E F, plate I, and the

other end fast to the hook at the bottom of

the house, and from thence to the outside of

the jar, standing under the prime conductor ;

and the lightening will fly out of a to E, and

run along the shank of A and h, and so
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to the ivory piece : the gunpowder will then be

set on fire, which will blow open the roof of the

house, and setting the spirit of wine on fire, that

part of the house will be in flames ; which after

it has burnt some time, will fire the gunpowder

in the pipe, k, and when that has burnt to the

bottom it will set that on fire in the arm L ;

which will give a very loud report—the flooring

of the house will be blown up, and the whole

house will fall to pieces and appear in a ruinous

state, like unto a house destroyed by lightening.

N. B. If an iron wire be used, as in the

last experiment, and some gunpowder laid under

it, there will be no occasion to use the ivory

piece, and the experiment will answer equally

well.

The dreadful effects of Thunder and Lightening

upon Ships without Conductors, shewn by ex

periment, with Directions to make Conductors

to secure Shipsfrom such Misfortunes.

Exp. 79.

Fill the trough, represented in fig. 41, with

*vater, till the ship, c, swims in it, and so that

when it sails exactly under the ball L the top of

the mast may nearly touch it—place c at the
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end of the trough at c, and make it remain there

by hanging a chain to the end of the trough upon

the stern of the ship.t—fasten a small thread to

the head of the ship, and to pass it through a

loop between the jars ; annex the ball, L, to the

prime conductor of the electrical machine, by

means of the wire—turn the machine till

the jars are fully charged; then, by means

of the thread, draw the ship quickly under L,

and it will be struck as with thunder, flying out

of L to the mast, which will fall into the water

in pieces. When the mast is repaired and set

up again, unscrew the round piece of brass from-

the top of the spindle, and hang the chain, q rt

upon it ; then bind it to the back stays of the-

mast, or let it hang loose in the water, which i»

the same thing; then screw upon the top of the

spindle the star, A.

Exp. 80.

Fasten the ship as before—charge the jar, and

draw the ship, as in the last experiment—it.

will be struck by the ball, but no damage be done

to the mast ; the fire will be seen to pass along the'

chain, without touching the mast.
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Exp. 81. '

Place the ship at the end of the trough, as be

fore—charge the jars—then draw the ship slow

ly to imitate as much as possible, the motion of

a ship under sail, till it comes under the ball,

and the mast will receive no damage, nor will

any discharge be heard, because the point of the

star has drawn the fire out of the clouds.

How to kill Frogs by the electric Explosion.

Exp. 82.

Fig. 42.—A represents the end of a prima

conductor of an electrical machine—B is a coa

ted jar to be charged—e is a chain, one end of

which is annexed to the outside of the jar, and

the other hooked to the skin of the frog between

its legs—d is likewise a chain, one end of which

is hooked to the upper lip of the frog, and the

other end fastened to an insulated director; turn

the machine, and when the jar is charged, ap

proach the knob of the jar by the director, to

which the frog is fastened, hanging in the posi

tion seen in the figure, that is, free from all con
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ductors, the bottle will be discharged, and the

frog will instantly die.

It is very remarkable, that a frog cannot be

killed by an electric discharge, when sitting

' upon a table ; and yet may be easily killed, when

swimming in the water.

How to kill Frogs in Water, as also Fishes, &;c.

Exp. 83.

The apparatus, used in the last experiment, is

proper for this, only, instead of a frog hanging

between the chains, e d, in the air, it is now in a

bason with water, fig. 43. When the jar is

charged, discharge it by approaching its knob

to an insulated director; the discharge will

pass through the water, and the frog will imme

diately die ; or if any small fishes, &c. be used,

the same will happen.

Another phenomenon attending a frog, not

easily to be accounted for, is ; that all attempts

to kill it, when upon a table by electricty, will

be fruitless ; but when in water it is so easily

effected. There have always been two reasons

given why a frog could not be killed, while

standing on the table, or any conducting sub
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stance. One is, the dampness of its body con

ducts the shock, and prevents it from entering

its body : the other reason is, that the moisture

of the body wets the wood it was placed upon,

and the wood thereby becomes a better conduc

tor than the body of the frog ; but both these

reasons are of no avail, on seeing it can be so

easily killed, when in water, which is a better

conductor than moist wood, or that moisture

which is peculiar to frogs.

The animated Pith-Balls.

Exp. 84.

• Fig. 44.—Make some small pith-balls, cut

nicely round out of the pith of elder—take a

tumbler or small receiver—charge its inside by

holding it in such a direction, that a wire pro*

ceeding from any convenient part of the prime

conductor, suppose from a, fig. 1, plate II, can

touch nearly every part of its inside; then, if

the machine be put in motion, and the glass

moved, so that the wire touches nearly all

its inside surface, it will be charged—invert A

over the balls, and they will begin to dance, and

continue so for a considerable time.
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Rationale.—The dancing is caused by the

tumbler being charged with electricity, and af

terwards set over the balls; they are attracted by

the electricity, which was in the inside surface

of the glass, and again repelled to the table, by

that means, the glass is discharging, the balls

taking away that quantity of electricity, which

was added to its inside, and the conducting par

ticles in the surrounding air, gives to the outside

that quantiry which was repelled off by the

action of the electricity in the inside.

How to charge Glass not coated.

Exp. 85.

Take any kind of glass or bottle; which carl

be easily held in the hand, so that the end of

a wire proceeding from the conductor, can

touch its inside surface, by holding it in the

hand, as in the last experiment, covering as

much as possible of the outside of the glass

towards the bottom—put the electrical machine

in motion, and move the glass so that the

end of the wire in the conductor nearly tou

ches all parts of the inside, excepting about

two inches of the top—set it upon the glass table>
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being previously well rubbed or dried; then

pour some small hail shot into the inside of the

glass, till it is nearly full—take the glass in one

hand, and with the finger of the other touch

the hail shot ; a shock will be felt, which proves

that the coating of glass is of no further use

thin to connect the pores of the glass, so that

the electricity can be more readily communica

ted.

The insulated metallic Rod.

Exp. 86.

A B, fig. 45, represents the metallic rod

upon an insulating stand—c d, two cork balls

hanging from the end—excite a glass tube, and

hold it within three or four inches from the end

A, of a metallic rod, and the cork balls at the

other end of the rod will diverge—remove the

tube, and the balls will collapse : no electricity

will remain in them, or in the rod—hold the

excited tube near to the rod again, and the ball9

will diverge as before, for the same reason. Con

tinue to hold the tube at the same distance with

one hand, and with the other touch that end of

the rod, from which the balls hang, and they will

collapse ; because the hand; touching that end

N
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of the rod, takes away that electricity, which was

repelled into it by the action Of the tube—take

the hand away, and they will diverge again—

excite the tube, and bring it near to A, as before,

and the balls will collapse—remove the tube, and

they will diverge, contrary to the first part of

the experiment.

Rationale.—The cause of the balls diverging

at first, is, that the repulsive power of the elec

tricity upon the glass tube, repels the natural

electricity from the end, A, of the rod -to the

end, B, and that end becomes positively elec

trified, and the balls diverge with positive elec

tricity—the tube being removed, the electricity

which was jrepelled into the end, B, by the

action of the tube, returns again to its former

state, and leaving the rod unelectrified, the balls

must of course collapse. In tins experiment,

care must be taken not to approach too near to

the rod, nor to touch it with any thing—as soon as

the balls begin to diverge, stop at that distance,

because by bringing the excited tube too near

to the rod, it will impart some of its electricity

to the rod, and the balls will remain diverged

after the tube is taken away—the rod having

received more than is natural to it, will remain

positively electrified. A small coated bottle
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weakly charged will do equally as well as a glass

tube for the above experiment.

The two metallic Rods.

Exp. 87.

Take fig. 46, two insulated metallic rods,

and place them at about an eighth of an inch

from each other, with the cork balls hanging

from them ; then take the glass tube or coated

phial used in the last experiment—hold it at

about two or three inches distance from the first

wire, and the balls from both rods will begin to

diverge—hold it there three or four seconds—

then remove it, and the balls of both rods will

remain diverged. That, which was nearest

the glass tube or coated phial, will diverge,

because it is negatively electrified, and the balls

c d, will be positively electrified; or, in other

words, the first mentioned diverges because it

is deprived of its natural electricity, and the

last because it has received more than is natu

ral to it.

Rationale.—When the excited tube is held

near to one rod, the action of its electric fluid

repels the natural electric fluid out of that rod,
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and it enters the other, so that the last has too

jtiuch electric fluid, and the other too little.

Why the Balls at one Wire are negative, and the

other positive.

Exp. 88.

Separate the two wires while their balls are

diverging—set them at some distance from each

other ; then excite the glass tube, and approach

gradually towards the balls at the first wire, and

they will be attracted. The balls will strive, as

it were, to meet the tube, because they, having

lost their natural quantity of electric fluid, do

their endeavour to attract some of the super

fluous quantity from the tube—approach the

balls of the other tube in the same manner,

and the balls will be repelled, or strive to

recede from the tube, because, being excited, it

has too much electricity, and the balls too much

also, which they had received from the other

wire, so they must of consequence repel each

other both being in the same state. § iv. Page 4.

In *he three last experiments there is no par

ticular necessity for a glass tube, a small coated

bottle weakly charged positively will do as well,

and the result will be exactly the same. A stick
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of sealing wax, or a small coated bottle weakly

charged negatively will also have the same effect,

but will be exactly the reverse, as for example:

where the electric fluid was repelled out of one

into the other, will, by the action of the electric

fluid, either from the bottle or stick of wax, in

the last mentioned case, be attracted out of

one into the other ; and when separated the

first will be found to be positive, and the

second negative : because by exciting sealing

wax in the usual manner, by rubbing it with

any convenient rubber, except metals, it will

be negative, that is, its electric fluid will be

drawn out of it by the rubber, consequently, if

it is brought near to any non-electrics, it will

endeavour to attract the natural electric fluid

out of it ; but the sealing wax, being kept at a

proper distance, that is, not too near, upon

which the success of the above experiment

depends, does not attract the fluid out of it ; it

is only attracted into the balls from the other

end of the wire, being there stopped by the air

being an electric and condensed ; the other end

of it must of course be left as strongly negatiye

as the balls are positive, and part of the fluid

being attracted out of the second wire, the

sealing wax or negative bottle, being set away

out of the sphere .of action, the balls at the first
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wire will diverge, because they are negative, or

because they have less electricity than their

natural quantity, which is exactly the reverse

»f the case when the glass tube was used.

The exhausted Flask.

Exp. 89.

Fig. 47 represents a glass about the shape of

a Florence flask, with a brass cap and ball fixed

to its neck, and nearly exhausted of air ;—hold

it by the brass ball, and rub the flask in the

common manner used to excite electrics ; it will

appear luminous within, and give flashes of light;

—but, to make it appear more luminous, hold it

to the prime conductor of an electrical machine ;

the whole cavity of the glass will appear full,

with a flashing light, and will remain so for a

considerable time after it has been removed from

the prime conductor.

After it has been laid away for some time,

and it had ceased to give light of itself, grasp it

in the hand, and strong flashes of light will im

mediately appear in the inside of the glass, if

the weather be favourable.

If it is held in the hand by the ball, and the

opposite end touched by the prime conductor of
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an electrical machine when in motion, the elec

tric fluid will be condensed on the outside of

that end, and its natural electric fluid in the in

side, belonging to that space only where it is

condensed on the outside, will be repelled away

in streams through the whole space of the glass

to the hand ;—-the glass then becomes partly

charged, being condensed or positive on the out

side, and rarefied or negative in the inside :—.

the reverse will happen, if the end (a) be held

in the hand, and the brass ball to the prime

conductor—the electric fluid will be driven in

streams throgh the space of the glass, towards

the end, and there be condensed in the inside,

and rarefied or negative on the outside—in

whatever manner it is presented to the prime

conductor, it becomes always in some degree

charged. Suppose it then to be charged in the*

manner first mentioned^ negative in the inside,

and positive on the outside—after it is taken

from the conductor, it continues to give flashes of

light, because one side having too much electric

fluid, or more than its natural quality, is con

tinually giving way, and the other receiving;

the passage of the electric fluid to and from causes

that flashing light till it is nearly discharged ;

then it will cease to give flashes of itself ;—but,

when taken, iq, the hand, or touched on the out
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side by any conducting substance, the flashing

will again appear, because it then goes away

to the touching conductor, and, by that means,

gives the inside an opportunity to receive what

it had been deprived of.

The exhausted Glass Globe.

Exp. 90.

Fig. 48 being set near to the prime conductor

of an electrical machine, so that c can receive

sparks from it, turn the machine, and every

spark that passes from the prime conductor will

fill the whole glass globe, making a very beauti

ful appearance in a dark room ; if the electrical

machine acts strongly, it will give light enough

to read by. This experimnnt shews the sur

prising expansive property of electricity ; as one

spark, not so large as a pin's head, in the common

density of the atmosphere, can fill so large space.

Exp. 91.

1

If, instead of making sparks fly from the

prime conductor to C, you cause them to fly to

the wooden pillar D, the appearance will be dif

ferent, but the light will be much the stone.

\



Exp. ga.

The globe will always be charged, by being

strongly electrified, in either of the former ex

periments ;—to discharge it after the first ex

periment, make one end of a chain fast to the

top of the wooden pillar, and cause the other

end of the chain very quickly to touch the bent

wire c,—a large body of fire will be seen to fly

from under the brass plate, in a direct line to

the bottom, in its passage to the outside. After

the last experiment, one end of a chain must be

made fast to the bent wire c, and the other end,

while the globe is charging, must be made to

touch the bent wire projecting out of the top of

the wooden pillar.

Exp. 93.

The exhausted Cylinder.

Let AB, fig. 49, represent a long glass cylin

der standing upon the plate of an air pump—

make a metallic communication between the re

gulating electrometer EF, fig. 1, plate 1, set the

ball F at about half an inch distance from a—

begin to exhaust the cylinder, while an assistant

turns the machine—if the cylinder were made

O
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very clean and dry, no sparks, or, at least, very

faint ones, will fly from a to F, till the cylinder

is about half exhausted ; then sparks will pass

freely, and be seen at the points at the top of the

cylinder, and afterwards at the bottom also, pass

ing from the top to the bottom of the cylinder

in variegated flames of light—the exhausting and

passing of sparks still continuing, the cylinder

will be filled with a steady light, the exhausting

may be carried so far, that the light will begin

to get much fainter.—But this can only be ob

tained by an air pump of an extraordinary Fare-

fying power, such as Cuthbertson's improved air

pump. By varying the distance of th . ball of

the electrometer from the ball of the prime con

ductor, much variation in the light may be ob

tained.

Exp. 94.

Take the pieces first used away, and in their

place fix two balls, exhaust the cylinder as be

fore, and slide the wire E so low, that the ball at

the end of it may stand about seven inches dis

tant from the other—electrify, as in the last ex

periment, and the cylinder will be filled with

light in the form of a tree; the root between the

two balls, and the branches spreading from th£
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side of the wire to the side of the cylinder, it

will sometimes appear in the form of a screw,

winding about the wire E in continual motion.

The exhausted Glass Tube.

Exp. 95.

Fig. 50, plate V. Take one end in the hand,

and lay the other end upon the prime conductor

of an electrical machine when in motion, and

the tube will be filled with light ; which will

continue for a considerable time after it has been

taken away, and begin to flash by intervals, which

will continue for an hour or longer, depending

upon the state of the atmosphere.

Visible electric Atmosphere.

Exp. 96.

Fig. 51 represents a glass wkh two necks,

both mounted with brass ; from the inside of

each projects a brass wire, with a ball of two

inches diameter finely polished, and ofan exactfy

true figure, standing at about four inches dis

tance from each other. This glass is nearly ex

hausted by an air pump. Annex the ball at the

103721 .
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top, by means of a wire or chain, to the electro

meter E, fig. 1, pl. 1, turn the machine, acting

very weakly, and the ball of the electrometer

nearly to touch the ball a, otherwise the elec-

tircity will pass in a stream from one ball to the

other, and the experiment will not have the de

sired effect ; a little practice, however, will soon

render the operation easy and familiar;—a lucid

atmosphere will appear at that end of the glas3

which is connected with the electrometer, at the

same time that the ball at the other end, has not

the least appearance of light ; this atmosphere

does not exist al} round the ball ; but reaches

from about the middle of it to a small distance

beyond that side which is towards the opposite

ball. If the same end be held to a negative con

ductor, and electrified negatively, the lucid at-

mospere will appear about the other ball, at the

same time that the negative electrified ball does

not shew the least appearance of light ; which

makes it appear that the electric fluid consists of

one uniform homogeneous fluid, and not two, as

6ome have supposed ; for, if it were two distinct

fluids, attracting each other> then there would,

in this experiment, appear two atmospheres,

that is, one about the ball at the end A, and a

second about the other ball; which, we see, is

not the case. If the appearance of the lucid
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atmosphere be always about that ball which is

overcharged with electricity, when A is electri

fied positively, the superfluous fluid is visible on

that part which is nearest to the other ball, be

cause being in a contrary state of electricity, it

endeavours to attract it ; but when electrified

negatively, it will attract the electric fluid from

B ; which fluid, on that account, is visible on its

surface, just in the act of leaping to the other

ball.

To prove that the electric Fluid does not expel

the Air out of a coated Jar while charging.

Fig. 52 represents ajar coated in the common

manner, mounted at the top perfectly air-tight,

excepting a, which is put through the mounting,

and has a small drop of red liquid put into it at

the time of the experiment ; c is a brass wire,

with a brass ball at one end, the other being in

contact with the inside coating of the jar.

Exp. 97

Set c in contact with the prime conductor of

an electrical machine, and begin to charge the

jar. It is plain, from the construction of the

jar, that if any air be expelled by the electric
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fluid, it must pass through the small glass pipe a,

and thereby displace the drop of liquor which is

in the pipe :—there will not be the least motion

perceived in the liquor ; which shews that the

electric fluid, transmitted in the bottle, does not

exclude any of the air contained in its inside;—

when it is discharged, if the wire be not in close

contact with the inside coating, of the jar, it will

be a little displaced, owing to the spark which

passes from its inside coating to the wire, so that

this ought to be particularly guarded against.

The Course ofthe electric Fluid, in a Discharge,

rendered conspicuous by a pith Ball,

Exp. 98.

Lay upon h, fig^7, a piece of baked wood, fvlwjj.Jt^

with a long curve in the middle ; nearly of the

same radious as the pith ball ; then slide the two

wires till they are within about one-half or three-

fourths of an inch from the pith ball ; annex one

of the wires, suppose g,by means ofa metal chain,

to the outside of a charged bottle, and, with an

insulated discharger, direct the discharge to pass

between the balls of the wires, and over the sur

face of the baked wood.—the pith ball, lying in

the middle, is always driven in the direction of
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the electric fluid, that is, towards the negative

side of the bottle. It must be observed that, in

this experiment, the charge of the bottle must

be only just sufficient to pass through the inter

val in the circuit, the baked wood must be very

dry and clean, and, in short, the disposition of

the apparatus, and the performance of this ex

periment, requires a degree of nicety that can

only be obtained by practice, which when the

operator has once got to succeed, and afterwards

follows exactly the same method of operation,

he may be sure that the event of the experiment

will constantly be as above described.

The Direction of the electric Fluid in a Dis*

charge, shewn by causing it to pass over the

Surface ofa Card.

Exp. 99a

The apparatus used in the last experiment is

most proper for this. Lay a card upon h, and

unscrew the balls off from the wires, then slide

one of the wires under the card, and the end of

the other wire above the card ; at about an inch

distance, annex g to the outside of a charged

hottle, by means of a metal chain ; discharge

the bottle, as in the last experiment, with this
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difference, that it is necessary to be pretty*

strongly charged ; and it will be observed, that

the electric fluid will run over that surfa.ce of

the card on which the end of the wire lies which

is connected with the positive side of the bottle,

and it will pierce a hole through the card, just

over the extremity of the wire which is con

nected with the negative side of the bottle.

This makes it appear, that the electric fluid must

have passed from the positive side of the bottle

to the negative, by its piercing a hole just above

the end of the wire : if it had passed the con

trary way, the hole must have been made under

the end of the wire to have got to the positive

side.

The Direction of the electric Fluid ascertained,

or the two Kinds distinguished, by the Produc

tion of Heat.

Exp. 100.

Place upon h a common sized candle, burning,

with its flame nearly upon a level with two wires,

and their balls at about four inches distant from

each other, with the candle in the middle ; con

nect one of the wires with the prime conductor

of an electrical machine, and connect the other
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with some good continued conductor, or with

the negative conductor of the machine, or, if it

it has no negative conductor, a wire connected

with it may be held "in the hand, which will an

swer equally well ;—turn the machine; the flame

will waver very much, and seem rather to incline

more to the negative ball, than to the positive

one ; but it is very equivocal ;—continue turn

ing, if the machine be a plate of two feet dia

meter, about fifty revolutions; then the negative

ball, or that one which is connected with the

hand, will begin to grow warm, and the positive

one remain cold. If the revolutions be carried on

to two hundred, the negative will be too hot to

be touched, and the positive remain as cold as

at the beginning.

If the two balls at the end of the wires next

to the candle be made hollow, so that a ball of a

thermometer can be placed in each, the experi

ment will be more evident, and the apparatus

more complete for further researches ; the sub

ject being certainly worthy of investigation.

To swell Clay by an electrical Explosion.

Exp. 101.

Roll a piece of soft pipe clay in a small cylin

drical form, as c d, fig. 53 ; put two wire* into

P
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It, so that the ends within the clay may be

about one-fifth of an inch from each other ;

then lay it upon h, fig. 67 ; adjust the wires f, g,

so that they touch the knobs a, b, and then dis

charge a bottle through it as directed in Exp. 82—

it will be inflated by the spark which passes be

tween the two wires ; and, after the explosion,

it will appear as represented in fig. 54.

The clay for this experiment must be very

moist and pliable, otherwise it will break by the

explosion, and its fragments be scattered in every

direction.

To break a Wine Glass by an Electrical Ex

plosion. . *

Exp. 102. * ' ' ' '

Fig. 55 represents a common glass, nearly

full of water ; C, D, are two wires with knobs

at their ends, hanging in the water half an inch

asunder.

Annex C, by means of a metal chain, to the

outside of a coated bottle ; charge it, and, by

means of the insulated discharger, direct the

discharge to D—the discharge will have passed

through the water from one knob to the other,

and the glass will be broken with very great vio

lence
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To prove that the electric Spark displaces and

rarefies the Air through which it passes.

Exp. 103.

Make a brass chain fast to the brass foot b,

fig. 56, and annex it to the outside coating of

a charged bottle ; with the insulated discharger,

direct the charge to the brass ball a—and, on

the explosion it will be seen, that the water

in the small tube rose to a very great height,

and immediately fell again, but not quite so low

as before the explosion.

Haw to charge a Plate of Air.

Let two scircular boards, about four feet in

diameter, be planed very smooth, and coated

with tin foil, carefully, so as to be free from

points ; insulate one, by a glass foot, and the

other by means of a silk string; which goes over

a pulley fixed to the cieling of a room, for the

convenience of raising and lowering it as is found

necessary.

Exp. 104.

Let the boards hang at about an inch distance

from each other ; then the plate of air, which \s
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between the two boards, will act as a plate of

glass, and the boards as the two coatings upon

it ;—if the uppermost be annexed to the prime

conductor of an electrical machine, it will be

found that no charge can be communicated to

the air, because the undermost plate is insu

lated ;—hang a metal chain from it to the

ground, the other being still annexed to the

prime conductor, put the electrical machine in

action, and a voluntary explosion will happen

between the two plates, which is a proof that

the air between them was charged. By not turn

ing long enough to make them explode of them

selves, they may be discharged in the com

mon way (that is) by first touching the Under

most board with one end of the discharger,

and extending the other end to the uppermost

board—a discharge, as from a plate of glass, will

happen ; but, when they are discharged in this

manner, it is necessary to continue turning the

electrical machine, because the air, not being

free from conducting particles, discharges itself

imperceptibly, as soon as the action of the elec

trical machine is stopped ; neither will the dis

charge be found so strong as an equal quantity

of coated glass, for the reason already men

tioned. Notwithstanding that a plate of air can

not receive a very high charge, yet we have some
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advantages from this experiment ; that is, we

can see what happens between the two coatings

in charging or discharging ; and, likewise, we

can introduce several things into the substance,

if it may be so called, of the coated electrics,

which will produce several remarkable appear

ances. By this experiment, the state of the

atmosphere, when covered by clouds, may be

represented exceeding well, and several effects

of natural electricity may be imitated.

The distance between the two boards must

be regulated according to the acting power of

the electrical machine : the stronger the ma

chine acts, the farther the boards may be se

parated.

To discharge a coated Jar xcithout causing an

Explosion.

Exp. 105.

When a large jar is charged, so as to give

a strong shock, put your hand in contact with

the outside coating, and with the other hand

hold % a sharp-pointed needle, directing the

point towards the knob of the jar; proceed

gradually towards it, till the point of the

needle touches the knob of the jar ;—by this
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operation, the jar will be entirely dicharged

without giving any shock ; the point of the

needle has, therefore, silently and gradually con

ducted all the superabundant electric fluid from

the inside surface of the electrified jar, which

has passed through your body to its outside.

An electric Discharge pilfers a short Passage

through the Air, to a long one through good

Conductors.

Exp. 106.

fiend a wire, about five feet long, in the

form represented by fig. 57, that the parts a, b,

may stand about a quarter of an inch from each

other ; then connect the end d to the outside of

a battery, or coated surface, sufficient to melt

wire, when it is charged ; set one leg of the in

sulated discharger upon c; and make the other

end to touch one of the knobs of the battery—

it will be discharged ;—at the time of the ex

plosion, a spark will be seen between a and b,

which shews that the electric fluid prefers a

short passage through the air, to a long one

through the wire :—this spark, at first, was

supposed to contain the whole discharge ; but

the contrary is proved by the following ex

periment.
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Exp. 107.

Lay a small wire from a to b, of such a thick

ness as the battery is capable of melting ; when

charged to the same height as before, discharge

it—and the small wire will not be melted ; cut

the large wire in two at e, so as to discontinue

the circuit, make the discharge as before—and

the small wire will be melted, by the same ex

plosion which before scarcely made it red-hot.

In this manner, says Dr. Priestly, who is the

inventor of this experiment, the conducting

power of different metals may be tried, using

metallic circuits of the same length and thick

ness, and observing the passage through the air

in each.

To make coloured Rings upon Metals.

Exp. 108.

Set up edgeways upon the table h, fig. 67, a

piece of polished metal, supported by the ball

of the wire f; unscrew the ball of the other wire,

under which is a fine point ; slide it towards the

piece of metal ; then, by means of an insulated

discharger, send several explosions of the bat

tery through the piece of metal, or from the
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metal to the point—they will gradually mark

the surface of the piece of metal, opposite the

point, with circular prismatic colours, which are

evidently occasioned by the lamina of the metal

raised by the explosion. These colours appear

sooner, and the rings are closer to each other,

when the point is near to the surface of the me

tal ; the number of rings is more or less, ac

cording as the point is more sharp or blunt : it

makes no difference what sort of metal is used ;

a watch case answers very well.

Glass becomes a Conductor when made very hot.

Fig. 58. a b is a small glass tube, about a

foot long, close at one end ; c is a brass wire,

pushed through a cork into the inside of the

tube ; d is another wire, bound upon its out

side.

Exp. 109.

Make the wire d fast to the outside of a

coated bottle, and, by means of the insulated

discharger, try to send a shock through the tube

from the end of the wire c to d, which will be

impossible, without breaking the tube ; take a

candle, and, with a blow-pipe, make the tube
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red-hot at the end ; then try to direct the dis

charge as before, and it will be easily transmit

ted from one wire to the other through the sub

stance of the glass.

Resinous Substances, and Oils, becomeConductors

when made hot.

Fig. 59 is a glass tube bent to the form of a

semicircle, nearly filled with resinous substances

or oil ; a b are two wires inserted in the inside

of the tube.

Exp. 110.

Suppose the glass to be filled with pitch, by

being poured into it when it is in a perfectly

fluid state—try to direct the explosion of a

coated bottle through it in the manner described

in the last experiment, and you will find the

bottle to discharge very well through it, from

one wire to the other—let it stand till it is cold

and you will not be able to send a discharge

through it. Oils, or any other fluid electric, will

answer in the same manner, {^j
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Hot Air is a Conductor.

Exp. ill.

Electrify the balls of fig. 45, so that they di

verge ; then hold a red-hot iron under them,

and they will close—take notice of the distance

the iron was from the balls when they lost their

electricity ; make the iron cold, and bring it to

the same distance from the balls as before, and

you will find that they will not in the least be

disturbed.

From the above experiments we may learn,

that a great many substances which are ranked

among conductors, will become electrics when

brought into a different temperature, and that

all electrics become conductors when heated to

a certain degree.

The Force ofan electrical Explosion is greatly

diminished, by causing it to make long Cir

cuits.

A, fig. 60, is a Leyden jar; B C, a brass wire,

about three feet long, wound up in the form of

a spiral spring, made fast upon an insulated

stand.
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Exp. 112.

Suppose A to be standing at the conductor of

an electrical machine—take iron wire, of such

a size and length as is known that the jar can

make red-hot when charged to a certain degree,

governed by the regulating electrometer E F,

fig. 1, pi. 2 ; hook one end of the small wire

to a, and fasten the other end to a thicker

wire, which proceeds from the electrometer ;

let also a wire proceed from the hook to the

outside of the jar, by hooking it to a ; set

the electrometer E F at a proper distance from

a, pl . 2, fig. 1 . Charge the jar till it discharges

itself from a to E ; from thence through the

small wire—which, if E stood at a proper dis

tance, will be either red-hot or melted ; the

experiment will be more decisive if it is only

red-hot. Hook one end to a small wire, of

exactly the same length and thickness as the

other was, to d—hook the other end to a,

which is connected with the outside of the jar ;

charge the jar as before, (E remaining at the

same distance from a) till it discharges itself—it

will pass from a to E through the small wire,

to d, and from thence along the spiral to a,

and from thence to the outside of the jar—the
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small wire will neither be red-hot nor melted ;—

if it was only made red-hot in the last discharge,

it will, in this, not be changed ;—but if melted

before, then it will perhaps be blued in this

Exp. 113.

Take the small wire away, and make two

other pieces of the same size and length, the one

fast from g to a, and the other from d to E,

charge the bottle till it discharges as before—

and the wire between d E will be blue as before—

but that between g and a, not in the least al

tered ;—To melt the wires, as in the first ex

periment, they must be of a smaller size, and

that between g a, smaller than between d E.

From these experiments we learn, that the

force of the electrical discharge is greatly di

minished by making it pass through long cir

cuits ; and that the force is diminished at the

beginning as well as at the end of the circuit,

though not to the same degree ; and, from this,

it also follows, that when we have scarcely suf

ficient quantity of electric fluid to perform the

required experiments, the circuit must be short

ened as much as possible.
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Hozv to give an electric Skock without coated

Electrics.

Exp. 114.

This may be done by increasing the size of

the prime conductor, or connecting it to ano

ther conductor of larger dimensions ; but at the

same time, a proper passage, for the electric fluid

to g?t to a proper conducting part of the earth,

must be attended to ;—if the size of the con

ductor be only increased, the spark will also be

increased, but not give the sensation of a shock,

because a wooden floor, not being a good con

ductor, can only let a certain quantity of electric

fluid pass away through it at once ; so that, by

increasing the size of the conductor, and not

making a proportionate passage for it to get at a

good conducting ground, the point in view can

not be obtained; to do this, a wire must be con

trived so, that one end of it is carried out of the

window of a room, and connected with some good

conducting part of the ground, while the other

end remains in the room, so that it can con

veniently be taken in one hand, while sparks

are drawn by the other ; and each spark will be

a perfect shock. By increasing the size of the

conductor, and providing a proper passage for
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the electricity to pass away, wire may be melted,

and all the effects of a battery may be performed

without any coated glass.

On the lateral Explosion.

When a Leyden jar is placed so that its knob

touches the conductor of an electrical machine ;

and a chain is stretched out upon the table, with

one end nearly touching the outside coating of

the jar ; let it be charged so high as voluntarily

to discharge itself;—then, at the same time that

the discharge happens, a spark will be seen be

tween the end of the chain and the outside coat

ing of the jar ; which spark is called the lateral

explosion : upon which Dr. Priestly, Mr. Ca-

vallo, and others, have taken some pains to ex

plain, but without success. I invented the fol

lowing apparatus.

To shew the lateral Explosion.

Exp. 115.

Place fig. 6*1 so that the knob a, touch the

prime conductor of an electrical machine, the

knob b, at about a quarter of an inch distance

from c, and the knob d, at about two inches from
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touching the ground ;—turn the machine, and

when the jar is charged, it will discharge itself,

and fly from a to d, and, at the same instant, a

spark will be seen between c and b, which is the

lateral explosion.

To make the lateral Explosion visible, when a

large Ball, C D, is set upon the Jar, instead

of the little Ball or Knob a.

Exp. 116.

Screw the little ball a, from off the jar, and

in its place set the large ball C D, so that the

wire of the jar may pass, through the large hole,

into the ball, and let the ball rest upon the neck

of the jar; slide the wire, with the knob d,

backwards, so far that the jar can discharge it

self to it ; when it is charged as high as possible,

which is best found by experiment, and when

the jar discharges itself, a spark will be seea

between c and b, as before.
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How to examine the Direction of the lateral

Explosion, or Spark, that was between c and

b, in the last Experiment.

Exp. 117.

Take the chain away from e, and hang it

upon g : set the small bottle h, upon i, and so

that its knob is about an eighth of an inch from

c and b;—charge the jar till it discharges itself,

and the spark will now be seen between the

knob of the bottle and c, which must have ei

ther gone from c, to the knob of the bottle,

or from the knob of the bottle to c ; examine

whether the bottle is charged positively or ne

gatively within ;—if it is found to be positive,

then the spark must have passed from c, to the

knob of the bottle—and if negative, it must

have gone from the bottle to c ;—the bottle will

be found to be positive, so that the spark must

have passed from c, to the bottle.

How the Bottle becomes positively charged in

the last Experiment.

Exp. 118.

Charge the jar as before ; only, instead of

charging it at the positive conductor, charge it
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at the negative conductor o, so high that it vo

luntarily discharges itself : having previously dis

charged the small bottle h, and set it upon i, ad

in the last experiment ;—after which, the small

bottle will be found to be charged negatively in

the inside. This will be constantly found to be

the same as the jar was before the discharge ;—'

if the large jar was charged positively in the in

side after the discharge, the small bottle will be

found to be the same, and vice versa.

From the two last experiments we learn, first,

that the lateral explosion is a certain quantity of

electric fluid, which, at the time of the discharge

of a positively charged jar, departs from its out

side ; and, secondly, that it is a certain quantity

of electric fluid, which, at the time of the dis

charge of the negatively charged jar, comes to its

outside.

The Cause of the lateral Explosion.

Exp. lig.

Take the little bottle h, away, and set the

knob b, at about half an inch from c, slide d

backwards, so that it may stand about half an

inch farther from the knob of the bottle than it

did in the last experiment, charge the jar posi-

R ,
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tively as high as possible, without causing a vo

luntary discharge, and take notice of the number

of revolutions necessary—move the apparatus

from the conductor—take an insulating dis

charger, hold it so that one of its balls may be

between the knob of the jar and d : it will then

cause a discharge, but no lateral explosion will

be seen, because the distance is too long. Repeat

the experiment several times ; after each dis

charge, slide b, a little forwards towards c, till

you obtain the exact distance at which the ex

plosion happens ; when found, take the large

ball in the last experiment, charge the jar as

before, and when charged by the same number

of revolutions, proceed as before with the dis

charger : the jar will be discharged, but no la

teral explosion seen. Repeat the experiment,

and slide b towards c, after each discharge—

and it will be found, that b and c, must be

much nearer to each other to make the lateral

explosion visible when the small knob is used,

than is necessary when the large ball is used.

It is evident, from the above experiments,

that the lateral explosion is caused, first, from

the height of the charge, and, secondly, by the

magnitude of the conducting substances con

nected with the charged side of the jar.

The lateral explosion, when a jar is charged po
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sitively in the inside, is that quantity of electric

fluid which is contained in any conducting body

annexed to the inside coating of the charged jar,

repelled into it by the action of the machine

being more than that which was repelled from

the outside.

The lateral explosion when a jar is charged

negatively in the inside, is that quantity of elec

tric fluid which is drawn out of the conducting

body annexed to the inside coating ofthe charged

jar by the action of the machine, and being less

in quantity than that which is come up to the

outside.

The amazing velocity with which condensed

quantities of electricity, or sparks, passfrom one

conducting suhstance to another, affords many

curious experiments.

The spiral Tube.

Exp. 120.

Fig. 62. Hold one end in the hand, and

apply the other to the prime conductor of an

electrical machine—and sparks will pass from

the conductor to the hand in the form of a spi

ral, and form very beautiful and brilliant appear

ances, witha powerful machine ;—many fanciful
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devices may be made upon glass planes, by.

fixing small pieces of tin foil at small distances

from each other.

The curved Line.

Exp. 121.

Fig. 63 being fixed upon a stand, and a brass

ball at each end—when one is set near the con

ductor! so as to receive sparks, they will fly from

one end to the other ; the ball at the other end

must be touched by the hand, or annexed to the

ground ;—if one side of the glass be painted

with different colours, the sparks will appear

of different colours when seen on one side.

Illuminated Word,

Exp. 122.

Fig. 64 is two glass planes ; upon one of

which is pasted tin foil jn parallel lines, and cut

through, or separated, at different places, to

cause sparks ;—and the separations being from

one parallel to another, in the form of letters,

any word may be made and illuminated, which

has a very striking effect ;—the other glass plane
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is only to prevent the tin foil from being da

maged.

To prepare a resinous Plate for electrical

Figures.

Prepare a board, nineteen inches .square, and

three quarters of an inch thick, with edges three

quarters of an inch high above the surface of the

board ; the board to be a single piece of good

solid mahogany, to prevent warping by heat.

Take six pounds of rosin, nine ounces and a half

of bee's wax, and two ounces and a quarter of

lamp black ; the rosin to be free from impuri

ties, and the lamp black to be passed through a

fine hair sieve ; melt these ingredients together

in any convenient vessel with a gentle heat, un

til the mixture be very thin, stirring it about

constantly with a wooden spatula, and removing

any impurities that may be floating on the sur

face. Warm the board, and place it level ; then

pour the composition quickly on its middle, and

it will spread equally over it with an even glossy

surface ; when it is cold, warm the surface seve

ral times at the fire, to take out the blisters and

pits ; this resinous plate will be about half an

inch thick. Procure an instrument, like unto

a square open~bottomed candlestick, of three
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inches a side, and furnish it with a glass handle ;

and another instrument, like a metallic waiter,

of twelve inches diameter, with scolloped edges

and glass handle. Both may be made of tin,

shaped something like fig. 6'5 ; the circular rim

a, must come in contact with the resinous

plate, as well as the scolloped edge b, as is

seen in the section ; the upper part of the

scolloped edge is soldered to the middle of

the circular rim, quite round its outside, and

then declines from it, until it is on a level with

the lowest part of the circular rim, as at b, in the

section.

Exp. 123.

Put both positive and negative conductors of

the plate machine in their proper places, as in

plate 1 1 ; hang a chain from the positive con

ductor to the floor ; place the resinous plate on

a table, and near the negative conductor ; set the

square-bottomed candlestick on the middle of

the resinous plate, and connect it with the ne

gative conductors by means of thick wire ; near

the resinous plate set a jar, containing about a

square foot of coating, and make a metallic com

munication between its inside and the negative

conductor ; pass a pretty full charge through
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the candlestick, by applying a discharging rod

from it to the outside of the jar ; remove the

wire from the candlestick with a glass stick, be

yond the area of the plate, and take aw ay the

candlestick by its glass handle ; likewise remove

the chain from the positive conductor ; make a

metallic connexion betwixt the positive con

ductor and waiter placed in the middle of the

resinous plate, and likewise betwixt the said

conductor and inside of the jar , pass a full

charge of the jar through the waiter, by extend

ing a discharging rod from it to the external

coating of the jar ; remove the wire and waiter

from the plate, by means of glass ; set the resi

nous plate upright ; then blow upon it, from a

pair of bellows, at the distance of three or four

feet, a large tea spoonful of a powder, composed

of equal measures of red lead and flour of sul

phur, intimately mixed ; the powder is to be

poured down the pipe of the bellows.

This experiment, with the flour of sulphur

and red lead, is a very striking one, and is much

admired. To observe two powders, previously

mixed in the most intimate manner, separated

in the air by an invisible power, and projected

upon a plain surface in a disunited state, so as to

produce two figures of different but most beauti
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ful colours—the red lead falls on the negative

figure, and the sulphur on the positive—

The same Experiment can be done, without the

Aid ofa negative Conductor, in the following

manner.

Exp. 124.

Take a glass jar, fig. 6G, containing about

halt' a square foot of coated surface, whose cen

tral wire is fixed firmly to its inside. And, to

prevent the unpleasant circumstance of the jar s

discharging when it is held in the hand, a qua

drant electrometer may be placed upon the

prifue conductor. Set the resintfus plate upon

a table, and at any distance from the machine ;

on the centre of the plate put down a square-

bottomed glass handle ; near the resinous plate

lay a piece of thick glass, about six or eight

inches square, or an insulating stool ; upon

which place the jar, and connect the central

wire with the square bottom standing upon the

board, as is represented in the figure ; take up

the jar by its knob and apply its outside coat

ing to the prime conductor, during the turning

of the machine ; as soon as the jar is charged,
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aet it upon the middle of the square piece of

glass, or stool, and the ball of the wire in con

tact with the metallic bottom, the jar being still

held by its knob during this process -, discharge

the jar immediately, by making a communica

tion by means of a discharging-rod, as in the

figure. Remove the jar by its coating, and the

metal bottom by its insulating handle ; place

the instrument, used for the above experiment,

on the middle of the resinous plate ; set the jar

upon the table, and, near the resinous plate,

charge the inside of the jar positively, and set it

upon the table, with the ball of the wire in con

tact with the waiter; extend the discharger from

the waiter to the outside coating of the jar ; re

move the jar by its coating, and the waiter by

its glass handle ; place the resinous plate in ^ .

yertical position, and proceed as above.

To decompose Water by the electrical Machine.

The apparatus necessary for this experiment

is represented fig. 67, pl. V ; a, is a common wine

glass with two holes drilled opposite each other,

in which are cemented two capillary glass tubes,

having gold or platina wire passing through

them ; the wires at their outward ends are bent

in the form of a hook or eye, to form the neces-

S
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sary annexions ; the inside ends are hermete-

cally sealed, so as to cover the end of the wire,

(which was previously filed to as fine a point as

possible) but not so thick, but that a weak spark,

from the prime conductor of an electrical ma

chine, can pierce it ; the inside ends of the tubes

are bent upwards, so that a small receiver can be

set upon each, to receive the respective gases

formed by the decomposition.

The decomposition of water by electricity,

was first done in Amsterdam, by Mr. Van

Troostwyk and myself, in 1 7 89 (see Nicholson's

4to Journal, 1 vol. page 241) which was done

only by electrical discharges. Dr. Wullaston

has improved upon this ; and invented an ap

paratus, whereby it can be decomposed merely

by a current of electricity. The apparatus which

I have described is only an improvement upon

his, to make the experiment more easy both in.

its use and construction.

Exp. 125.

Fill the glass a, with pure water, as also the

two receivers ; invert the receivers, and set them

upon the upstanding ends of the tubes ; place

it so, that a wire, proceeding from the electro

meter EF, fig. 1, can be hooked to one of the
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wires proceeding from one of the outward ends

of the capillary tubes (the wire with the direc

tor 5 must be removed) ; to the outward end of

the other capillary tube must be also hooked to

& wire, which must be annexed to the negative

conductor of the machine ; but if the machine

has no negative conductor, the experiment will

succeed equally well if it be held in the hand,

or connected with any good continued conduc

tor ; when the machine is put in motion, the

electricity will pass from the knob of the con

ductor to E, which must set at about one-

eighth distant from thence, along the wire, to

the end of the capillary tube, under one receiver,

—where small bubbles of air will be formed, and

ascend, through the water, to the top of the re

ceiver ; from thence, it enters the point of the

other capillary tube, and forms other bubbles

of air, which will ascend to the top of the other

receiver ;—the first will be oxygen gas, and the

second, hydrogen ; it passes then through the

wire to the hand, or the continued conductor to

the ground, or, if it was connected with the ne

gative conductor, it passes from it to the rub

bers.
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Description ofthe improved electrical Condenser,

Fig. 68 represents a vertical section of the

large condenser standing edgeways to the eye ;

a b are two flat round brass plates, of about six

inches diameter ; c is a glass cylinder, fixed at

one end into a wooden foot d ; e is a brass ball,

and mounting at the other end, to which the

plate b is screwed fast ; f is a brass wire, with a

joint at its lower end, and at the other end a ball

to which the plate a, is screwed, standing parallel

to b j by means of the joint, the plate may

be moved back in the situation of the dotted

outline g. The joint has a shoulder, which

stops the plate a, and keeps it at its proper

distance from b.

Description of the condensing Electrometer.

Fig-_ 69 is the common gold-leaf electrometer,

with an addition of two vertical brass plates, of

about an inch and a half diameter : one is

screwed fast to the brass mounting at the top of

the electrometer ; and the other, to a wire which

has a joint fixed to the foot of the electrometer,

by which it is moveable, and is set parallel, and

*t a proper distance from the other plate, the
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joint being furnished with a stop for that pur

pose, or may be moved backwards in the direc

tion of g, fig. 68 ; 1 is a brass cup, with a

shank at the bottom which fits into a hole in

the top of e, serving to examine the state of

electricity excited by dropping of metals ; m is

a wire, filed to a point at one end, and the other

a joint, with a shank which fits into the hole at e,

to examine the electricity of the atmosphere, or

into the top of the gold-leaf electrometer, fig. 69.

These two instruments, fig. 68 and 69, are used

separately or combined, as the nature of the ex

periment may require. When the experiment

requires the aid of both condensers, they are

combined, as is represented fig. 70 ; the two

fixed plates standing towards the eye. The

fixed plate of the large condenser has a small

brass pin at one side, which, when the in

struments are used together, must touch the

fixed condensing plate of the gold-leaf electro

meter.
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The Method of using the double electrical

Condenser.

To shew the elective Fluid excited by Effer

vescence, $$c.

Exp. 126.

Screw 1 into the top of the ball e of the

large condenser, and set therein a China or

glass cup, with proper ingredients for that pur

pose ; then join the two instruments, as in fig. 'JO.

While the effervescence is going on, turn back

the moveable plate of the large condenser into

the position of the dotted line, fig. 68, taking

care not to touch the fixed plate ; then, if the

excited electricity be very strong, the gold leaf

will diverge ; but if not, just move the electro

meter, so that it is quite free from the pin—turn

back its moveable plate, and if a sufficient quan

tity of electric fluid be excited, the gold leaf

will diverge.

t
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To shew if there be any seyisibU Quantity of

electric Fluid in the Atmosphere.

Exp. 127.

Screw m, into e, of the large conden«er ; a

convenient place being chosen, not much sur

rounded by buildings or trees—set the instru

ments combined as in the last experiment, and

proceed in the same manner.

To try if there is electricity in rain, snow, &c.

let the apparatus stand in a room, near a window;

hold an insulated rod, covered with tin foil, out

of the window, and at the same time to touch

the insulated plate of the condenser for half a

minute or thereabouts ; remove the st'ck, and

operate with the condensers as before. As it is

sometimes difficult to hold the stick out of the

window, and at the same time in contact with

the plate of the condenser, if the electricity is

very strong, it will answer by drawing the stick

into the room and touching the condensers af

terwards: but when the electricity is very weak,

the above method of operating with the stick

will not succeed; it is then necessary, while

holding the stick insulated out of the window,

(or any convenient place where it is sufficiently

t exposed) by one hand, with the other touch it
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beyond the insulation for a moment, and after

wards take it insulated to touch the condensing

plate. The last-mentioned method is always

the most secure ; but it must be observed, that

the electricity in the stick will be contrary to

that in the atmosphere.

Jlfethcd of applying the combined Condensers, to

sherv the Principle of Metallic Galvin'mn.

Screw the short end of m into e of the large

condensing plate (the instruments being com

bined as above) ; bend the end of m down

wards (the whole length of it, or, if it is more

convenient, it may be reduced to one-third, as it

screws in three pieces) at such a distance from

the table, or whatever it may stand upon, that

two pieces of metal zinc and copper can be put

under it, and at the same time perfectly in con

tact, and also that it can be drawn away without

letting m touch the table. Take two pieces of

metal zinc and copper, either separate or sol

dered together, with their flat sides in contact,

and push them under the end of m ; after re

maining a short space of time, draw them away

from m ; take notice that m does not touch

the table, or any conducting substance ; turn

back the moveable plate of the large condenser,
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move the electrometer, so that it is quite free

of the pin of the large plate, and turn its

moveable plate back, the gold leaf will remain

undisturbed ; turn up the condensing plates

and set the instruments in their first position,

taking particular care that the fixed plate of

the electrometer condenser touches the pin pro

ceeding from the large plate ; lay upon the

pieces of metal before used, .a. piece of woollen

cloth, well soaked in a solution of muriate of

ammonia, or any other menstruum commonly

used for the excitation of galvanism, either upon

the zinc or copper, and push them under m, as

before ; press the end of m down upon them

that it may be perfectly in contact. After

they have remained the same time as before,

draw the metals away—separate, or turn back,

the large condensing plate ; and also the small

one ; after having moved it free from the pin of

the large one, and immediately the gold leaf

will diverge. If the zinc was uppermost, the

gold leaf will diverge with positive electricity ;

but, if it was undermost, negative. It makes

no difference in the general effect, upon which

metal the wet cloth was laid, or whether two

pieces of cloth were used ; one under the metals,

and the other above ; or only one, either above

the metals or below ; but if the cloth be only

T
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laid upon the copper, the electricity excited

will be so weak, that the combined instruments

can hardly shew it.

If the two metals used in the last experi

ment be not soldered together, and provided so

that they can be separated by insulated han

dles, while lying under m, not touching them,

but about two or three inches above, lift the

uppermost up by the insulated handle so

as to strike the end of m, electricity will be

excited. Sometimes once touching it will not be

evident, owing to the state of the atmosphere,

and state of the metals, not being being per

fectly clean and dry, hence the experiment must

be repeated ten times, or more. If the plate

lifted be zinc, (the operation above being ob

served) the electrometer will diverge with po

sitive electricity, and if copper the contrary.

If zinc be reduced to filings, and sifted

through a piece of copper with holes, into the

brass cup, 1, electricity will be excited ; and so

strong as to cause the gold leaf to diverge

without the use of the condenser : 1, must, in

this case, be set upon the top of fig. 69, and

the condensing plate turned back previously to

the sifting;—if the sieve be zinc, and the filings

copper, the contrary electricity will be evi

dent.
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PART THE FOURTH.

DESCRlPTlON OF AN ELECTROPHORUS.

This instrument is composed of one electric

plate of the resinous kind, and two non-electric

plates of any desired form ; they are commonly

made round ; this being the most proper shape,

and the easiest to be made free from edges 01

points. This electric plate is laid between the

two other plates, and is somewhat larger in

diameter. These two are commonly made of

wood turned flat on one side, and on the other

turned with round up-standing rims : the whole

being covered with tin- foil perfectly smooth.

One of these must be provided with three silk

strings fastened to the hollow side ; and so that,

when it is laid upon the electric plate it can be

lifted up by them in an horizontal position ; or

a stick of glass fixed in the centre will answer

the same purpose ; the other must be made to

screw upon an insulated stand occasionally.

These two plates are'called the conductors, the

first mentioned is the upper conductor, and the "
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latter the under conductor; the electric plate

heing in the middle, between these two. See

AB, fig. 70.

This instrument, after being excited, has the

property of remaining in that state for a consi

derable time ; and also that of increasing its

electric action, and recruiting the electricity upon

its surface by its own power, when nearly ex

hausted by being too long exposed to the ac

tion of the atmosphere—hence the name elec-

trophorus.

j

To excite an Electrophorus negatively.

Exp. 128.

Separate the electric plate from the other,

and lay it upon a flat table, rub it with a cat or

hare skin in a longitudinal direction ; and after

being rubbed, it will shew signs of being ne

gatively electrified—by approaching it with pith

balls positively electrified, they will be attract

ed, and with negative electrified balls they will

be repelled. See Experiment 35.
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To draw, and to give Sparks.

Exp. 129.

Lay the electric plate upon its under con

ductor, and rub it as before ; take the upper

conductor by the silk strings, holding it in a

horizontal position—lay it upon the electric

plate, fig. 70, and afterwards touching it with

your finger, a small spark will then appear. Lift

it up quickly by the silk strings with one hand,

about six inches or more above the plate, while

you approach its rim with a finger of the other,

a spark will appear. Repeat the operation, and

it will repeatedly take and give sparks without

any sensible diminution of its power.

The spark that appears by touching the upper

conductor, when laid upon the electric plate,

is an electric spark passing from the touching

body to the conductor; and that which appears

after the conductor is lifted up, is an electric

spark passing from the conductor to the touch

ing body.

The strength, or quantity of electricity con

tained in the sparks caused by an electrophorus,

depends upon the degree of excitation that the

composition of the electric plate is capable of
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receiving—that which I have found to answer

best is composed of equal parts of schellak, rosin,

pitch, and turpentine.

Such compositions do not attract moisture or

damp to such a degree as glass ; yet they attract

so much as to render it sometimes difficult to pro

duce excitation . Thepowerofexcitation does not

onlydepend upon the composition of the electric

plate, but likewise upon the rubber ; that which

seems to answer best is a cat's skin. To ex

cite an electrophorus, and to put it in proper

order for experiments after it has been neglect

ed, or long exposed to the action of the at

mosphere, it will be sometimes necessary to

hold it before a fire, as likewise the two con

ductors and cat's skin—this last attracts the

; damp out of the atmosphere very powerfully,

which entirely destroys its exciting property,

»nd is very seldom in a proper state without

warming.

Hew to prepare the Electrophorus for suck

Experiments as are necessaryfor the Illustra

tion of its Properties, S$c.

Exp. 130.

Insulate the under conductor, and hang under

it the two pith balls electrometer, as at fig. 71 5

.
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lay the electric plate upon its under conductor

and excite it, the balls will diverge and shew

signs of being negatively electrified. Lay the

upper conductor upon the rubbed surface as

before, having previously supplied it with pith

balls, as is represented fig. 72, they will also

diverge and shew signs of being negatively elec

trified : we may conclude from this, that the

plate has been brought into a negative state by

the action of the rubber ; and that it is con

stantly endeavouring to procure the electricity

it had lost by attracting it out of all bodies

placed within its sphere of action. But it

must be observed at the time, that the upper

conductor being laid on to the plate, that the

balls of the under conductor will first colapse

and afterwards diverge, and shew positive signs.

The two conductors are always differently elec

trified—when the one is negative the other will

be positive ; and that conductor which covers

the strongest excited side will always be nega

tive, and change the other to positive, though

the balls were diverging with negative electricity

before.

Lift the upper conductor up by the silk

strings, the balls of the under conductor will

change and diverge with negative electricity,

and the upper one will change to positive. By
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continuing to lift the upper conductor up from

the plate, and laying it on by intervals, the

state of the plate with respect to electricity will

constantly change by laying it on negative,

and by lifting it up positive, the balls of the

under plate will also change in the same

manner.

Ex?. 131.

Lay the electric plate upon the insulated

conductor, as in the last experiment—take away

the pith balls from each conductor—place under

B, a small coated phial, so that its inside

wire or ball touches the coating of B—take

an insulated rubber, annex it to the inside wire

of a similar coated phial, either with a chain or

wire, allowing a free action to the rubber ; ex

cite the plate with the insulated rubber, and

both phials will charge ; that annexed to the

rubber will be found to be positive, and the

other negative. This proves that the rubberdraws

electricity out of the plate, while rubbing, to it

self, and becomes positively electrified, as also

the phial which was annexed to it ; and that the

plate while being rubbed parts with its own

electricity, and that of the inside of the phial

to the rubber, which also proves that when a

resinous electric plate is rubbed though only on
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side—both sides are brought into a negative

state, and the rubbing body positive.

Exp. 132.

i '

Place the electrophorus as in experiment

130, where the pith balls are diverging with

negative electricity—touch both conductors and

they will both close—lift up the upper con-,

ductor by 'the silk and its balls will diverge,

and be positive, contrary to its former state.

This shows, that by laying that conductor upon

the plate, after rubbing, part of its natural

electricity was drawn out of it by the action

of the plate. The electricity, though attracted

into the conductor by the plate, could not be

absorbed by it on account of the surface of the

plate, and the conductors not being in perfect

contact with each other. As the pith balls are

not easily manageable, the following will per

haps be preferable,

.

Exp. 133.

Excite the electric plate, and lay it upon

B, take C by the silk strings and lay it upon the

electric plate, then touch it with the projecting

wire of a Leyden phial, and it will be found to be

U
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weakly charged negatively—discharge the phial,

and after touching C, lift it up by the silk strings,

and touch it with the inside wire as before, it will

receive a spark, and be weakly positively charged,

contrary to the first and agreeable to the last

experiment with the pith ball electrometers.

Exp. 134.

Lay *C upon the electric as before, by the

silk strings, and touch it by the inside wirfe of

the pHial used in the last experiment, arid ft

will charge negatively—lift C rip by the sift;

strings, and touch it again by the inside Wire of

the phial, and it will be'discharged.

The last experiment proves that the electric

plate does not absorb the electricity that it had

caused to be drawn into its ripper conductor,

because the same quantity is thrown of as soon

as it is'out of thesphere of attraction, neither

does it receive any electricity from the con

ductor; because if it had, the phial would still

•hew some remains of a negative charge.

The above experiments wiH no doubt be

thought quite sufficient to explain the electric

properties of the ' electrophorus ; and also, that

it can supply the want of an electrical machine

in many experiments. The following'will shew
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that a coated bottle can be charged by it ; suf

ficiently powerful to fire gunpowder.

To discharge a Cannon rchh an Electrophorus.

Exp. 135.

Screw the insulating legs from B^, and lay

it flat upon the .table with the electric plate

upon it, excited as strong as possible—lay C D

upon it, and place the bottle m, so that when

G is lifted up perpendicularly, it may touch o

—charge the cannon, and place it so, that

when o is elevated, p may touch the brass ball

upon the top of the pin proceeding from the

ivory touch-hole of the cannon ; then, after

touching C, lift it up by the silk strings, so

high that it gives a spark to o—lay it on, touch

it, and lift it, so as to give a spark to o as before ;

repeat this till no more sparks appear at o, then,

for the last repetition, srike o so strong with

C, that p touches the abovementioned brass

ball, and the cannon will discharge.

The success of this experiment depends much

upon the manner of charging the ivory touch-

hole. See fig. 75, a, b, c, d, representing a sec

tion of the ivory piece, e e is a small hole about

one-tenth of an inch diameter, and b c, one of
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a larger diameter ; the small hole must be filled

with gunpowder founded or bruised very fine,

and near the large hole perfectly close; the

large hole must be filled about half full, stopped

very close—set it upon the brass touch-hole, and

push the pin h, in to the small hole till it is about

one-tenth of an inch from the large one : these

directions being closely followed, and the electro-

phorus properly excited, the cannon may be

discharged with ten sparks from C; if it is about

eighteen inches diameter.
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PART THE FIFTH.

MEDlCAL ELECTRlCTY.

Thefollowing are the different Methods used in

applying Electricity to the Cure of Diseases.

Method I. To connect the patient, while

standing on the ground, with the prime con

ductor of an electrical machine, when in action,

by means of a conducting silk cord, or wire.

By this method, electricity runs through the

patient to the ground, beginning at the point

of connexion, and continues as long as the ma

chine is in motion.

II. To connect the patient with the negative

conductor of a machine, while in action in the

above manner. By this method electricity runs

through the patient, beginning at the point of

contact with the ground, and ending at the

point of annexion with the conductor.

III. To insulate the patient, and connect

him with the prime conductor as above. By
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this' method the patient receives, and partly re

tains electricity received from the machine.

IV. To connect the patient when insulated

with the negative conductor. By this method,

the electricity in the patient is rarified in a de

gree depending on the power of the machine.

V. To pass the aura to a patient when stand

ing on the ground, ^y this method, the elec

tricity is forced into the patient in several ra

rified streams, attended hy a breeze of elec

trified air ; to do this, see plate 1 , 5 being an in

sulated director with a point, and connected

with the prime conductor by means of a wire,

and the point directed towards .the part where

it is intended to enter ; when the aura is to be

very faint, or as little irritating as possible, a

wooden point is screwed on to cover the brass

one.

VI. To draw the electric aura from a patient.

The difference from the last is, that the in

sulated director must be connected with the

negative conductor o, fig. 1 . plate 1 1 . By this

method the electrical aura is drawn from the

patient, but the breeze which is felt, is electri

fied air passing to the patient, as in the last-

mentioned method.

VII. To pass sparks to a patient while stand

ing upon the ground. By this method, the
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electricity 'is caused to enter in, and pass out of

the patient, by intervals to the ground. In

this case, the insulated director is used with the

brass bkll 'd, screwed over the point ; and the

end of the Conducting cord e, must he hooked to

the electrometer E. fig. 5, plate 1, its ball being

set at about haifaft inch distant from a, where

the 'method 'of passing sparks to the hand 'is

represented'; Svhen Very strong sparks are re

quired, a large conductor nrust be used, hanging

in silk strings from the cielirtg of 'the room,

above the prime conductor, and connected with

it by means of a wooden stick, covered 'with

tin-foil. Such conductors are generally made

oftin, about five feet Ibrig arid twelve or fourteen

inches diameter. .

When sparks are required in the ear, a glass

tube, with a small wire 'passing through 'it »

represented 2, is generally used ; one end of the

conducting cord is tied to the wire, and the

other end to E ; the tube is'heW inthe hand,

and directed within the ear, the director 5 must

be taken from^E.

In some particular cases for the eye, a glass

instrument is used with 'a metal wire passing

through it, represented 3 ; this is connected to

E,' in the same manner as the last mentioned.

yfll. To draw sparks from a patient while
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standing on the ground. By this method, the

electricity is drawn out of the patient, and sup

plied from the ground by intervals. In this

case, the conducting cord of the director must

be annexed to the negative conductor o, fig..l,.

plate 1 1 .

IX. To pass, and draw sparks at the same

time, through any particular part of a patient.

To do this, the cord of the insulated director

must be annexed to E, fig. 1 , plate 1 1 , and if

the sparks were intended to pass in at the hand,

and drawn out at the shoulder, hold the di

rector as represented with one hand, and apply

the other to the. shoulder, under the patient's

clothes, pressing quite close, then every spark

that passes into the hand, will come out at the

shoulder to the operator ; this method of passing

and drawing sparks at the same time, succeeds

very well with plate machines, on account of

their high acting power ; but if this should be

found difficult, on account of having only a

machine of a weak acting power ; then the pa

tient must be insulated, and proceed as before '

described. If the operator should find drawing

of sparks with his hand to be disagreeable, he

may take a second insulated director, and con

nect its cord to any convenient conducting sub

stance. A brass ball, of two or three inches
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diameter, with a wdoden handle, are sometimes

used to weaken the power of the sparks ;

when the patient finds them too painful, see

fig. 4, plate vin. A brass wire of about six

inches long, see fig. 6, with a ball at each end,

are much used for drawing sparks.

X. To pass shocks through any part of a

patient. To make a beginning with shocks, a

small coated glass tube is commonly used, re

presented fig. 7. in plate vm, connected with the

conductor by passing the end of the brass wire

which proceeds from its inside, into the hole

at the end of the prime conductor ; then take

two insulated directors, with conducting cord ;

the cord of one must be hooked about the out

side coating of the tube, and the other to the

electrometer E, plate i,set so that its ball stands at

about one-fourth or one half-inch distant from a,

the distancemaybe shorter, orlonger, accordingly

as the shock is required ; the greater the dis

tance, the stronger will the shock be, (provided

that it is not beyond the striking distance)—if

the shock be intended to pass through one * side

of a patient, and to enter in at the shoulder ; that

director which is hooked t6 the regulating elec

trometer E, must be held against the shoulder,

and the other to the foot ; the application of

the whole is represented, fig. 76. When the

X
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machine is in motion, shocks will successively

pass through that part of the patient ; but if it

should not have the desired effect, recourse must

be had to coated phials, or jars of larger dimen

sions, which must be set upon the table, so that

their knobs, or inside wire, touch the prime con

ductor. The end of the conducting cord of one

director must be either laid round, or only to

touch their outsides ; the conducing cord of the

other director must remain as before, between

FE, but E must be set nearer to a, at about

one-fourth of an inch distant, to make a be

ginning, and the distance must be increased

according as the patient can bear it.

The application of shocks with jars, are re

presented in fig. 7/ j where they are directed

through a patient's leg, entering in at the heel

and going out behind the knee.

It is necessary to observe, that shocks always

enter the part intended from the director, which

is connected with the electrometer E.

Shocks are never administered by our most

eminent medical electricians, till all the before-

mentioned methods have been found of no

effect.
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PART THE SIXTH,

Method of ascertaining the Power of electrical

Machines.

When philosophers endeavour to commu

nicate to each other the indications of power

in their respective electrical apparatus, they

either describe the length and appearance of

the simple spark from a conductor, or the ex

plosion from a certain measure of coated sur

face ; or else the distance to which the attrac

tive power of the prime conductor is rendered

perceptible upon a thread or pendulous body.

The first of these methods is subject to varia

tion from the magnitude of the conductor it

self, the figure of its termination, and, parti

cularly, that undulation, of which the first ac

count was given in Nicholson's Journal, vol. i.

page 83 ; and the last method being subject to

modification, not only from the structure of the

less essential part of the machine, but also from

the dimensions and figure of the apartment in

which the experiments are made, has been ac
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cordingly very little used ; electricians hav'e

therefore, with considerable reason, been dis

posed to avail themselves of the second method,

according to the simple computation described

in the work last referred to, page 87 ; but to

this method also, I have serious objections, in

consequence of which I repeated some experi

ments at Mr. Nicholson's request. These ex

periments, together with his observations, and

such remarks as have occurred to myself, is the

subject of the following :

The Honourable Henry Cavendish, from a

series of experiments upon the charges of elec

trical jars, has deduced, that the quantity of

electricity which coated glass of different shapes

and sizes will receive, with the same degree of

electrification, are directly as the area of the

coating, and inversely as the thickness of the

glass ; arid that when the intensities vary, the

quantities of electricity, in like circumstances,

are nearly as the length of the spark. My ex

perience has led me to modify these general

conclusions. I have found that, in great in

tensities, the length of the spark is much more

than in proportion to the charge ; and from

some facts hereafter to be related, there is rea

son to think, that a real charge of low intensity

cannot be measured, either by the length of its
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very short spark, or even by the number of

turns of the machine. Electricians in general,

use the very best glass they can procure in their

vicinity, whence their conclusions are, for the

most part, applicable to one kind of glass only :

but I have observed, that the different kinds of

vyhite glass, and still more the green, will re

quire very different quantities of electricity, to

charge equal surfaces and thicknesses to the

same height. I have had a jar, of which the

coating had been cut away until its capacity, as

determined by the number of turns of the ma

chine, became equal to that of another similar

jar of the same' thickness ; the coated surface of

the former of these two jars might be estimated

at more than one-third part less than that of

the latter ; hence the necessity of some other

test of electrical power different from that which

includes the dimension of the jar. As one of its

elements is evident, I offer the explosion of

steel wire for this purpose, the result of the

facts I observed, that equal quantities of electri

city in the form of a charge, will cause equal

lengths of the same steel wire to explode, whe

ther the jar made use of be of greater or less

capacity within certain limits. The principal

object of the following experiments were di

rected to establish this proposition.
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Two electrical machines were taken, the first

consisted of a single glass plate of twenty-four

inches diameter, constructed as has been al

ready been described. The other machine was

of the same dimensions, but had two plates.

Fig. 785 commonly called the discharging jar

electrometer, was first used to ascertain the

power and steadiness of the excitation.

Exp. 137.

The above apparatus being applied to the

conductor of the single plate machine, as is

represented by the figure, it exploded five times

in seven turns and three-quarters of the winch,

the balls k d being half an inch distant from

each other.

Exp. 138.

Upon applying the same test to the double

plate machine, it was found to afford very nearly

or rather more than twice the quantity of elec

tricity, the jar exploded five times in three

turns and an half.
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The acting Power of electrical Machines

dicated by the Wire-melting Electrometer,

Exp. 139,

Fig. 79. was applied to the prime conductor,

after four turns, some ramified flashes struck

into the uncoated part, and at the sixth turn, a

spontaneous explosion took place over the clear

glass ; a glass tube was then inserted into the jar

nearly to the bottom, and breathed twice through

it, in order to render it more capable of retain

ing its charge. This is contrary to the received

opinion of electricians, who carefully avoid all

dampness. It is considered to be of the same

nature as the experiment of Brooks, who found

that a jar, the naked part of which was soiled

by handling, would retain six times the charge

without exploding, which it would have held if

perfectly clean ; and, accordingly, this process

had the same effect, for the jar did not after

wards exhibit any flash or disposition to ex

plode, though it was occasionally charged with

ten or twelve turns: the clear portion of the

wire which formed part of the circuit was

exactly five inches in length ; an explosion was

passed through a moderate interval of spark,

and this interval was gradually increased, till
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at last the shock became so strong as completely

to ignite the wire, and divide it near the positive

end, where a sparkling globule or two flew out ;

ten turns of the machine were required to pro

duce this effect, and the length of the explosive

spark one inch and a quarter.

Exp. 140.

Another jar was added to the above, and

applied to the prime conductor. Their outside

coatings. were connected together, the same

quantity of wire as in the last experiment was

placed in the circuit, and by the same method

an explosion was obtained, which ignited and

broke the wire with nearly the same appear

ance as , before ; in this case the number of

turns were nine and two-thirds, and the length

of spark three quarters of an inch. Repeated

with the double plate machine, it produced the

game effect in half the number of turns.

These experiments evidently confirm that the

quantity of electricity to disperse a given portion

of wire will be the same, even though the

charged surface should be greatly varied ; but it

appeared desirable to ascertain the proportional

quantities of electricity required to explode dif

ferent lengths of the same wire-
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Exp. 141.

For this purpose two inches and three-tenths

of the same wire were exploded by five turns

of the winch, which was probably too great a

quantity, for the ignition was very strong, and

deflagrating globulus were thrown about ; but,

by a more careful repetition of the experiment

with two inches and a half of wire, the igni.r

tion and partial melting of the wire were very

nearly the same as in the experiments which

had been made on lengths of five inches. From

these experiments there seems reason to sup

pose that the quantities of electricity may be

as the lengths of the wire deflagrated.

Exp. 142.'

A battery of fifteen jars, containing about

seventeen square feet of coated surface, was then

used to explode five inches of wire ; nineteen

turns rendered the wire faintly red hot, but

twenty turns caused it to explode in the same

manner as in the experiments with the jars.

Exp. 143.

Half the length of wire, namely two inches

and a half, was in the next place submitted to

Y
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the explosion of the battery ; twelve turns ig

nited the wire, and fifteen turns caused it to

explode with somewhat more violence than in

the experiments with the jars.

At this stage of the process, as the battery

had required twice the quantity of electricity

to produce the effect which had before taken

place with a smaller quantity of coated surface,

it became a question, whether the length of the

circuit, which was six feet on each side, might

have influenced the results; and also^ whether

the state of excitation had become less intense.

For these reasons, the disposition of the appa

ratus was altered: so that the circuit with the

battery was the same as had before been used

with the jars ; and the trial jar, with Lane's

electrometer, was again applied to ascertain the

power of the machine. Five explosions were

afforded by seven turns and three quarters as at

first. This experiment was twice repeated, and

shewed that the action of the machine continued

to be the same as at first.

Exp. 144.

In this new disposition of the battery, five

inches of the wire were exposed to the explo

sion. No effect was produced by twelve turns,
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but by twenty-one turns, the whole of the wire

was dispersed in globulus by the strong ignition.

I suppose that twenty turns might have dis

persed it in the same manner as in the first

experiment.

Exp. 145.

Two inches and a half of the wire were then

placed in the circuit, this portion was not

affected by an explosion of twelve turns, but

by thirteen turns it was ignited and broken by

the dissipation of a globule or two. Lastly,

one inch of the wire was exposed to the shock ;

it was ignited, and partly dispersed in globules

by turns.

The whole of these experiments employed

upwards of three hours ; during the greatest

part of which time the machine was in action.

At the conclusion, the trial jar was applied it

exploded five times in little more than eight

turns. The trial was repeated twice, and serves

evidently to shew the steadiness of the excita

tion, which had diminished only about one-

tenth part during this course of the work.

Upon a review of the foregoing experiments,

it is obvious that they would require to be re

peated and extended. If the general course of
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the former processes were not to be. admitted,

in confirmation ofthe position, that equal quan

tities of electricity will ignite and disperse equal

quantifies of the same wire without requiring

any particular adjustment of the quantity of

coated surface, provided the intensity be con

siderable. From the experiments with the bat

tery, it seems reasonable to conclude, that the

quantities of electricity required to produce like

effects upon wire, will be the greater the lower

the intensity, when the quantity of surface is

greatly increased ; in which case the velocity of

the electric fluid may be supposed insufficient

for the whole charge, to exist in the conducting

wire at one and the same time, or its impetus

may be less ; or, lastly, there may be a consi

derable waste from the conducting particles

floating in the very thin stratum of air through

which the explosion at last passes.
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PART THE SEVENTH,

Of Improvements made in electrical Batteries.

In the year 1774, Mr. E. Nairne made an

electrical machine far superior in acting power

to any that had been made before ; and also a

battery more judiciously constructed, and larger

than any former one, with which he had made

a number of interesting experiments. O e in

particular, affords an accurate measure of the

power of his battery, compared with such bat

teries as have been made since that time ; I

mean the experiment of igniting or exploding

metallic wires. His battery contained fifty square

feet of coated surface, and he found that >t-was

capable of receiving a charge so high that the

dicharge ignited forty-five inches of iron wire,

one hundred and fiftieth part of an inch in

diameter, which answers to about seven-eighths

of an inch in length for eac:i square foot; this

was the greatest length of wire ever ignited.

We have no account of this experiment having

been afterwards repeated, on a scale of any con
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sicferable magnitude, till the year 1785, when I

constructed a battery for the Tcylerian Society at

Haerlem, containing one hundred and thirty-five

square feet of coated surface ; with this battery,

one hundred and eighty inches of the same sort

of wire were ignited, which seemed to be much

more than in proportion to the size of the bat

tery, as this was about one inch and three-tenths

foreach square foot. This battery was afterwards

increased to two hundred and twenty-five square

feet of coating ; and with this, three hundred

inches of the same sort of wire were ignited,

which was also at the rate of one inch and three-

tenths for each square foot. Some time after this,

I made another battery for the same Society,

containing five hundred and fifty square feet of

coating, composed of one hundred jars of five

square feet and a half each. The same sort of

wire was not tried with this, but it could be

calculated from other sorts of wire which it

ignited, that it was capable of igniting six hun

dred and fifty-five indies, being also at the

rate of one inch and three-tenths for each

square foot. This increase of power gained

njjon each foot, which is almost double that

of Mr. Nairnes, might be attributed to the

acting power of the machine ; for though

Mr. Nainie's machine possessed the strongest
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acting power of any machine made at tlut

time, yet it could not be supposed to possess

that high charging property of the Haeriem

machine.

Since my return to London, I have made

several batteries, commonly composed of fifteen

jars, each, containing about one hundred and

sixty-eight square inches of coated surface, con

sequently the whole battery contains about

seventeen square feet of coating. This battery,

according to the proportion of that made by

Mr. Nairne, should ignite fifteen inches and a

half, and in proportion to the Haeriem batteries

it ought to ignite twenty-two inches ; but in

stead of following that proportion, it is found to

ignite sixty inches, which is an astonishing in

crease of force ; for this battery is only about

one-third part of that of Mr. Nairne's, and it

ignites a much greater length of wire; and

though it is only one-thirty-second part of that

at Haeriem, yet it ignites one-tenth of the length

ofwire. It seems difficult, at first sight, to account

for this advantage. I have before remarked, that

the proportional difference between the charge

of the battery at Haeriem and Mr. Nairne's

might be accounted, for from the high charging

power of the great machine ; but the result of

the last mentioned experiments overturns that
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notion, as it can by no means be supposed, that

a single two-feet plate machine, which I have

used to charge the battery of seventeen square

feet so high as to ignite sixty inches of wire,

can have a higher charging power than that at

Haerlem, so that it must proceed from some

other cause. ; it might be questioned whether

all the batteries were alike judiciously con

structed : as to Mr. Nairne's, it had certainly

faults, both with respect to the coating and the

mounting of i the jars ; but the batteries at

Haerlem were as judiciously constructed as my

present one, which I am speaking of, and which

exceeds them in such an astonishing degree in

its proportional force. The only difference be

tween my present batteries and those at Haer

lem is in the glass ; they were composed of

glass blown in Bohemia, and. those I make

here are of white flint glass. I mention this

fact, but am not inclined to think that the

cause of the difference depends on the glass,

because I remember to have melted the same

quantity of wire with one jar of that kind of

glass, when in Amsterdam, as I do at present

with white flint glass ; so that it only remains

now to be sought for in the manner of using or

charging each battery, and here we shall pro

bably find means of solving this paradox.
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Method ofincreasing the Poxver ofBatteries.

With regard to the batteries at Haerlem,

they were never attempted to be charged but in

dry weather, being such as was then commonly

called favourable for electrical experiments.

There was no convenience in the room where

the machine and batteries were used for making

a fire, which was therefore ill calculated for

electrical experiments. The batteries, previously

to charging, were made as clean and dry as

possible ; and if they received a charge so high,

as to cause a spontaneous explosion, they were

then looked upon to be in their most favourable

state.

It was about this time that we were told by

Mr. Brooke, that a coated jar would take a

higher charge when dirty that when clean; but

the degree of dirtiness was so ill defined, that I

must own, I never could dirty a single jar so

as to answer, or to come near what was said of

it ; and to pretend to bring all the jars in a large

battery, containing upwards of two hundred,

into that state of dirtiness, was never attempted :

neither does it appear, that Mr. Brooke ever

thought of dirtying his battery jars, as he only

mentions tryingtwo small bottles, whosecharging

Z
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property was very differently increased by hi?

method of dirtying.

Some time afterwards, in the year 1 792, I

happened casually to discover, that a coated

jar, when it was a little damp in the inside,

(which is always the case when a jar is fresh

coated) would take a higher charge than it would

do after it had been coated for some time, and

was quite dry in the inside ; also, if the atmo

sphere was in a moist state, and the jar not

dried in the inside, it would take an equalJ v

high charge. From this, it appeared evident,

to me, that if I could by any means render the

inside of jars regularly damp, it would answer

the same purpose. Breathing into a jar was

tried, and the success was such, that it would

receive and retain nearly double the quantity of

electric fluid ; it could retain when dry, and in

trying to ignite wire with the charge of one jar

in a dry state, no more than five inches could

be ignited ; though after breathing into it,

twelve inches were fused.

This method appeared, at first sight, to have

increased the force more than double ; but not

withstanding so evident and striking an effect,

I did not think of trying what would be the

result of charging a battery after the jars had

been breathed into, being deterred, as I sup
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pose, from the idea of its being so contradictory

to the common method of using batteries, which

was never attempted to be done but when the

atmosphere was in a tolerably dry state, and

the jar previously cleared. But, in March,

1796, being engaged in a course of experiments

when the atmosphere was so very dry, that a

spontaneous discharge always took place be

fore I had a sufficient force to answer my pur

pose ; it then occurred to me, to try what the

effect of breathing into the jars of the battery

would be. In this trial, or research, it became

necessary ; first, to ascertain the real charge

that the battery was capable of receiving before

a voluntary explosion took place. This battery

contained seventeen square feet of coated glass,

and was composed of fifteen jars ; it was found,

in the then state of the atmosphere, to be in

capable of igniting a greater length of wire than

eighteen inches ; but after breathing into each

jar through a glass tube, it took a charge which

ignited sixty inches, to my very great surprize

and satisfaction, as I then thought, I had ob

tained a method of making one battery perform

the function of three, because three times the

quantity of wire was ignited, as appears by com

paring this with what had been performed by
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increasing the surface of batteries by former

electricians. This notion seemed to be justified

by observing in Dr. Van Marum's works, that

I had enlarged his batteries at three different

times ; his first contained one hundred and

thirty-five square feet coating, the second two

hundred and twenty-five square feet, and the

third five hundred and fifty ; the highest charge

of the first was just sufficient to ignite one hun

dred and eighty inches of iron wire of one-hun

dred and fiftieth part of an inch diameter, or six

inches of iron wire of one-fortieth part of an

inch diameter ; the highest charge of the second

ignited three hundred inches of the first men

tioned wire, or ten inches of the last mentioned ;

the highest charge of the third ignited twenty-

five inches of the last mentioned wire. We find

that these batteries increased in power, nearly

in the proportion as the coated surface was in

creased. I was present when the wire was ig

nited by the two first mentioned batteries, but

not at the third ; however, we have no reason

to doubt Dr. Van Marum's report. These ex

periments supported me in my first notion, that

I had discovered a method of increasing the

force of a battery to three times its usual power ;

but being unable to account for it to my own
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satisfaction, I resolved to make a course of ex

periments in order to throw some light on the

subject.

The chief experiments have been made on

the force of batteries by Mr. Brooke, at

Norwich, in the year 1786, and by Dr. Van

Marum in 1780 and 1/95. The results were

very different ; some experiments which I made

in Holland, and afterwards repeated here, did

not seem to confirm either of the two. All that

had been done, either by Dr. Van Marum or

myself, was done without the help of such an

electrometer as could indicate the proportional

quantities of electric fluid, with a sufficient de

gree of accuracy,

Mr. Brooke was possessed of an instrument

of his own invention, with which it was possible

to ascertain the comparative strength, if ma

naged with the same dexterity as Mr. Brooke

himself possessed ; but this instrument came so

high in price, and was so very difficult in its

use, that few electricians provided themselves

with it, which, perhaps, is one reason why this

subject has so long remained in obscurity. I

have lately had the good fortune to invent an

electrometer which has all the properties that

such experiments require, and is very simple in

its use ; with this I found myself enabled to go
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through such experiments as were necessary,

with greater accuracy than any which had been

made before.

The electrometer is represented, fig. 80, pl. vir,

AB, is a long square piece of wood about

eighteen inches long and six inches broad, in

which are fixed two glass supports D E, mounted

with brass balls. Under the brass ball E, is a

long brass hook ; the ball b, is made of two

hemispheres, the under one being fixed to the

brass mounting, and the upper turned with a

groove to shut upon it, so that it can be taken

off at pleasure ; it is screwed to a brass tube

about four inches long, fitted on to the top of

D ; from its lower end proceeds an arm car

rying the piece F C, being two hollow balls and

a tube, which together makes nearly the same

length as that fitted on to D. G H is a straight

brass wire, with a knife-edged centre in the

middle, placed a little below the centre of gra

vity, and equally balanced with a hollow brass

ball at each end, the centre or axis resting upon

a proper shaped piece of brass fixed in the

inside of the ball b ; that part of the hemi

sphere towards H is cut open, to permit that end

of the balance, to descend till it touches E ;

and the upper hemisphere b, is also cut open; to

the under side of a is hooked a brass wire about
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four inches long, hanging freely in a hole at the

top of F ; the arm G, is divided into sixty grains,

and furnished with a slider, to be set at the

number of grains the experiment requires ; k

is a common Henley's electrometer, screwed

upon the top of b.

It is evident from the construction, that if

the foot stand horizontally, and the ball G be

made to touch F, and the slider set at o, it

will remain in that position ; but if it should by

any means receive a very low charge of electric

fluid, the two balls F G will repel each other;

G will begin to ascend, and on account of its

centre of gravity being above the centre of mo

tion, and the slider so loose as to slide forward

towards b, as soon as G H is out of its horizontal

situation, the ascending will continue with an

accelerated motion till H strikes upon F. If the

balance be set again horizontal, and the slider

set at ten grains, it will cause G to rest upon F

with a pressure equal to that weight, so that

more electric fluid must be communicated than

before, before the balls will separate ; and as the

weight towards G is increased or diminished, a

greater or less quantity of electric fluid will be

required to effect a separation.

When this instrument is to be applied to a

jar or battery, for which purpose it was in
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vented, one end of a wire must be inserted into

a hole in the ball F, and the other into a hole of

any ball proceeding from the inside of a battery

orjar fig. 8 1 ; k must be screwed upon b, with its

index pointing towards H ; the reason of this

instrument being added, is to shew, while the

index continues to rise, that the charge of the

battery is increasing, because the other part of

the instrument does not act till the battery has

received its required charge.

If this instrument be examined with atten

tion, it will be found to consist of three elec

trometers, and answers three different purposes;

namely,, a Henley's electrometer, Lane's dis

charging electrometer, and Brooke's steel yard

electrometer ; the first is not improved, but the

two last, which were very defective when first

invented, I flatter myself, are here brought to

perfection : as the only use, of Henley's elec

trometer to this instrument, is, as I have said

before, to shew that the battery continues to

receive a still stronger charge, it required no

improvement; but Lane's electrometer, in its

primitive state, could by no means answer the

required purpose for batteries, because the ball

intended to discharge the battery, was neces

sarily placed so near to the ball of the battery,

that dust, and many conducting particles, always
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floating in the air, were attracted, and re

pelled between the two balls so as to render

a regular intended high charge impossible;

whereas, in this, they are placed at four inches

distance, and when the desired height of charge

is obtained, and not before, the ball of the

electrometer moves of itself nearer to the ball,

which is connected with the outside of the bat

tery, and causes a discharge. The defect in

Brooke's steel-yard electrometer were, 1st, that

that it could not cause a discharge ; and 2dly,

the difficulty of observing the first separation

of the balls, caused great error, if it were not

placed in an advantageous light, (which the na

ture of the experiments does not always per

mit) it could not be seen without the attention

of an assistant, which is sometimes unpleasant,

and cannot always be commanded. But this

instrument, which I have described, requires no

attention or assistance ; for, as soon as the sepa

ration takes place between G and F, the ball H

descends, and discharges the battery of itself.

- By this combination and improvement, we

possess, in the present instrument, all that can

ever be required of an electrometer; namely,

by k, we see the progress of the charge ; by

the separation of G F, we have the repulsive

power in weight ; and, by the ball H, the dis-

Aa
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charge is caused when the charge has acquired

the strength proposed.

Experiments made with a View to determine in

what Degree the charging Capacity of coated

Jars is increased by breathing into them be

fore the charging.

Exp. 146.

Prepare the electrometer in the manner shewn

fig. 80, with the jar M annexed, which con

tains about one hundred and sixty-eight square

inches of coating—set the slider at fifteen—take

twoinches of watchpendulum wire, hook one end

to m, and the other to the wire communicating

with the outside of the jar—let the uncoated

part of the jar be made very clean and dry, and

let the prime conductor of an electrical ma

chine, or a wire proceeding from it, touch the

wire proceeding from the inside of the jar : then

if the machine be put in motion, the jar and

electrometer will charge, as will be seen by the

rising of the index of k ; and when charged high

enough, Gwill be repelled by F, and H will

descend and discharge the jar, through the wire,

which will be ignited and run into balls.
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Exp. 147.

Put eight inches of the same sort of wire

as before, in the circuit—set the slider at thirty,

all the other part of the apparatus remaining as

before, and the uncoated part of the jar being

previously cleaned and dried, the machine being

put in motion, the jar and electrometer will

charge as shewn by the rising of the index, as

before ; but, as soon as the jar has received a

greater quantity of electric fluid than before, a

spontaneous explosion will happen, without

affecting the seperation of G F, because the dis

charge will have passed along the uncoated part

of the jar, from the inside coating to the outside,

whence it follows, that while the jar remains in

that clean state, it is incapable of receiving a

charge high enough to affect the balls, or even

a higher charge than it had received in the first

experiment—let the uncoated part of the jar

be therefore rendered in a slight degree damp,

which is easily done by breathing into the in

side through a glass tube—put the machine in

motion—no spontaneous explosion will happen,

but the balls will repel, as in the first experi

ment ; the discharge will happen from H to E

and pass through the wire placed in the circuit,

though it be eight inches in length it will be
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ignited in the same degree as two inches in the

last experiment ; namely, the wire will be red-

hot the whole length, and then fall in balls.

Very different degrees of ignition are caused

by electric discbarges, which may cause great

mistakes if not well attended to ; it is proper

to adhere to the degree abovementioned, and

jparticnlar care ought to be taken to lay the

wire intended for ignition straight, without any

bendings or angles in it. The wire used in

the two last experiments, was that which is

commonly called watch pendulum wire, which

is flattened, and as it approaches very near to

such a sharp edge, as might be supposed to

affect the experiment by permitting a dissipa

tion of the electric fluid in its passage, round

wires were tried, and the result was the same.

By the last experiment, it appears that breath

ing into the jar, increases its charging capa

city, nearly in the same proportion as it had

done the batteries after breathing, for it received

a charge sufficient to ignite four times the length

of wire it did when clean ; but, by the weight

in the electrometer, and also by the greater

number of revolutions given before the dis

charge happened, it might be supposed that the

jar had receivod only a double charge.
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The following Experiments *will shcxv the Length

of Wire which are just fused by various

Quantities of electric Fluid at the same In

tensity.

Exp. 148.

With Two Jars—One removed.

For this purpose a second jar was placed at

the prime conductor: the slider was set at fifteen

—two inches of the same sort of w ire as used in

the last experiment, were placed in the circuit :

every other part of the apparatus remained un

altered ; the machine was then put in motion

till G began to ascend, when it was stopped,

and before H could reach E, one of the jars was

pushed from the conductor, to do which there

is always sufficient time while the electrometer

is in motion. The discharge was effected, and

the two inches of wire were just ignited.

Exp. 149. . «

With Two Jars.

The jar which was put away in the last ex

periment, was discharged, and placed at the con

ductor as before, and eight inches of the same
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sort of wire were placed in the circuit : the out

side coating of the jars either touched each other,

or had a metallic communication ; all the other,

parts of the apparatus remained as before, and

the machine was put in motion till G begun to

ascend ; the jar was not removed as in the last

experiment, but suffered to discharge with the

other, and the eight inches of wire were ignited

in the same degree as the two inches in the last

experiments.

It is evident from the position of the appa

ratus, that the quantity of electric fluid dis

charged in the last experiment, must be double

that of the former, yet, in repeating the expe

riment I had different results, which made me

again suspect the edges of the wire, I therefore

resolved to take round wire, and of as large a

diameter as could be conveniently ignited.

Exp. 150.

With Three Jars.

Iron wire of one hundred and fiftieth part

of an inch in diameter, and six inches in

length, was placed in the circuit—three jars

were placed so that the balls proceeding from

their insides, touched the wire, and their out
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side coastings touched each other : the machine

was turned till G began to ascend'; the discharge

was caused, and the whole length of the wire

was just fused into balls.

Exp: 151.

.

JVith Three Jars—One removed.

Two inches of the same sort of wire were

placed in the circuit, in the same manner as the

last, and the three jars remained ; the machine

was turned till G began to ascend, then one of

the jars was drawn away, consequently only two

were discharged, and the wire just fused into

balls as the last.

Exp. 152.

With Four Jars.

Wire of one-hundred and fiftieth part of an

inch was taken, and four jars placed in contact

with the wire, with their outside coatings in

contact with each other—eight inches of this

wire were placed in the circuit : the slider in the

electrometer bar remained as before ; the ma

chine was then put in motion till G began to

ascend—the discharge was, effected, and the wire
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was ignited and fused into balls. The experi

ment was repeated with the same sort of wire,

eight inches and a half long ; the discharge was

just sufficient to melt it into balls. I repeated

the trial with nine inches of the same sort of

wire, and the discharge caused it to be red-hot

the whole length.

Exp. 153.

With Four Jars—Two removed.

Two inches of the same sort of wire were

placed in the circuit—all the jars remaining as

in the last experiment ; the machine was put in

motion till G began to ascend, then two of the

jars were drawn away, the discharge was caused,

and the wire was ignited and run into balls.

The trial was repeated with the same sort of

wire, two inches and a half long, the discharge

caused it to be red.hot the whole length.

Exp. 154.

With Fourteen Jars.

Wire of one-hundred and fiftieth part of an

inch diameter was taken eight inches long, and

the trial was according to experiment 152—it

was ignited and melted into balls.
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Exp. 155.

With fourteen Jars—Seven removed.

Two inches of thesame sort ofwire were taken

and employed according to Experiment 153—

it was ignited and fused into balls.

The results of the foregoing experiments

prove sufficiently, that double quantities of

electric fluid, in the form of a discharge, will

ignite four times the length of wire of a certain

diameter; and experiments 150 and 151 prove

that when one-third part is added to two, three

times the length of wire were ignited.

These experiments give reason to apprehend

some error in Dr. Van Marum's experiments,

because he found his batteries to increase in

power only in the same proportion as the coated

surface was increased, viz. that double surface of

coated glass only could ignite double lengths of

wire of the same diameter.

The Doctor might perhaps have been led into

a mistake in the following manner : First, he '

might not have charged the batteries to an equal

height, as he did not at that time possess an

electrometer of sufficient accuracy for that pur

pose : and secondly, he might not have been

aware of the different degrees of ignition, caused

Bb
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by electric discharges, but only judged of

the force by the wires being converted into

' balls, by which great mistakes will happen ;

for if a wire be taken eighteen inches long, and

of such a diameter, that when a jar or battery

is charged to such a height as just to cause it to

run into balls, much shorter lengths of that same

sort of wire may be subjected to the same force,

and still be only converted into balls. If only

seven inches were taken, nothing but balls will

appear ; the only difference will be, that the

balls will be smaller, and dispersed to a greater

distance, which might be easily overlooked. If

six inches of the same sort of wire be taken, it

will be converted into balls ,and flocculi, or brown

oxide of iron ; so that to be accurate in this

point, the lowest degree of ignition must be had,

which is known when the charge has passed,

the wire will be red hot the whole length,

and afterwards falls into balls.

Having now sufficiently proved by experi

ment, in what proportion different quantities of

electric fluid act upon different lengths of wire,

which were required to be known in order to ex

plain in what proportion the charging capacity

of a jar or battery is increased by breathing into

it before the charging begins, I shall proceed in

the next place to explain this point.
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The opinion that 1 had at first entertained

(though supported by Dr. Van Marurn's expe

riments,) that I had found out a method of

„ increasing the charging capacity of batteries to

three times their usual force, was not supported

by the facts, that the usual power of a clean and

dry battery, containing seventeen square feet

coated surface, namely, that of igniting from

eighteen to twenty-two inches of iron wire, one

hundred and fiftieth part of an inch in diameter

will be increased by breathing into the jars, so

as to become capable of igniting sixty inches. If

the first mentioned effect be taken at a mean it

will be twenty, then the increased effect gained

by breathing will be just two-thirds ; and expe

riments 142 and 14.3 prove, that in order to pro

duce such an increased effect, an addition of

one-third part of the coated surface must be ad

ded to the battery, which is about eight hun

dred and sixteen square inches. This would

amount to an addition of fifty-four square inches

to each jar, or in other words, if that quantity

of coating could be added to each jar, the same

effect would be produced as when breathed into;

but this would require the coating to be within

an inch of the top, which would render the bat

tery unchargeable, at least to that degree. A bat

tery of fifteen jars constructed in the usual man
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ner, will therefore by this treatment, become

equivalent in power to twenty-one jars of the

same kind, when clean and dry.

To explain the effect of breathing into the jars

appears to be a matter of some difficulty. This

experiment has been shewn to several electri

cians, and different opinions have been advanced,

most of which seem to imply that breathing acts

as a coating to the uncoated part, which will

appear in the sequel to be absurd. Mr. Nichol

son's opinion (see Philos. Journal 11, 219.)

comes much nearer to the truth, though it does

not appear to me to be sufficient to account for

the effect produced. I admit with him that a

spontaneous explosion over the uncoated part is

most commonly caused by undulation ; but

that this undulation is caused by the discharging^

of different charged zones will be difficult to

prove, because such zones cannot exist upon

clean and diy glass.

When the uncoated part of a Leyden jar is

made perfectly clean and dry, and the jar set to

the conductor of a machine in action, it will

begin to charge, and while charging, the coated

part of the jar, and the wire which is connected

with it, becomes equally charged, and each en

deavours to throw off that surplus of electric

fluid which is forcing into them ; the coating
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from its edges upwards, and that part of the

' wire which is above the coating and within the

jar, will endeavour to throw it in ail directions,

which will cause it to be surrounded by an elec

tric atmosphere, increasing in density as the

charge increases. This atmosphere, together

with that given out by the coating, fills the whole

jar. Part of the electric fluid forced into the

coating, enters the surface of the glass, but the

uncoated part being clean and dry, both within-

side and without, the inside resists the fluids en

tering its surface, which is kept suspended at a

distance, because the natural electric fluid con

tained on the outside finds no means of escape.

But the action of the machine still continuing,

presses it still closer to the surface, and at last

overcomes that resisting force, and some of the

particles on the outside give way, which causes

an undulation in the inside, and the electric

fluid closes instantly in upon its inside surface,

and forces a greater quantity from the outside.

Flashes or coruscations are thus caused which

are always seen when a jar is charging in the

abovementioned circumstances ; the charge still

continuing to be made, forces another quantity

from another part of the outside of the jar, and

causes a second coruscation and undulation,

which may be so strong as to cause a sponta-.
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neous discharge ; or two or three more corusca

tions and undulations may happen before the

discharge, according to the steadiness or unstea

diness of the action of the machine, the quan

tity of electric fluid thrown off from the outside

at each undulation, and also the degree of dry

ness and cleanness ofthe uncoated part of the jar,

a discharge sometimes happens, without having

previously occasioned any perceptible corusca

tions. This is the case when the first undulation

lias been sostrong as to cause the whole discharge

with the first coruscation, the one being so

quickly followed by the other that it is imper

ceptible.

A jar will sometimes, while charging, give a

great many small coruscations, quickly succeed

ing each other, which afterwards cease, without

having caused a spontaneous explosion, though

the action of the machine be continued; this

happens when the uncoated part is nearly clean,

and dry, but not perfectly so, its surface still

containing some conducting particles, but not

so connected that the electric fluid can pass from

©ne to the other without leaps, or small corusca

tions on the outside, ' which permit the electric

fluid to spread gradually over its inside surface,

and prevent the undulation from being so strong

as to cause a discharge.
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After this explanation of the cause of the

flashes of coruscations, which are seen upon the

uncoated part of a jar while charging ; and also

that such coruscations produce undulations,

which terminate in a spontaneous explosion ; it

remains now to explain how a jar is charged

when the coruscations are prevented by breath

ing upon the uncoated part.

When a coated jar is breathed into, and then

subjected to the process of charging, the electric

fluid is forced into it along the wire in the inside

to the coating, where it instantly spreads itself

over' the whole coated part, and at the same

time, though with difficulty, and consequently

gradually, it spreads itself over the uncoated

part, taking the condensed film of humidity for

its conductor, as it proceeds from the edges of

the coating upwards towards the mouth of the

jar, according to the arrangement of the particles

of moisture, and rises higher or lower, depend

ing entirely on their arrangement, and the force

with which it is repelled from the machine. If

the conducting particles be almost uniformly

diffused over the uncoated part, the whole jar in

the inside will become charged, though in a

much less degree than the coated, on account of

the imperfection of the conducting particles,

which has adhered to its surface ; no coruscations
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yrill be perceived on account of the gradual and

equal diffusion of the electric fluid, over its in

side surface, and though the charging be conti

nued, yet if the exhaled conducting particles be

favourably diffused, no spontaneous explosion

will happen from one coating to the other; along

the uncoated surface, but the jar will either be

perforated, or if it he of sufficient strength to

resist that effect, the electric fluid will be seen

to run in a stream over the mouth of the jar, as

quickly as the machine supplies it. Whenever

a spontaneous electric explosion happens, it must

be from a body of sufficient bulk, and conduct

ing property to contain that quantity of. electric

fluid, at the point from which it explodes, other

wise no explosion can happen. But the humid

conducting particles are just sufficient merely to

admit the electric fluid by the action of the ma

chine, to be spread over the surface of the glass*

but in no part of sufficient density either to re

ceive, or contain an explosion.. If, therefore,

a spontaneous explosion do happen, it must

either proceed from the coating, or the wire

which is connected with it to the outside ; and

if weexamine the state of the coating, we shall

understand that the edge of the coating (from

which part only it is ever possible to explode)

and also above it to a short distance upwards is
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as strongly charged as the coated part, and by

the action of the machine it is so strongly loaded

with electric fluid that it is repulsive in all di

rections, which keeps back or entirely stops a

spontaneous explosion, from the edge of the

coating. With regard to the wire, the only

place from which it explodes spontaneously, is

that part which is nearly of an equal height with

the edge of the mouth of the jar ; the fluid is

nearly as much condensed on this part as on the

other, so that an explosion from the wire is hin

dered by the same cause as from the coating. A

jar, under such circumstances, cannot therefore

explode spontaneously, but the fluid will run

over the edge of the jar as quickly as the ma

chine furnishes it when its charging capacity is

full.

I have stated in experiment 147, that ajar of

the dimensions there given, being clean and dry,

can only contain a charge sufficient to ignite

two inches of a certain wire, and when breathed

into, its charging capacity will be so much in

creased that it will contain sufficient to ignite

eight inches of wire of the same sort, and a bat

tery of fifteen jars, in the first mentioned state,

can only ignite twenty inches, and in the last

mentioned sixty. This increased charging ca

pacity proceeds, no doubt, from the particles of

C c
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moisture, though not from their acting as a

coating, as has been supposed, but by their

being brought into a state or capacity of resisting ^

a spontaneous explosion, so that a stronger

charge can be forced in upon the coated part.

Some of the electric fluid which was forced upon

the unooated part to a certain height, (perhaps

half an inch more or less, according to the de

gree of dampness, and the situation of the par

ticles,) may indeed be discharged along with

that from the coated part, but this is of little

importance, and by no means capable of pro

ducing that increased effect, which, as I have

shewn by experiment, would require an addition

of seven jars to a batteiy of fifteen.

To prove that the abovementioned battery is ca

pable of igniting sixty inches of wire.

Exp. 156.

Take sixty inches of iron wire of one hundred

and fiftieth part of an inch diameter, hook one

end to the wire, which proceeds from the re

ceiving ball E, of the electrometer, fig. 81, plate

vn, and the other end to the outside annexion

of the battery, the middle being kept extended,

in the. form of the dotted line, and freefromthe
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ground, without any sharp corners or bendings,

(glass bottles will answer very well for that pur

pose) to prevent a dissipation of the charge in

its passage, which it never fails to do when

any angles or short bendings are in the wire,

through which it must pass. The most advan

tageous form in which a wire for ignition can be

placed is, in a direct line from the hook of the

discharging electrometer, to the outside con

nexion of the battery, but this cannot be done

with so great a length of wire. The slider of

the electrometer must be set at the greatest re

pulsion that the battery can bear, which must

be previously ascertained by experiment. If a

spontaneous discharge should happen while th«

battery is charging, which frequently happens in

very dry weather, each jar separately must be

breathed into, through a glass tube, without

removing the jars, see exp. 147. If a glass tube

should not be at hand a roll of paper will answer

the purpose.
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PART THE EIGHTH.

Metallic Oxidesproduced by electrical discharges.

The discovery that metals could be ignited by

electric discharges, gave rise to a supposition

that they might also be converted into oxides by

the same means. Many attempts have been

made to ascertain this, but the fact remained

without proof till, in the year 1787, Dr. Van

Marum and myself, produced flocculi from dif

ferent metals, by subjecting them to strong elec

tric discharges ; and also formed beautiful figures

upon paper, by exploding metallic wires, ex

tended at a small distance from its surface. We

imagined that the flocculi, as well as the colour

ed figures upon the paper, were oxides of the

metals we used, aad in order to prove this we

entered upon a course of experiments ; but hav

ing, perhaps from improper management, the

misfortune to break several glasses in the process,

Dr. Van Marum declared himself so much dis
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cOuraged by these accidents, as to decline pro

secuting the subject. When we consider, how

ever, the opulence of that society, of which he

was director, it is not easy to conceive that so

trifling an accident as the fracturing of a few

glasses should be a sufficient reason for his relin

quishing this investigation, more especially as

he had the command of an electrical apparatus

which I made for that society, not only the

most proper for that purpose, but unequalled in

the whole world, and from which I now fear we

have little to expect.

In 1792,—1793, I undertook two different

courses of experiments at Amsterdam, upon the

same subject, but both ended with very little

more information than we before possessed.

On my return to London, after delivering a

course of lectures upon electricity, I once more

returned to the abovementioned subject. My

previous experiments had taught me that it was

necessary to have an apparatus, into which at

mospherical air, or gas could be introduced, and

any desirable quantity of metallic wire, so that

it could be exploded at pleasure, and the dimi

nution or the air accurately measured ; I invent

ed the following apparatus, which possessed all

the requisites.
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Description of an apparatus, in which metallic

wires are converted into oxides, by electric dis

charges.

Fig. 82, A B is a glass receiver about ten

inches high, and six inches in diameter ; to the

widest end is cemented a large round brass plate,

perfectly air-tight; the other end is mounted

with a brass collar, upon which a brass cap

is screwed, also perfectly air tight ; F is an air

cock, one £nd of which is screwed into the

brass cap at B, and the other into a foot, on

which the instrument stands ; n o are two air

cocks screwed to the broad brass plate, with

holes communicating with the inside of the re

ceiver. To each of these cocks is screwed a

glass tube, bent as is represented ; their com

munication with the inside of the receiver is

opened or shut by means of n and o. In the

inside at B is a wheel and axis moving upon

two pivots, serving to wind up a "quantity of

wire in readiness for exploding ; m is a brass

tube, about three inches long, and three-quar

ters of an inch in diameter, stopped at each end

with cork, and the middle filled with hog's lard ;

this serves to draw the wire through ready for

exploding.

The wire which is intended for use must be

bound to a packthread of the same length, at
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different places, and at about four inches asun

der ; it must be wound upon the axis of the

wheel;—the tube m must be screwed off

from the plate, and the end of the wire must

be directed through the hole inside of m by

means of a long brass needle, which must be

pushed through the cork and hog's lard in m,

with the packthread and wire in the eye of the

needle ; when it is drawn through, the pack

thread and wire will follow and be kept air-tight

by the hog's lard and cork ; m must be screwed

to the plate as before, and the packthread drawn

through m till it is seen nearly straight in the

Receiver, as at h. In this state, pour into the

lower bend of k, about half of an inch of mer

cury, and the lower bend of i, a little water, re

presented by the dots in each. It is evident

from the construction of the instrument, that if

all the screws be perfectly air-tight, the cock F

shut, and the cocks n o open ; the least altera

tion that happens to the air in the inside ofthe

receiver, with respect either to increase, decrease,

density or rarefaction, will be shewn either by

the mercury or water, in either one or both

gages ; if considerable, the mercury will shew it,

and if too little to affect the mercury, the water

gage will shew it. If by any process the tem

perature of the air within the receiver should be
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raised, it will cause the air to expand and the

mercury and water in the gages to move towards

u u : but if it should be lowered, the mercury

and water will move in the contrary direction, so

likewise, if any alterations, with respect to tem

perature, happens in the surrounding air, the

gages will shew it accordingly ; and as this is

continually changing, it is necessary that the

apparatus, after it is prepared for the expe

riment, and ready for exploding the wire,

should be set in some medium which is not so

changeable, for this purpose water seems to be

most convenient : but as it is a conductor of

electricity, the apparatus must not remain in

it when the discharge is caused, so that

before and after the discharge only, it must be

set into the water, care being taken to let it re

main a sufficient length of time, that the air in

the inside may become of the same temperature,

which will be shewn by the gages being station

ary. If this circumstance be not observed with

great attention, errors in the conclusion will be

the consequence.

Exp. 157.

A sufficient quantity of leaden wire, of one

ninetieth part of an inch diameter, was bound

to a cord at different places, about four

Dd
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inches distant, as has been already men

tioned, and wound upon the axis of the wheel

c d ; the end of it by means of the long brass

needle was drawn out of it at the top of the re

ceiver, through the tube m, which was after

wards screwed in its place, and the cord drawn

tight as represented at h. The cock F was then

closed aud the whole instrument set in the

water, so deep that the brass plate was about

one inch under the surface of the water. The

cocks n o were opened to admit the external air

into the receiver, as the air within became

condensed by the coldness of the water. When

it had remained nine minutes under water the

gages were screwed on to the cocks, per

fectly air-tight ; and both appearing stationary,

the cocks were shut, the instrument was then

taken out of the water, wiped dry, and set near

to the discharging electrometer, in the room of

L M, which must be removed. The cock F, by

means of a metal wire was connected to the

hook proceeding from Eofthe electrometer, and

another wire . proceeding from the brass plate

was connected to the outside connexion of

the battery, which was then charged till the ball

H of the electrometer, loaded with twenty-six

grains descended, and directed the discharge

through the wire h: which was converted into a
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blueish white impalpable powder, at first appear

ing like a white cloud, and filling the whole re

ceiver. The cord was left entire. The instrument

was then released from the electrometer, and set

in water as before. After it had remained there

five minutes, the cocks under the gages were

opened ; no change could be perceived in the

mercury gage, but a motion in the water gage

was just perceptible. Hence I concluded that

the powder thus produced had absorbed no air.

Exp. 158.

The apparatus was taken out of the water, and

another length of wire drawn forward, placed

at the electrometer and battery as before ; the

battery was charged till the electrometer caused

the discharge, which again produced the pow

der. The apparatus was not put into the water

as before, but was left to remain till another

length of wire was drawn forward, and the dis

charge directed through it. This process

was repeated with five discharges, through

five lengths of wire ; each length was seven

inches. In this manner, therefore, thirty-five

inches of wire was converted into ablueish white

impalpable powder. The apparatus was then

placed in the water as before, and after it had
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remained the same length of time, the mercury.

gage was opened ; no motion in the mercury.

was perceived, and vvhen the water gage -was

also opened, no alteration was there seen. Thus

I concluded that no absorption of air had taken

place, though five times the original length of

wire had been reduced to powder. The air in

*the apparatus was then endiometrically exa

mined, and it appeared to be of the same purity

as the surrounding atmosphere.

Exp. 159.

The apparatus was taken out of the water, and

the powder which was produced in the receiver

beingcarefully taken out, the apparatus was then

furnished with the same length of wire as before ;

all the screws and cocks were well examined,

and the apparatus set in the water as before.

After it had stood a due time, the gages were

screwed tight ; it was taken out of the water and

set to the battery, when the last experiment was

repeated, and it was afterwards set in the water

and the gages opened. No absorption having

taken place, it was left in the water till the same

hour on the following day, when the mercury

gage was opened, and indicated that an ab

sorption of about one cubic inch had taken place.
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The water was of the same temperature as at

first. This experiment seemed to indicate that

the metal was first divided and afterwards oxi-

genated by a slow process.

Exp. 160.

The last experiment was repeated with double

length of wire, and the result was the same.

Exp. 161.

A smaller receiver was now taken, being only

four inches diameter, which was half the dia

meter of the former. The same kind of powder

was produced, and a diminution of air happened,

when thirty-five inches had been reduced to

powder, which caused the water gage to rise

one inc h, and the mercury one twentieth part of

an inch.

Exp. 162.

Wires of different diameters were now pre

pared (in the last receiver)of one hundredth, and

one hundred and fortieth part of an inch dia

meter, and of each in length thirty-five inches.

The result was the same with respect to air, but

the powder was whiter.
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From the result of the three last experiments

it appeared, that the absoption of air by the ex

ploded metal, apparently depended upon the

diameter of the receivers wherein explosion was

caused, for which reason I determined to re

peat the experiments in receivers of much less

diameter,

Exp. 163.

Instead of the last mentioned receiver, fig. 83,

vras taken ; being a glass tube of about one inch

diameter, and nine inches long, it was mounted

m the same manner, but on account of its dia

meter, only one air cock could be applied ; it

was furnished with lead wire of the eighty-fifth

part of an inch diameter, being the same as that

used in the three first experiments. After it

had been placed in water with the cock only

above the surface, open, and after it had re

mained three minutes the cock was shut, the

instrument taken out and wiped dry ; one end

of it was annexed to the electrometer, and the

other end to a wire which was in communication

with the outside of the battery ; the same

strength of charge was directed through the wire

by the electrometer as in the last experiments,

and the same kind ofpowder with respect to cor
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lour appeared ; the instrument was again laid in

water with the cock above the surface, and the

water gage was screwed on to the cock ; when

three minutes were expired the cock was opened,

and there appeared so extraordinary a diminu

tion of air that the water in the gage run over

the upper bend into the instrument ; this dimi

nution was sufficient to make a mercury gage

sensible.

Exp. 164.

The instrument being cleaned and provided

with thirty-five inches of wire of the same dia

meter as above, five separate discharges were

directed through the wire, seven inches were

exploded at each discharge, and the same pro

cess, with respect to laying it in water before

and after each discharge was observed.

First discharge caused so extraor

dinary a diminution that the inches.

mercury rose in the gage 1

Second discharge 1,3

Third 1,5

Fourth 35

Fifth ,3

In the whole 3,6
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which is nearly equal to two cubic inches ; the

contents of the whole instrument were nine" cubic

inches.

The air thus diminished in the instrument

was left to stand till the same hour next day,

but on opening the cock no further diminution

took place.

Exp. l65.

The state of this residue of air was tried by

the test of flame, and it extinguished a candle

eight times. Azotic gas in the same glass ex

tinguished the same candle ten times, so that

all the oxigen gas contained in that quantity of

atmospherical air, was nearly absorbed ; the

powder produced was nearly the same as that in

the large receiver.

Exp. 166.

This last experiment was repeated with wires

of a less diameter, with nearly the same result ;

the five discharges produced a diminution which

caused the mercury to rise between three and

four inches.

The result of the last experiment induced me

to try receivers of a still less diameter, so one of

t
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four-tenths of an [inch diameter, and eight

inches long was taken, but on account of its

smallness of diameter no more wire could be ex

ploded than the length of the tube without ad

mission of fresh air.

Exp. 167.

Accordingly one discharge of the same degree

of force was directed by the electrometer through

one length of wire of one fifty-second part of

an inch diameter.

inches.

The mercury gage rose ,3

Second discharge through wire of. . . 3,3

Thirut ,»..3,3

Fourth ,'so. . 3,3

The wire through which the first discharge

was directed was only converted into numberless

small particles, retaining their metallic lustre.

The second, which shewed the greatest degree

of absorption, was but just converted into pow

der, mixed with particles of lead. The residue

of this air was tried by flame, in a glass five

inches high, and one inch and a quarter dia

meter, but at the mouth only three-quarters ;

the candle was extinguished in it nine times.

These experiments I think will be found suf

ficient proofs, that the smaller the diameter of

Ee .
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the receiver in which lead is calcined by an elec.*

trie discharge, the greater proportion of air will

be absorbed, and the l65th experiment prove

that what is absorbed is the oxygen gas, which is

by the process separated from the azote of the

atmosphere.

It is well known that metals require certain

degrees of temperature, to give them the pro

perty of absorbing the greatest quantity of oxy

gen gas ; this is the point which I had in view

when I used wires of different diameters, be

cause I know no way how to increase the tem

perature communicated by an electric discharge

to metallic wires, but by diminishing the dia

meters or lengths in a certain proportion, or

increasing the force of the discharge, which is

the same thing ; and the last experiment shews

that it makes very little difference whether wire

of one eighty-fifth part of an inch, or wire of

only half that diameter, be used, so that it

does not seem here to follow the same law as

common heat.

Exp. 16'8.

To conclude with this metal, the first men

tioned large receiver was taken, and one hun
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dred and thirty inches of wire of the eighty-fifth

part of an inch in diameter were prepared in the

same, being nearly four times the quantity that

was used before. This was exploded and con

verted into an impalpable powder, by twenty

separate discharges, and when the gages were

opened there appeared to have been no air ab

sorbed.

Exp. 169.

The powder or calx was preserved and put

into a very small retort, with an intent to try what

would take place on the application of heat. No

air was given out by such treatment, excepting a

little common air, which I suppose was con

tained in the retort. The powder, which was

first of a blueish white, changed into a dark lea

den colour, and afterwards into a yellowish

green, and w.ien the glass was red hot, to be

nearly melting, the powder was only partially

melted into lead.

Lastly, twenty-four grains of this powder,

which, according to the gages, had absorbed no

oxygen, were taken and put into a clean crucible

with a cover to it, set in a furnace and kept in a

white heat about an hour. When taken out

there was found in the bottom of the crucible a
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perfectly clear glass of a reddish brown colour.

Thus we find a powder obtained, which posses

ses the most distinguishing properties of an oxide

of lead, though it appeared to have absorbed no

oxygen in its preparation.

Lead burns with a yellowish Flame, by the elec

tric Discharge.

These experiments appear to be sufficient to

prove, that the absorption of the oxygen gas from

the atmospherical air by the prowder thus pro

duced, wholly depends upon the diameter of the

receiver, wherein the explosion was made,

for we find by the tenth experiment that when

eight inches of wire were oxidated in a receiver

only four-tenths of an inch in diameter, it then

absorbed half a cubic inch of air. In this pro

portion the last wire should have absorbed six

teen times.that quantity, and the result was that

it had absorbed none, the reason of which is not

easy to be understood.

These experiments were made in the winter

season, when the temperature of the atmosphere

was seldom lower than 28°, and not higher than

45°, the result was as mentioned, but not being

able to reconcile myself to such paradoxical re

sults, I showed the experiments to several Phi
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losophers, who however, were equally as much

at a loss to account for the result as myself.

On the 10th of May, 1798, I was favoured

with the company of some gentlemen of the

Royal Society, to see the experiments ; I used

only two receivers, one of an inch diameter, and

the other of six inches diameter, as follows.

Exp. 170.

A piece of leaden wire of nine inches long,

and one eightieth part of an inch diameter, was

exploded by an electric discharge in the receiver

of one inch diameter ; after it had laid in water

three minutes the mercury gage rose thirteen-

twentieths of an inch, which was a degree of di

minution of about half a cubic inch.

Exv. 171.

Eight lengths of wire of the same diameter

were exploded in the receiver of six inches diame

ter, and after it had been in water five mi

nutes, the mercury gage rose two-tenths of

an inch, which was a degree of diminution of

about three cubic inches and an eighth, and con
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sequently not agreeing with my former experi

ments.

The result of these two experiments occasion

ed several repetitions, and all with nearly the

same result, but on the repeating them in the

winter when the temperatare was low, I found

the same result as at first ; namely, a diminu

tion of air in the small receiver, and none in the

large one. It then occurred to me that the tem

perature must have occasioned this variation,

and that putting the receiver in water for five

minutes, was perhaps not sufficient to bring the

air in the inside of the receiver to its former tem

perature. I therefore placed a thermometer in

the inside of the large receiver, and by exploding

one length of wire the temperature was raised

about two degrees; and when the receiver was set

in water the air did not return to its former tem

perature in less than twenty minutes, conse

quently this pointed out to me one error, which

I wjis not aware of, but it was not sufficient to

explain the whole because this only would indi

cate a diminution, but less than the truth. By

repeating the ixperiintnt at different times, I

perceived that the first explosion in a low tem

perature, caused the mercury to rise near two

degrees, and that every subsequent explosion

affected it less. After seven or eight explosions

\
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had been given, hardly any rise in the mercury

could be perceived , and also when the tempe

rature was about 60s the first explosion did not

then cause the mercury to rise to above 1°, and

it would cease to rise after the third or fourth ex

plosion. When the temperature was at about

70°, hardly any rise in the mercury could be

perceived, even at the first explosion ; this un

folded the whole, because it appeared that when

the temperature was low, the explosions raised

it so much as to cause an expansion in the in

closed air, which kept up the pressure upon the

mercury in the gages, and of course, prevented

them from indicating any loss ; and when the

temperature was high, the explosions did not

cause such expansion, consequently permitted

the gages to indicate the true loss, or quantity

of air which had been absorbed by the divided

metal.

I thought it proper to mention the above in

full, not only for the advantage of those who may

undertake such experiments, but likewise to

prevent wrong conclusions being drawn from the

result of the first set of experiments with large

receivers, as they have been shewn to many,

and some authors have brought them forward to

support their own erroneous notions.

We may conclude from these facts that the
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difference of diameter of the receivers, wherein

leaden wire is exploded, neither favours nor pre

vents the diminution of the atmospherical air

therein contained. If two leaden wires of equal

lengths and diameters, be exploded by equal

electric discharges in unequal receivers, the di

minution of the air which they contain will be in

proportion to their contents ; and if the receivers

contain atmospherical air, that which is seem

ingly lost by the process is oxygen gas, absorbed

by the exploded metal, which becomes converted

into a true metallic oxide.

Exp. 172.

Tin.

Sixteen inches of tin wire of one hundred and

twentieth part of an inch in diameter, was put

into fig. 82, and after it had been laid in water

so long that the air in the inside was become of

the same temperature as the water, the wire was

exploded by two discharges, and by that means

converted into an impalpable powder, nearly

the same as the lead wire, but of a purer white ;

the apparatus was then again laid in water till the

air had gained its former temperature ; when the

cock was opened the mercury rose three inches
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and the air by the test of flame seemed to be as

highly azotic as that in which lead had been ex

ploded in the hundred and sixty-fifth experi

ment.

The last experiment repeated with wire of one

hundredth part of an inch in diameter, and the

result was the same.

Tin burns with a vivid yellow flame when ex

ploded.

Exp. 173.

Iron.

Thirty-two inches of iron wire, of the two

hundred and thirtieth part of an inch diameter

was put into fig. 82, and exploded by five dis

charges, the mercury rose three inches.

The wire was converted into an impalpable

powder of a reddish brown colour ; the residue

of air seemed to be the same as that left in the

hundred and sixty-fifth experiment, wherein lead

and tin had been exploded. It extinguished a

candle nine times.

Wires of different diameters were taken, with

a view to try what degree of ignition was re

quired to cause the greatest absorption of air,

or in other words to make the most complete

oxide.

Ff
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The same degree of strength of charge was

directed through a wire of one hundredth part of

an inch diameter—no air was absorbed ; the wire

* Was only red hot.

Wire of i« was exploded and con

verted into balls, the mercury inches.

rose ,6

Wire of ,5, converted into very'

small powdered balls ,6

Wire of t\0 into flocculi and balls . . 1 .

of j^o into an impalpable

powder of reddish brown colour 1,1

Exp. 174.

Copper.

Thirty-two inches of copper wire of the two

hundred and sixtieth part of an inch diameter

was prepared in fig. 82, and exploded by five

discharges ; the mercury inthegage rose one inch

and one-tenth. It was converted into an impal

pable powder of a purple brown colour ; the

residue of air extinguished the flame of a small

wax taper twice.

This metal burns with a green flame when

exploded.
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All the foregoing experiments were made by

myself, at my house in Poland Street, but the

following were made at the house of Mr. Camp

bell, in South Audley Street, who honoured

me with his assistance. The apparatus which

we used was of .my own construction, being a

double plate machine ; each plate twenty-six

inches diameter, and a double battery of thirty

jars, of my common size,' containing about

thirty-four square feet coated glass. The elec

trometer was the same as that described in Ni

cholson's Journal, Vol II, page 528, excepting

that instead of using pins of certain weights to

put into B, the arm C B was divided into grains

with a slider upon it, which was set to the

weight required, as I commonly make them at

present, being more convenient. See fig. 80.

Exp. 175.

Pure Silver.

Forty-five inches of silver wire of the one hun

dred and thirtieth part of an inch diameter was

exploded by five discharges ; the slider upon the

electrometer was set at forty grains ; it was con

verted into an impalpable black powder ; the
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mercury rose in the gage about half an inch,

and the flame ofthe taper was extinguished nine

times.

Silver burns with a greenish flame, nearly

resembling copper,

Exp. 176.

Grain Gold,

Fifty-four inches of wire drawn from grain

gold, of one hundred and twenty-fifth part of

an inch diameter, was exploded by six dis

charges ; the slider upon the electrometer was

set at forty-two grains ; it was converted into an

impalpable powder of a dark brown purple co

lour; the mercury rose in the gage about a.

quarter of an inch, and the flame was extin

guished four times,

Exp. 177,

Nine inches of the same sort of wire, but of a

less diameter, being one hundred and thirtieth

part of an inch, was exploded in the same re

ceiver, by one discharge ; the mercury rose

about two tenths of an inch, and the flame was

extinguished four times,
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Exp. 178.

Platina.

Twenty-seven inches of platina wire, of one

hundred and thirtieth part of an inch diameter,

were exploded by three discharges. When the

gage cock was opened, the mercury rose a quar

ter of an inch; but on applying the flame to the

residue, it was not extinguished.

As platina is easily ignited by electricity, the

slider upon the electrometer was only set at

twenty-two grains, for the last and residue of air

did not extinguish the flame. It was supposed

that too low a charge had been used ; the slider

was therefore set at thirty-two grains, and the

experiment was repeated with the same length

and diameter of wire, and exploded by the same

number of discharges. When the cock was

opened, the mercury rose about one inch, and

the flame of the taper was extinguished five

times. The metal was converted into a black

impalpable powder, resembling that of silver.
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Exp. 179.

Zinc.

Nine inches of zinc wire of one hundredth

part of an inch in diameter was exploded by one

discharge. When the gage cock was opened

the mercury rose half an inch, and the residue

of air extinguished the flame of a taper twice.

The metal was converted into an impalpable

powder of a white colour resembling that of tin.

This metal being so difficult to draw into

wire, I was obliged to conclude with the above-

mentioned length. The method of making this

metal malable was at this time not known.

From the result of the foregoing experiments

it mav he safelv concluded, that all the ductile

metals can by electric discharges be sublimed,

and converted into proper oxides, by absorbing

the oxygen of the atmosphere ; and though some

of the metals resist the action of common fire,

and require different solvents to convert them

into different oxides, yet they all yield to the

action of the electric fluid.

It is remarkable that platina, though it resists

the action of common fire, is more easily ex

ploded by electric discharges than copper, silver,
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of gold, and seems to be as greedy of oxygen as

any of the other metals ; but these experiments

have not been sufficiently extended to settle the

last mentioned property.

It is well known that all metals which are sub-

limable by common fire, absorb oxygen in dif

ferent degrees, and likewise in different propor

tions, according to the different degrees of heat

employed ; this seems likewise to take place

when they are sublimed by electric discharges,

but the proper degree of discharge for each metal

remains for investigation ; and as different metals

differ as conductors of the electric fluid (which

has never yet been well defined), this furnishes

matter sufficient for a future pursuit.

The latest experiments upon the conducting

power of metals, were made by Dr. Van Marum

and myself, at Haerlem, but as. 1 had not at that

time invented the electrometer which I have at

present, and which the nature of the experi

ment required, I have some reason to think

that they are not perfectly accurate. I have

concluded these experiments without proceeding

to the non-ductile metals, because I know no

way of arranging them so that they can be acted

upon with sufficient accuracy.

The experiments which have been made upon
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different metals mentioned, have been very-

numerous excepting zinc, but for the sake of

brevity, and to avoid tautology I have only men

tioned those which I thought to be absolutely

necessary.
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PART THE NINTH.

Oxides of Metals formed by exploding Wires

stretched parallel to the surface of Paper or

Glass Planes.

These experiments were first done at Haer-

lem by Dr. Van Marum and myself, in the

year 1787? with a battery containing 135 square

feet coated glass, but I have since found that one

of my common sized batteries of only 1 7 square

feet, is quite powerful enough for that purpose,

(when my method of increasing the charging ca

pacity of the jars is attended to,) and the figures

formed by it are in every respect equally perfect

and beautiful ; the metals for this purpose must

be drawn into wire ofcertain diameters, regulated

according to their conducting property ; the ap

paratus is represented fig. 81. M L is a maho

gany board about fourteen inches long and five

broad ; at about an inch from each end are two

upstanding pieces through which two wires

Gg
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slide, bent in the form of a hook at one end ;

these pieces have screw s to stop the wires at any

distance from each other, the wire that is intend

ed for oxidation must be turned up at each end,

so as to form an eye, which is done by bending

the ends round the hook, and twisting it round

between the fingers ; the wire between those

eyes should be about ten inches long ; then a

piece of paper to receive the oxide must be

stretched along the board as flat as possible, the

eyes of the wire for oxidation must be hooked to

the sliding wires on the boardanddrawn perfectly

straight, and at about one-eighth of an inch dis

tance from the paper ; one of the sliding wires of

the board must be connected with N, and the

other to the outside of the battery, by means of

a metallic wire represented at L O.

Exp, 180.

Take ten inches of lead wire of one ninetieth

part of an inch diameter, extend it over a paper

on the board as before directed ; set the rslider

on the moveable arm of the discharging electro

meter at 20 gr. ; connect the electrometer, and

the conductor of the machine with the battery,

as is represented 81—then turn the machine—
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when it is charged high enough, the electrometer

will direct the discharge through the wire, which

will explode; and a white cloud of oxide

will rise up in the air, and a beautiful figure,

the whole length of the wire, will be left upon

the paper, of a black grey colour intermixed

with blue.

Exp. 181.

If tin wire of the same length and diameter

be subjected to the same process, with the dif

ference only that the slider must be set at thirty

grains, on account of its not being so easily fu

sible by electricity as lead; a cloud of oxide

will arise of a whiter colour than that of lead,

and a figure will be left upon the paper as beau

tiful as that of lead, but of a very different colour,

being chiefly yellow intermixed with grey.

Exp. 182.

Zinc wire of the same length and diameter re

quires a greater quantity of electricity than the

foregoing metals, to convert it into an oxide ;

the slider must for that reason be set at forty-five

grains. At the explosion, a cloud will arise of a
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blueish white colour, and the figure left upon

the paper will be of a dark brown colour, with

a tinge of yellow at the outward edges, resem

bling the figure made by the tin. This wire

was drawn from the newly invented malcable

zinc ; probably it may have a small mixture of

tin to favour its malcability.

Exp. 183.

Iron wire being the next fusible metal, by

electricity, but on account of its being much

more refractory than tin, the diameter must be

the hundred and fiftieth part of an inch, and

the slider of the electrometer set at thirty-five

grains. At the discharge, a cloud like oxid will

rise up in the air of a dark grey colour, and the

figure left upon the paper is nearly the same co

lour as that which rises up.

Exp. 184.

Copper wire being the next fusible by elec

tricity, and is so nearly the same as iron that

there needs no alteration in any part of the ap

paratus nor diameter of the wire. At the ex

plosion, an oxide will rise nearly of the same

colour as that of iron, but the figure left upon
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the paper is much more beautiful, being mixed

with various colours, remarkably bright.

Exp. 185.

Platina wire, though so refractory to common

fire, yields to electricity nearly the same as the

last mentioned, so that the same length and

diameter must be taken, and the slider to the

same number of grains ; at the explosion, a dark

coloured oxide will arise, and the figures left on

the paper will be of a dark grey colour with

little variation.

Exp. 186.

Silver wire of the same length and diameter as

the last, but on account ofits not being so easily

fusible by electricity, the slider must be set at'

forty grains ; at the explosion a dark grey co

loured oxide will rise, and the figure left on the

paper will be of a dark grey colour resembling

that of platina.

Exp. 187.

Gold wire, of the same length and diameter;

the slider must remain at forty, because it is
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nearly of the same fusibility as the last men

tioned; at the explosion, a dark brown oxide will

rise, and the figure left on the paper will be of

a purple colour, with much variation, resem

bling that of copper.

All the above figures may be struck upon glass

in the same manner, and by the same apparatus;

the only difference is, that a plate of glass must

be laid under the wire instead of paper, and the

figures are surprisingly beautiful.

The beauty of the figures depend much on the

wire being extended at a right distance from the

paper, which is learned by experience. The

nearer the wires are to the paper the more

striated will the figures appear ; the height of

the charge being governed by the number of

grains to which the slider is set, and that which

I have mentioned for each experiment is the

lowest;—to save the trouble of turning the ma

chine longer than necessary, it may be set to a

higher number ; the experiment will succeed

equally well, and some of the figures will be

more beautiful.

It is very remarkable that the oxide of lead

prodi ced by experiment 158, was white, and

also the cloud wich appeared at the explosion

experiment 1 80, that the figure left on the pa

per should be a brownish black, intermixed with
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blue. All the figures produced by the above

experiments are very different from their real

oxides, when produced in receivers, and though

some bear a resemblance of each other, in some

particulars, yet they are all easily distinguish

able.

All metallic wires undergo several changes by

being subjected to electrical discharges of diffe

rent degrees of power ; the most remarkable are

those of iron ; it is first yellow, then blue, then

very little different from its natural colour, then

red hot, thenappears a string of balls, then drops

in balls; then disperse in balls; then in balls

and flocculi ; then into an impalpable powder

lighter than air.

When metallic wires are reduced to powder

by electricity, it is never of an equal fineness,

however violent the discharge may be in propor

tion to the diameter of the wire ; part of the me

tal, the whole length of the wire, will be re

duced to a powder lighter than air, and another

part, the whole length, into a powder heavier

than air, and it is this last part ofthe wire which

forms the figures upon paper, and glass, or any

thing else laid under to receive it ; if they are

exploded in close receivers, some of the powder

falls immediately to the bottom, some falls gra

dually and some remains suspended in the air

for a considerable time.
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Exp. 188.

Take a cylinder of about two inches diameter,

and eight or nine inches long, mounted at both

ends, so that a wirecan be extended and exploded

in the inside, with the same degree of power as

in experiment 158. Suppose the wire to be

lead—at the instant ofthe explosion, thecylinder,

which was before clear and transparent, will

then be filled through its whole length, with a

white powder ; and when the cylinder is opened,

the powder which fell down last will be of the

purest white ; the same will be the case if tin is

exploded, but a great quantity of the powder

will be white. Malcable zinc seems to possess

the same property, but all the powder or oxides

pf the other metals will be of different colours,
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PART THE TENTH.

MAGNETlSM BY ELECTRlClTY.

It has been observed that compass needles

after a thunder storm at sea have been affected

by it ; sometimes they have lost their magnetic

virtue, at other times only weakened, and at

others reversed ; artificial electricity has the

same power when the needles are made in a pro

per proportion to the size of the battery ; steel

wire of the fortieth part of an inch diameter

seems to be of proper proportion, or watch

spring clipped lengthways in two ; they areeasier

suspended upon a point when a hole or rather a

dent is made in the center.

Exp. I89.

If an unmagnetic needle four inches long be

laid in the magnetic meridian, and a charge of

twenty grains repulsion from the abovemention-

ed battery be directed through it, it will become

Hh
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magnetic, and that end which lay southward

will be the south pole.

Exp. 19G.

If a needle four inches long, and weakly mag-

netic, be laid in the magnetic meridian, with its

north pole towards the south, and a charge of

twenty grains repulsion be directed through it,

its magnetic virtue will be . either destroyed, or

its poles reversed ; if it should only happen to

be destroyed, a second discharge will reverse its

poles, but if it was reversed by the first dis

charge, a weaker charge would only have des

troyed it.

Exp. 191.

Set an Unmagnetic needle in a perpendicular

direction and direct the abovementioned dis

charge through it ; its uppermost end will be the

south pole of the needle ; if it be turned, and a

second discharge directed through it, its virtue

will be either destroyed or reversed ; if only

destroyed, a stronger discharge would have re

versed the poles, but a second will answer the

same as a stronger would have done at first.

If an unmagnetic needle be laid in the mag

netic equator, it will be sometimes magnetic,



and at other times not, in whatever direction

the discharge is passed.

It has been universally supposed that it was

the direction ofthe electric fluid passing through

a needle that made it magnetic ; experiments

have however taught us that this makes no dif

ference in whatever direction ; the success of

the experiment depends wholly upon the direc

tion of the needle, and the power of the dis

charge, which may be too strong, as well as too

weak, to have the desired effect.

The above experiments sufficiently prove that

electricity has the property of giving as well as

destroying the magnetic virtue in metallic

needles ; hence it was supposed that it would

have the same effect upon loadstones, but when

a loadstone was subjected to the discharge of a

sufficient degree of power, its virtue was entirely

destroyed ; all attempts to restore it by electri

city have proved unsuccessful.

Electricity, when applied in too great quan

tities, is fatal to both animal and vegetable life,

of which we have many instances. It has been

supposed, and even supported by experiment,

that when properly directed it is favourable to

vegetation, and propagation of animal life ; but

these are questions of much controversy and

generally disbelieved.
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PART THE ELEVENTH.

Description of an Electrical Kite apparatus.

Plate ix. A B is a wooden frame, wherein a

roller turns upon a brass axis, divided into two

parts. B C and C A is that part on which the

string ofthe kite D is wound. The frame is sup

ported by three mahogany legs, upon the top of

which are fixed three pieces of glass covered over

with brass funnels a be, to prevent the rain

from wetting the glass ; h is a small apparatus

for the purpose ofletting the electric fluid (when

it comes too strong) pass away down into the

water, as is seen at E when a thunder storm is

expected. A second roller as F must be used,

pushed fast in the ground at about twenty or

twenty-five feet distance from A B. Upon F is

wound a silk cord, oneend of which is made fast

to the roller between A C, which part is much

larger in diameter than the other. When the

kite rises higher it will cause the silk cord upon

F to be wound upon A C, which is governed by

the handle G without any danger. By turning
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the handle the contrary way, the silk cord will

come back again from AC to F, and the kite

will be drawn down. The cord of the kite is

made of strong packthread with brass wire twist

ed in it, and a brass wire passing from the

cord is connected with an insulated conductor

H, standing upon a table at which all the ex

periments can be made with it, as if it was the

prime conductor of an electrical machine.

Experiments made with the Electrical Kite.

Exp. 192.

The apparatus being arranged, as is repre

sented in the plate, the kite let fly with three

hundred feet length of cord, sparks were drawn

from the conductor standing upon the table,

about the tenth part of an inch in length, which

was so strong that it was felt to pass through the

whole body. A bottle was set to the conductor

but it charged very weakly, and no ways in pro

portion to the strength of the spark, when com

pared with those taken at the prime conductor

of an electrical machine.
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Exp. 193.

The wind being favourable, the kite took'three

hundred feet more length of cord, the sparks

were then so painful that each spark was as a

strong shock, as received from a Leyden bottle,

but not longer than before ; the above bottle was

set to the conductor ; it charged but a very little

stronger than before, no ways in proportion to

the increased strength of the spark ; this was

thought to proceed from the length of the cord

only, and not from any increase of the electri

city received from the atmosphere by rising so

much higher than before.

Exp. 194.

The kite was drawn down and the strings al

tered so as to make it fly afar of, but not rise to

such a great height as before, and when it had

taken the same length ofstring as before, I found

the sparks of the same strength, and the bottle

charged to the same height as before, which con

firmed the conjecture that the strength of the

spark was caused by the length of the conductor,

and not by any increase of electricity collected

by flying higher; it remained to be proved
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whether the many unavoidable points and small-

ness of the wire in the string of the kite was the

reason why the sparks were so short, and the

low charge of the Leyden bottle.

Exp. 194.

To prove this, I stretched the string of the

kite horizontally in the field, supporting it at

different distances with insulating sticks, and

annexed one end of the string to the prime con

ductor of an electrical machine, whose striking

distance, when not annexed to the string was

about one inch, and when annexed to the string

about the eighth part of an inch. In taking the

spark from the conductor in this situation, tbe

same sensation was felt, as in taking the spark

from the string when annexed to the kite. A

coated bottle was set to the string, and it was

charged to about the same height as when it was

charged by the kite. This appeared a sufficient

proofthat the points in the string, and thesmall-

ness of the wire was the reason that the bottle

could not be charged higher ; also that the

quantity of electricity was nearly equal, except

ing in a thunder-storm, when the points could

not act so as to diminish the strength to such a

degree as when there was no thunder, the latter
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in some respects being different from the former,

because in a thunder storm the cloud which

causes the thunder is supposed to be positive ;

the earth may then be said to be hungry and gap

ing for electricity, the cloud being drove forwards

by the wind, and meeting the kite discharges

its contents, with a force in proportion to the

quantity of electricity contained in it, which is

sufficient to break through all interruptions

without making use of the points to fly off : be

cause it cannot fly off there into a conductor to

carry it to the desired place, with a velocity

equal to the quantity.

Exp. 195.

Some time after I had formed the above

stated conjectured ideas, I met with a pheno

menon sufficient to confirm them. Being one

day in the country, in company with a friend,

we raised the kite (the weather seeming rather

favourable) to its usual height, and we had then

nearly the same quantity of electricity as usual.

After it had been up about an hour we saw a

thunder-cloud in its way to the kite, and as it

appoached, the electricity increased, till it be

gan to run in a successive stream to the appara

tus, which I contrived to receive the electricity

Ii
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w hich would be too formidable for any common

experiment. I immediately placed the appara

tus at the distance of four inches ; it continued

still going over, not in a stream but in balls of

fire, with loud explosions ; coated bottles were

no sooner placed at the conductor than they

were immediately broken ; this continued for

about the space of five minutes ; when the cloud

seemed to be nearly discharged, it was driven

off by the wind in a direction from the kite^

This then sufficiently explains what I have ad

vanced concerning the points and the smallness

of the wire contained in the string of the kite ;

that they can act as discharges of electricity in

ordinary cases of the atmosphere, and as con

ductors when the atmosphere is overcharged with

the same.

If a greater height should be required than can

be obtained by one kite, two, three, or more may

be let fly above each other, from the samestring, so

that almost any height required can be obtained.

The first kite is as usual without any alterations,

but the middle stick of the rest must have a long

slit in the middle, of such width that the cord

can freely move in it, in any direction. When

the first is let fly as high as it can, the end of

its string is put through the slit of the second

and tied to its string, if it be then held to the
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wind it will rise, and the first also ; when the

two first have risen to their greatest height, a

third may be added and connected in the same

manner, and so on to any number. It some

times happens that the wind in the higher parts

of the atmosphere blows in a different direction

from that below ; when this is observed the kites

should be drawn in or they will fall.

Experiment with three Kites,

Exp. 196.

Some years ago, in the month of May, I let

* kite fly with 500 feet of cord, which seemed to

be as great a weight as it could carry, but as no

sparks could be got from the wire in the string,

and the kite would not rise higher, I fastened a

second to it and they both continued rising till the

second had 500 feet more cord, but still it shewed

only faint signs of electricity ; a third kite was

then added, which took 500 feet more, and then

sparks were drawn, but very weak, only just felt

in the finger. The wind was south-west, and the

sky was covered with clouds. I had observed that

in such a state ofthe atmosphere, little or no elec

tricity could be obtained, and that the electricity

was the strongest when there were no clouds, of
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very few, excepting in thunder storms. I often

repeated such experiments at that time, and al

ways found the electricity from the kites to be

positive, but other writers make mention of hav

ing had both positive and negative.
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> APFENBIX.

Galvanism.

To treat upon Galvanism m a deserving man

ner, would lead me far beyond my intended

bounds ; however, as its effects, in my opinion,

are purely electrical, and a^ it is a subject which

has engaged the attention of the most eminent

philosophers, and upon which several volumes

have already appeared, it would be inexcusable

in me, when treating of electricity, to pass it over

in silence : at the same time, I must excuse my

self from offering any theory of my own ; or

from entering into a refutation of those offered

by others ; all of which have turned out to be

mere hypothesis, being unsupported by that

extensive range of facts which alone can consti

tute a true theory.

The apparatus commonly termed the galvanic

pile owes its birth to the celebrated professor

Volta ; and is still with very little improvement

on the Continent ; but since Mr. Cruickshanks'
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invention of the trough, the piles are seldom used

in this country.

Signor Volta's electrical pile i$ composed of a

number of plates of zinc, copper, and pieces of

wet cloth, all of equal size, piled one upon ano

ther : first a plate of copper, then of zinc, then

of wet cloth ; then of copper again, of zinc, and

of wet cloth, until a pile of twenty, forty, or

sixty plates ofeach is raised. The cloth should be

wetted either with salt and water, diluted nitrous

acid, or any other oxidating menstruum.

To produce a Shock by Volta's electrical Pile.

Exv. 197.

Take two instruments represented by fig. 1 03,

grasping the thick end close in each hand (the

hands being previously wetted in the same solu

tion the cloth is wetted in); then with the point

of the instrument touch the lowermost plate,

holding it there by one. hand, while with the

other you touch the uppermost plate ; a shock

will be felt something similar to that of a charged

Leyden phial, but not perfectly so, because

when each side of a charged Leyden phial is

touched in the same manner as above, the whole

contents of the electric charge passes instanta
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neously from one side of the phial to the other,

and its action ceases ; but when each end of a

Volta's pile is touched, part of the contents

passes off instantaneously but not the whole ; it

continues running in a stream without intermis

sion, for a considerable time : this is proved by

a variety of experiments, amongst which are the

continued decomposition of water and several

other fluids ; also when it has sufficient power,

an iron wire may be kept red hot for a space

of time.

Mr Cruikshank's galvanic trough, plate vm,

fig. 104, is made of baked wood, wherein

grooves are made opposite each other one-tenth

part of an inch deep, and sufficiently wide to

admit a plate of zinc and copper soldered toge

ther ; three of these grooves are made in the space

of an inch ; an interstice being left between each

pair of plates, represented by the white part in

the plate, which is to be filled with diluted ni

trous acid, or any other oxidating menstruum,

to answer the same purpose as the wet cloth in

the pile. The pairs of plates after being solder

ed together must be cemented into the grooves.
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To produce a Shock by the Galvanic Trough.

Exp. 198.

Fill each interstice with the abovementioned

menstruum, which is easiest done by elevating

one end, and pouring the liquid into the first in

terstice ; the rest will successively fill of them-

selves, taking particular care not to fill the trough

so that the tops of the plates will be covered with

the liquid when laid down level. Then hold

fig. 103, as before directed, in each hand one;

put the point of one into the first inter

stice, and the point of the other into the last, a

shock will be felt exactly the. same as with the

pile, provided the number and dimensions of

the plates are the same.

To direct a Galvanic Shock, or pass the galvanic

fluid through any particular part of the body,

for medical purposes. ;

1

Exp. 199.

Suppose a person is to be galvanized through

the head ; place the patient and trough as is re
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presented in fig. 104; the interstices of the

trough being filled with diluted nitrous acid, put

one end of each director in the holes at the end

of the trough, the other ends beiug directed to

the place where the galvanic fluid is intended to

act ;—having previously screwed totheendsofthe

directors two button-like piecesof metal, covered

with cloth,, which must be well soaked in the

sameliquidasis used for the trough ; hold them to

the patient as is represented in the figure, and

press them gently to the part. On the first appli

cation the patient will feel a shock, and see a flash

of light—if the ends of the directors are not re

moved the patient will experience no more

shocks ; but a current of galvanic fluid will run

through the hetfd, entering in from that end of

the director which is annexed to the zinc end of

the trough, and passing out to the copper end,

by the other director ; this current will be felt,

*or not, by the patient, according to the size*

of the trough, or number of plates. If it is de

sired that the patient should have shocks, one

of the directors must only touch the patient by

intervals ; the other being kept close to the part

each touch will produce a shock. In the above

method the power of the whole trough is felt—

if it should be too severe, screw on to the end of

either of the directors the spring clasp c, and

Kk
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instead of fixing it to the end of the trough, slip

it on any of the plates, and the shock will be

moderated, according to the number of plates

included by the directors.

It is this shock given in different directions,

which produces muscular motion in animals,

after animation is suspended, from whence it

was supposed it might be of use in resuscitation

under such circumstances, &c. This I have

tried on two malefactors, but without success.

The apparatus used for the above purpose,

consisted of three troughs combined together,

each of which contained forty plates of zinc and

copper of about one inch and a quarter square

surface. When one of the conductors was ap

plied to the mouth and the other to the ear, the

jaws began to quiver, the adjoining muscles

were horribly contorted, and the left eye actual

ly opened. (For a farther account of these ex

periments, see an Account ofGalvanism by John

Aldini, printed for Cuthell and Martin, Lon

don, 1803.) In this work the writer says, that

the effects produced by galvanism on the human

frame are different from those communicated by

electrical machines. This he has not proved ; it

is certain that muscular motion can be produced

by common electricity, as powerfully as by gal

vanism, but not in such quick succession, be
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cause when muscular motion is to be produced

by common electricity, it must be by discharges,

either from coated glass or a very large insulated

conductor, which takes some time in charging ;

more or less depending upon the power of the

electrical machine; indeed there has not ye*

been made an electrical machine that can throw

off so much electric fluid, in a given time, as can

be produced by a galvanic trough of only thirty-

two pairs of plates. The latter is capable of

igniting eight Inches of iron wire, with the

same power as two highly charged jars, and

the experiment can be repeated several times by

the latter, before the jars can be charged to such

a degree, as to produce the same effect once.

Galvanism has also the advantage over common

electricity, that it can be administered in all cir

cumstances where common electricity can, and

in some circumstances where common electricity

cannot; it is therefore very much to be lamented

that something has not yet been set on foot, in

order to give it a fair trial in cases of suspended

animation. .
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Description and Method ofusing the self-acting

Galvanic Trough.

Exp. 200.

Fig. 105 represents a person galvanizing him

self. C Z is the trough ; c, d, a director, which

by means of a wheel at t, is caused to move upon

an axis, lifting and depressing the ends of

c d as it goes round, being turned by means of

machinery contained in i. The end d is made

to touch the zinc end of the trough at z, and the

other end moves in a groove at c, fixed to a me

tal cup filled with salt and water, in which the

patient holds one hand ; m k is the dther direc

tor, the end k is put into a hole at C, the cop

per end of the trough ; or by mean? of the clasp

e, fig. 104, fixed to any of the intermediate

plates, in order to lower the shocks, which are

felt at the moment the end d touches Z. When

the patient applies it to himself as is represented,

the shock enters the left hand and goes oat at m.

When shocks are not required, but a current of

the fluid to pass through the parts represented in

the figure, the machinery must not be wound

up, but the wheel must be set in such a posi

tion that d shall rest upon Z, the current will be

in the same direction as the shocks. The inter
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stices ofthe trough are supposed to be previously

filled with some of the solutions before men

tioned.

To Ignite Iron IFire.

Exp. 201.

Fill the trough a b, fig, 109, as mentioned

before ; put into the holes at each end of the

trough a brass wire ; hold the wire which is in

tended to be ignited with one hand, close to a,

or, which is better, wind it once round the wire,

to be certain that it is in contact; with the other

hand draw the wire straight, and move it so as

to touch b, and the wire will be ignited ; if the

trough |should not be powerful enough to ignite

the whole length, bend a b towards each other,

till the distance is such as the power of the trough

requires.

It must be observed that a galvanic instru

ment has its greatest power on its first be

ginning to act, and grows gradually weaker:
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Decomposition of JVater by Galvanism.

Exp. 202.

Take a b, fig. 1Q7, which represents a glass

tubewith a platina wire about one inch long, her

metically sealed, perfetly air-tight, and mounted

with brass for the convenience of connection ; b

is a brass cup, with a brass pin passing through

it ; its under end is put into a hole at z, which

prevents the cup and glass tube from falling, and

at the same time renders the connection with the

zinc end perfect ; in the other end of the pin is

a hole for the reception ofany part of wire, which

is intended to be used. Fill the glass tube and

cup with water ; put one end of a platina wire

into the hole at the top of the brass pin, in a

perpendicular direction ; invert the glass tube

over it ; put the end a, of a director into a hole

at the copper end of the trough at c, and let the

other end only rest upon the brass mounting at

the top of the tube (the trough being previously

filled), the decomposition will immediately begin,

and two currents of gas will be seen to ascend to

the top ofthe tubes that passing from the lowest

"wire will be oxygen gas, and the other hydrogen

gas. If the process be continued till the gas

produced occupies about one half of an inch of
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the tube, and inclined so that it remains between

the ends of the wires, and a spark directed

through it from an electrical machine, the gas

will take fire and an explosion will happen.

To produce Hydrogen Gas.

Exp. 203.

Take the platina from the brass pin, and in

its place put a piece of wire made from any

of the oxidable metals, as tin, copper, &c.

then if the galvanic actiorr be applied as before,

gas will be produced at the upper end only; at

the lower wire will be produced an oxide, which

will be seen floating in the water, and gradually

precipitating. The gas produced at the upper

wire will be hydrogen gas ; if it be submitted to

an electric spark as the last mentioned, it will

not take fire nor any explosion happen ; if a

little oxygen gas be admitted, or common atmos

pherical air, about the same quantity as the hy

drogen gas, and then an electric spark intro

duced an explosion will happen ; a certain proof

that the gas produced was hydrogen gas.
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To produce Oxygen and Hydrogen Gas sepa

rately, in two different Receivers.

Exp. 204,

Fig. 108, a b represents a wine glass with two

holes drilled opposite each other, wherein are

cemented two glass tubes bent, with a platina

wire passing through each ; the outward ends of

the wires are bent in the form of a hook or eye

and the ends on the inside of the glass are bent

downwards ; the glass is filled with water, as also

two small glass receivers, which are inverted

over the ends of the bent tubes ; the end of one

director is put into the hole at z, the zinc end

of the trough, and that of the other into the hole

at-c, the copper end, and their other ends must

be connected to the outward ends of the platina

wires ; the trough being previously filled with

the proper liquid, oxygen gas will be produced

by that wire which is connected with the end

of the trough z, and hydrogen by the other,

each being received in its respective receiver.
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To Hydrogenise Metal.

Exp. 205.

Fig. 109 is a straight glass tube half filled with

pure water, about six inches long, and half

an inch wide, with platina wire about one inch

long passing through the end B and hermetically

sealed; at the end A is another platina wire

passing through a cork and pushed down past

the end of the other wire so as to be parallel to

each other.

Set the tube in a perpendicular direction and

annex the end of the wire at B to the zinc end

of the trough, and the wire at A to the copper

end ; gas will be produced at both wires as in the

foregoing experiments ; but by continuing the

galvanic action the short wire will acquire a gold

like colour, and the other become black, so far

as they passed each other in the water ; if the

annexing wires be changed so that that which

was connected with the zinc end of the trough

be connected with the copper, and that which

was connected with the copper end be applied to

the zinc end, the black powder will leave that

wire which was black, and become perfectly

bright, and afterwards obtain a gold colour;

and the other which was before ofa gold colour

LI
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will become black. The gold colour seems to

be only a slight tinge upon the surface of the

metal, but the black looks like a powder lying

upon the surface of the metal. When other

metals are submitted to this process other combi

nations are formed ; ; some of them are oxi

dised ; some combined with hydrogen ; others

unite with pure water by the galvanic influence.

This colouring matter has not yet been inves

tigated. I observed it in Feb. 1805, and gave

an account of it in the philosophical magazine

for March 1805 ; and Mr. Brugnatelli had ob

served the same in Sept. 1805, and has denomi

nated it Hydroret of hydroginated platina, i. e.

hydroginised platina combined with water.

How far he is justifiable in giving it this deno

mination, time only can determine.

Oxymuriatic Acid forrfUkd by the Galvanic

process.

§::
f'

Ejtp. so6.

t

Take a glass tube about three or four inches

long and half an inch wide, represented by A

B. fig. 84 The end B is covered with a bladder

bound perfectly water-tight ; the other end is

loosely fitted with a cork, through which passes
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platina wire, reaching nearly to the bottom of

the tube. It is half rilled with pure water, and

standing in a wine glass which also contains pure

water, one end of another piece of platina wire

is put into the water so as to touch the bladder,

and the other end is connected with the copper

end of the trough, and the first mentioned wire

with the zinc—then if the galvanic action be

continued an hour or more, according to its

actingpower, the liquid will whiten the nitrates

of silver and mercury, and turn the blue tinc

tures into a lively red.

Soda Solution neutralized.

Exp. 207.

If instead of water a weak solution of soda be

introduced into the above apparatus, and galva

nised in the same manner, its alkaline proper

ties will disappear.

Ojcymuriatic Acid and Soda formed separately.

Exp. 208.

Let two tubes fig. 85, be prepared as the above

described, and set in a glass with water ; annex
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the wire proceeding from the inside of one to

the zinc end of a galvanic trough in action, and

the other to the copper end ; muriatic acid will

be obtained in the first and soda in the other.

N. B. Some of our most eminent chemists,

are of opinion that the products obtained in

the three last experiments, proceed rather from

a defect in the apparatus than the sole action

of galvanism.

Deflagration of Charcoal by Galvanism.

Exp. 209.

Charcoal for this experiment must be made of

some very close grained wood, such as box-wood,

or liguum vitas well charred and Out into small

pieces about one inch long, one end being scraped

to a point, and the other so that it can be held in

a port crayon fixed to the end of one of the di

rectors ; then approaching the point of the char

coal to the end of the other director, light will

either appear or the charcoal will be set on fire.

The particular management required is soon ob

tained by trials. The light when properly ma

naged exceeds any other artificial light ever yet

produced.
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To charge a Leyden Phial by the Galvanic

Trough.

Exp. 210.

When coated glass is to be charged, a Ley-

den phial, such as can be easily grasped in the

hand is proper for that purpose. Lay one end of

the directors of the trough flat against the out

side coating of the phial ; grasp them in the

hand, so that the director and coating may be

in perfect contact—move the hand so as to strike

the other director with the inside connexion of

the phial, and the phial will be charged ; th«

other ends of the directors are supposed to be in

their respective holes, at each end of the trough,

or fixed upon so many pairs of plates as are in

tended for trial, and supported from touching

any other conducting substance. Ifthe charging

power of the trough be very weak, then the

condensor and condensing electrometer will be

required to make the gold leaf diverge, and if

strong the gold leaf of itself will shew the de

gree of the charge. See Exp. 211.
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To produce Motion, and Contractions of the

Muscles in the Body and Head ofan Animal

after Separation.

The trough or troughs ought to be regulated

in proportion to the size of the animal. To

produce the best effect, a number of small

troughs answer better than large ones, see page

250. For the head, and body of an oxt less power

than is therein mentioned would not have the

desired effect ; but for smaller animals that num

ber of trough's is not necessary.

To produce Contractions in the Head of an Ox,

after Separationfrom the Body. .

The head and galvanic troughs being placed

in a convenient situation, instead of the com

mon directors, wires must be used, and plated

copper wire seems to answer best, about one

fortieth part of an inch in diameter, and pi

a convenient length. Put one end of one wire

into the hole upon the top of the first pair of

plates, or in the interstice between the two first

pairs immersed in the liquor, and the other end

into one of the ears, which must be well wetted

with salt water, and the end of another wire
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into the other ear, likewise well wetted. These

two wires held in that position, an assistant must

dip the end of the last wire into the liquor con

tained in the last interstice by intervals, and

every time that the liquor is touched contrac

tions will be produced ; the eyes will open; the

ears shake ; the nostrils swell, and the tongue,

which before hung out of the mouth, will be

drawn in with violence.

Frightful convulsions may be produced in the

head of a dog by the same application. The

mouth will open, the teeth will gnash, the eyes

roll in their orbits, appearing as if the animal

was restored to life, and in a state of agony.

These experiments I had the honour of perform

ing in the presence of their Royal Highnesses

the Prince of Wales, Duke of York, Duke of

Clarence, and Duke of Cumberland.

To produce Muscular Contractions in the Body

ofan Animal after being beheaded.

The best method is to apply one of the con

necting wires into the spinal marrow, and the

other into the anus, or it may be applied to any

other parts, but the ends of the wires ought to

be made so sharp that they can be pushed

through the skin, or else the skin must be well
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wetted with salt and water, because dry skin ob

structs the passage of the galvanic fluid.

Method of applying the combined Condensers to

show the degree ofGalvanic power, excited by

onepieceonly of Zinc, Copper, and aWtt Cloth.

Exp. 211.

Put the short end 'of m into e of the large

condensing plate (the instruments being com

bined as mentioned in the description, page 132);

bend the end downwards, at such a distance

from, the table, or whatever it may stand upon,

that the two pieces of metal, zinc, and copper,

as at n, can be put under it, and drawn away

from under it again, without its touching the

table when the metal is drawn away. Take two

pieces of metal, zinc and copper, about the size

of half-a-crown or upwards, either separate or

soldered together, with their flat sides in con

tact, and push them under the end m.

After remaining a short space of time, a quarter

or half a minute, draw them away from under

the point, and take notice that the point does

nottouch the table, or any other conductor ; then

turn back the moveable plate of the large con-

densor ; move the electrometer so that its plate
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then turn its moveable plate back ; the gold leaf

will remain undisturbed.

Exp. 212;

Turn up the condensing plates to their first

position ; place the two instruments together as

before, taking particular care that the fixed plate

of the electrometer condensor touch the pin

proceeding from the large plate. Lay upon the

pieces of metal before used, a piece of woollen

cloth, well soaked in a solution of muriate of

ammonia, or any other liquid commonly used

for galvanic experiments, either upon the zinc

or the copper, and push them under the point of

m again. Press the point down upon them, that

it may be perfectly in contact ; after they have

remained the time before-mentioned, draw the

metals away, and separate or turn back the large

condensor plate, and also the small one, after se

parating it from the pin of the large one, and

immediately the gold leaf will diverge—if the.

zinc be uppermost, then the gold leaf will di'

verge with positive electricity; but if it be un

derneath, the gold leaf will diverge with negative

electricity. It makes no difference in the gene

ral effect, upon which metal the wet cloth wa9

M m
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laid ; or whether two pieces of cloth were used,

one under the metals and the other above ; or

onlv one, either above the metals or under them.

But if the cloth be only laid upon the copper

and not upon zinc, the electric fluid brought

into action will be so weak, that the combined

instrument can hardly shew it : if laid upon

the zinc, the divergency will be about one for

tieth part of an inch ; sometimes more and some

times less.

To shew the Power of the Charge of a Leyden

Phial by the combined condensors, when

charged by a Galvanic Trough.

Exp. 213.

After combining the condensors as above,

cause the inside connexion of the phial, charged

as in experiment 210, to touch the insu

lated plate of the large condensor, and perform

the operation of opening as in the last experi

ment, and the gold leaf will shew the degree of

the charge. If the phial had been charged by

a pile of 20 or 30 p*ks, the gold leaf will shew

it without the help of the condensing plates.
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Electricity excited by touching and separating

two Metallic Plates, one of Zinc and the other

Copper, is the basis on which Sig. Voltds

Theory of Galvanism rests. (Nicholson's

Journal, octavo, vol. u, page 281.)

Exp. 214.

Take two metallic plates, about four inches

diameter, one of copper and the other of zinc,

both being provided with insulated handles,

—hold the copper in the hand, and lay the

zinc upon it ; take the zinc off from the cop

per by its insulating handle, and it will be found

to be positively electrified and the copper nega

tively. To prove this both the condensor and

condensing electrometer must be used; when

they are properly combined, and the zinc taken

off from the copper by its glass handle, touch

the insulated plate of the condensor with the

zinc plate ; if the atmosphere be favourable,

once touching will, be evident, and if touched

ten or twelve times it will be more so—then

separate the condensing plate and the gold leaf

will diverge with positive electricity ; if the

copper plate be taken from the zinc by its

glass handle, and the condensor touched by it,

it will be found to be negatively electrified.
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The electricity ofZinc and Copper is more evident

when one is reduced into ' Filings, and sifted

through holes made in the other. - ,

t

Exp. 215.

Let a copper plate be bent a little concave

and several small holes drilled through it ; lay

some zinc filings upon it and sift them through

the holes, letting them fell upon a plate of metal,

upon the top of the condensing electrometer,

while sifting, the gold leaf will diverge

without the help of the condensing plates, and

will be found to be positively electrified ; if

copper filings are sifted through zinc, the elec

trometer will shew negative signs, which corres

pond with the plates, but is much more evident.

This last experiment was invented by Mr. Wil

son for another purpose (see Nicholson's Jour

nal for January, 1 805); but it is in fact the same

experiment as the zinc and copper plates, only

its application is different ; it is the touching *

and separating of the plates that excites the elec

tricity in them ; and in this the office of touch

ing and separating is performed, and multiplied

as each particle ofzinc, which has passed through

the copper sieve has performed the office of

pouching while passing through the hole in the^
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sieve, and separatingwhen passed and fallen'upon

the electrometer, or any insulated plate con

nected to it, where it deposits its surplus of

electricity, consequently must be much more

evident than when performed by two single

plates. ' It is not only zinc and copper that has

this property, but all bodies, whose natural ca

pacity for electricity are differentj have the pro

perty of exciting the electricity in them, when

applied together, under such circumstances as

the nature of electricity requires. This appears

to me to be one cause of the action of metallic

galvanism, and that Signior Volta's theory may

be well founded, though some of his explanatory

experiments appear to be faulty.

Some remarkable and distinguishing properties

between Metallic Galvanism, and Electricity.

When iron wire is ignited by a common elec

tric discharge, in such a degree as just to pro

duce a red heat the whole length, the discharge

is accompanied with a loud explosion, and the

red heat produced in the wire, lasts no longer

than the body of metal can contain that heat <

but when produced by a galvanic dTscharge, no

explosion happens, and the red heat that is

caused, continues for a sensible length of time
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longer than when it is caused by an electrical

explosion. This proves, that a current of gal

vanic fluid follows the discharge. In the above

experiment care must be taken not to have the

charge in either so powerful as to convert the

wire into globules.

Deflagration of iron wire may be produced

by galvanism, as well as by common electricity,

so far as to produce globules, but the difference

is, that an electric discharge will disperse the

globules to a great distance, which does not

happen by galvanism.

An electric discharge can convert iron and

other metallic wires into an impalpable powder,

so as to float about in the air, which cannot be

done by galvanism.

Common electricity charges coated glass, and

so does galvanism, but in a very inferior degree.

Thoughnot universally allowed there is nodoubt

of this fact.

Galvanism decomposes water and several other

fluids ; so does electricity, but in a very inferior

degree.

A double quantity of galvanic fluid in the

form of a discharge, can only ignite double

the length of wire, but a double quantity of elec

tricity in the same form will ignite four times

the length of wire. *
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When water is to be decomposed by electri

city, exp. 125, it makes no difference whether

both the wires which produce gas, be connected

with both conductors of the machine or not ; if

a good conductor continued to the ground be

connected to the hydrogen wire, it will answer

equally well ; but, when water is to be decom

posed by galvanism, exp. 202, both the gas pro

ducing wires must be connected to their respec

tive ends of the trough. *

When water is to be decomposed by electri

city, as small a portion of metal as possible

must be opposed to the water, and, by galva

nism long projecting wires are required. t

The quantity of electric fluid given out by a

galvanic trough, when compared to the quantity

given out by an electrical machine is worth at

tention.

The deflagration of charcoal, Exp. 209, has

never been effected by common electricity.

FINIS.



MEDICAL BOOKS lately published and sold

by J. CALLOW, Medical Bookseller, No. 10,

Crown Court, Princes Street, Soho.

OBSERVATlONS on the APPLlCATlON of LUNAR

CAUSl1C to STRICTURES in the URETHRA and the

02SOPPHAGUS; illustrated by Cases, and with Plates.

By M. W. Andrews, M. D. Member of the Royal Col

lege ol Surgeons, and now Physician at Madeira. Octavo,

5s. 6d. in boards.

ln one large Volume, 4to. price 11. 5s. in boards, OBSER

VATIONS on MORBlD PASSIONS, in two Parts.

Part I.— Containing Syphilis, Yaws, Sivvens, attdL Ele

phantiasis, and the Anomala confounded with them. WKt

II.—On Acute < ontagions, particularly Variolic andfV'ac-

cine.—Second Edition, illustrated. with coloured Engravings,

copious Practical Remarks, and further Commentaries on

Mr. Hunter's Opinions. By Joseph Adams, M.D. F.L.S.

Physician to the Small-Pox and Inoculation Hospitals.

BUTTER'S TREATISE on ihe VENEREAL ROSE, com

monly termed Gonorrhoea Virulenta, containing a simple,

safe, and certain Method of Cure, without the use of

Mercury, 2s. 6'd,

BUTTER on the lNFANTlLE REMlTTENT FEVER, com

monly called the Worm Fever ; accurately describing that

fatal Di..ease, explaining its Causes and Nature, and disco

vering an easy, safe, and successful Method of Cure, 2d

edit.—price ls. 6d. 1806' i ,

CRlCHTON's SYNOPTICAL TABLE of DlSEASES, ex

hibiting their Arrangement in Classes, Orders, Genera, and

Species, designed for the Use of Students—..price 2s. 6<1.

DAUBENTON's OBSERVATlONS on INDIGESTlON, in

which is satisfactorily sliewu the Efficacy of Ipecacuanha,

in relieving this, as well as its connected train of Com

plaints peculiar to the Decline of Life. Translated from

the French, by Dr. Buchan. Second Edition with Ad

ditions, Is. 6d. 1807.

GRlFFITH'S (Dr. MosesV PRACTlCAL OBSERVATIONS

on the CUHE of HECTIC and SLOW FEVERS, and the

PULMONARY CONSUMPTlON,; to which is added, a

Method of treating several Kinds of Internal Htmorrages,

a new edition, sewed, ls. 6'd.

T. Harper, Jun. ani_Co, Frinttn,
cruE Conrt, Fleet Street.

















 



MODERN PUBLICATIONS,

* AND

NEW EDITIONS

OF

VALUABLE STANDARD WORKS,

PRlNTED FOR

LONGMAN, HURST, REES, AND ORME, PATERNOSTER-ROW.

=============== j

PER1OD1CAL PUBL1CATIONS.

THE ATHEN/EUM ; a Magazine of Literary

and Miscellaneons lnformation.
Conducted hy J AlKlN. M. D.

Nos. 1, 2, .1, and 4. Price 2s. each.
(To he continned Monthly.)

The Athenasmn is designed essentially to he one of
those popnlar Miscellanies, so long kuown and approved
in this Conntry, under the name of a Magazine, and to
emhrace all the nsual Ohjects of snch Puhlications: hot,
as its Tille may he understood to imply, ft is meant to aim
at a higher literary Character than they commonly sup

port.

THE BRlTlSH THEATRE; OR, A COL,

LECTlON OF PLAYS, which are acted at the Theatrts
Royal Drnry.Lane.Covent.Garden, and Haymarkel. printed
under the Authority and hy Permission of the Managers
from the Prompt Books, with Biographical and Critical
Remarks. By Mrs lNCHlULD.

This Work, heing intended as a Companion to the
Theatres of Great Britain and lreland, will contain every
Play, which keeps Possession of the Singe, incloding many
which have never appeared in any similar Collection.

lt is intended to comprise the Work in Twenty Ave
Volomes, each containing Vive Plays, and at its Concln
aion will he given General Tnle Pa^es, together with lii

rections for arranging the Play* ln the conrse of Puh
lication will he given, as Frontispieces to the Volomes of
the hne Edition Poitr.nts of Anthors, generally with their
Play ttu't is flrn hrongut forward.

The tvohfllifthm* *ts will he execated in the very hest
Manner, ha the llrst Artists. The Price of the common
Edition is and or the Fine .it. each Nnmher.

The i'"'lowing Plavs have already heen pnhlished, and
the Run .under will continne to he puhlished Weekly till
ue A hole he complete d : *

l. Monntaineers ; l. Speed the Plonsh ; 1. Wheel of For
tnne . 4. Lovers' Vows : 5. 1nkle aud Yariro ; 6. lsahella ;
7. Wild oats. t Donglas; 'j. Stranger; 10. Comitrj

Girl: 11. Dramatist; Vl. Hamlet H Grecian Danghter
14. Bnsy Body ; 15. John Bnll: to Vancred and Skitinnn
da; n. \ll m the Wrong ; in. Macheth; l". Bold Stroke
for a Wife , 'ZQ. Poor Genlleman: '.'l Snch Things Are,
t2. Oroonoko; 23. Lov*. in a Village; el. Road to Rnin ;
25. Jane Shore; Ct's. Clandestine Marriage; 27 Edward
the Black Prince; 28 Merry Wives of Windsor; 29. Rule
a Wife and have a Wife; 30 Monrning Bride; 31. Cure
for the Heart Ache; 32. All for Love; 33. Way to kepp
him: 34. King John; V, She Sloops to Conqner ; 36 The
Crtnscions Lovers; 37. The R:*venire; *8. lxive for Love;
39. Every Man in his Humonr: 40. Cnriolanns; 41. Jew;
4'J. Romeo and Juliet: t t. The Careless Hnshand; 44.
George Barnwell ; 45. The Beanx Stratagem : 46. Gnstavtis
Vasa; 47. The West 'ndian . 4n. Julins Cttsar ; 4u. Every
one has his Fanll; .w. The Jealons Wife; 51. The Tem
pest ; 52. The Orphan; 53. Cato; 54. The Belles Strata
gem; 55. Zarn.

THE NEW CYCLOPEDlA; OR, UNl
VERSAL DlCTlONARY OF ARTS, SClENCES, AND Ll

TERATURE Formed upon a more enlarged Plan of Ar
rangement than the Dictionary of Mr. Chamhers; compre
hending the varions Artictes of that Work, with Additions
Hd lmprovements; together with the new Snhjects of

Biography, Geography, and History; and adapted to the
present Stajeof Literature and Science.

By ABRAHAM REES, D.D.F.R.S.
Editor of the last Edition of Mr. Chamhers's Dictionary;
with the Assistance of eminent professional Genllemen.
lllnstrated with new Plates, incloding Maps, engraved for
the Work hy some of the most distingnished Artists. The
Second Edition.

The First Edition of this new Work consisted of 5000
Copies, and a Second Edition of all the early Parts ltave
heen already called for. The following are its principal
Recom inendation s .

l. The Plan of this Work is intended as an lmprove
ment upon similar Puhlications, heing a Medinm between
the Plan of a Dictionary and that of Treatises j and com
prehending the Advantages of each. The History and
Oullines of each Science are given under its appropriate
Tille; and its varions Divisions, which can he more satis
factorily explained in separate Articles than in the Body
of a Treatise, are introduced under their respective Terms.

2. The Editor is of acknowledged Learning and 1ndns
try, and of nnqnestionahle Experience in this Department
of literary Lahonr; the greater Part of his Life having
heen employed in editing and improving the last Edition
of Mr. Chamhers s Dictionary, and in collecting Materials
for the mi .i nt Work.

3. Among the Genllemen who have engaged to contri
hote their Assistance to this Work, are many of distin
goished Eininence.

4. The Emhellishments are of a very snperior Descrip.
tton, and will form, when completed, an incomparahly
more elegant and correct Set of scientidc and uther Plates
than has. ever heen produced. The scientific Suhjects are
engraved hy Mr. Lowry, whose accorate Knowledge and
improved Method of Execation, in this Branch of the
Art, have nut heen eqnalW d. The Snhjects of Natural
History. &c. are chiefly engraved hy Mr. Millon and Mr.
Scutt, with corresponding Taste and Beanty.
The Drawings are almost wholly new. The Plales which

are already engraved, are from Drawings hy Messrs. Flax-
man. Howard, Stuhhs. Lowry, Edwards, Donovan, Sowerhy,
Strutt, Mnshett, E. Aikin, P. Nicholson, Daniel, Nayler,
Anderson. Kirkman, Sec.

5. The Maps will he douhle the Size nsnally given in
similar Pnhlications, and are drawn and engraved nndcr
the Direction of Mr. Arrow'milh.

o. Parts l. to XlV. arc already puhlished, and may he
had either periodically or together. Price 1H*. each in Boards,
and arrangements have lately heen made to puhlish the
succeeding Parts every two Months, till the whole Wort
he completed.

7. A few Copies are printed off on royal paper, with
proof impressions of the plates, price ll. l6s. each Part.

THE ANNUAL REVlEW, AND HlSTORY

OF LlTERATURE. A A1K1N, Editor.
Volome 1. to V. Price il \s. each in Extra Boards.

•♦* This Review comprises in one volome, Accounts of

all the Works pnhlished during each Year, (incloding i
Variety of valoahle ! 'indications, which never rind a place

in any uther Review) arranged lnto Chapters, agreeahly to
their respective Snhjects, and preceded hy an Historical
lntroduction. lt is conseqnenlly hetter snited for the Li
hrary than any similar Puhlication, and ls particnlarly
adapted for Exportation.



"TlUSTfcD' f'dk Longman, hurst, rees, and orme.

THE ARCHlTECTURAL ANTlQUITlES

OF GREAT BR1TA1N, displaying a Series of Select Fn.
(ravings, representing the most heantifol, enrions, and in
teres, tins Ancient Edifices of this Conntry ; with an Histo

ricaland descriptive Acconnt of each Suhject.
By JOHN BUTTON.

Parts l. l1. Hl. lV. V. Vl. V1l. and V111. 1n Medinm
and lmperial 4to. JOs. 6d. and 16*. each (to he continned

Quarterly.)
" The engravings are execoted in a superior style ; the descrip.

Hons are sufficienlly ample, and appear to he accorate ; and, undei
tht superintendance of so ahle an antiquarv as Mr. Britton, there
cm he no douht that the succeeding parts w ill display a correspond
tng excellence." Anti Jae. "The hold and rich style in which
the several suhjects are tngravcn do great credit to the respectivt
parties concerned." Enrvp. Mag, " The portion of the work
which ls now hefore os, is certainly execoted vith uncommon
spirit ; the choice of suhjec.s haa heen made with jodgment; and
the anthor and his artists are equally entilled to onr thanks. ln
elegance it has nut often heen surpassed." Crit. Rev. " The
plates are heantifolly executed, and the whale constitutes a pleas
ing performance ol a moderate price." M. Rev. " in the se
lection ut specimens, Mr. Britton has unqnestionahly shown his
jodgment; a work su execoted cannut fail to meet enconragemfnr."
Brit. Crit. "The plates arc well execoted, the typography, pa
per, *c. is good ; and the whole work is highly rrs pec tahle."
Xcl. Rev. " Their accoracy and iheir elegance will do perma.

r to the talents of their author." An. Rev. T* Thisnt hononr
. ninent Antiquary nur
equal spirit and ahility." Anti Jac.

THE EDlNBURGH REVlEW; OR, CRl

T1CAL JOURNAL. (To he continned Qnarterly.)
Numhers l. to XVl l1. Price'5s. each, or Eight Volomes 8vo

Price 10s. 6rf. each, in Boards.
This Pnhlication is conducted upon a Principle of Se

lection : lt takes no notice of insignificant Works, hot
enters very folly into those that seem entilled to attention.
Comhining, ih some Measure, the representative Functions
«f a Review, with the lndependence of original Discnssion ;
comprehending every foreign Pnhlication which an exten
sive Continental Correspondence can procare ; and dis
tingnished hy an 1mpartiality which no Party Zeal has yet
pretended to call ln qnestion, it lays claim to the Snpport
of those who are nut satisfied with the indolent and indis.
crimmating Profnsion of onr uther Jonrnals.
The Editors were silent npon these Pretensions, till they

taw how the Puhlic was likely to receive them. Their
Snccess has heen mnch heyond their Expectation, and,
they helieve, heyond any former Example. ln spite of the
Size oftheir Volome, the Remuteness of their Sitnation, and
all the Disadvantages of lnexperience, they were enahled,
even in their Second Nnmher, to eqnal the Circalation of
teveral of the estahlished Jonrnals of the Metropolis; and
they have heen convinced, hy the constant lncrease of the
Demand, that, to secare the Patronage of the Puhlic, it is
only necessary to deserve it hy a diligent and conscientions
discharge of their Duty. To every Numher is annexed a
complete List of all the new Pnhlications in the preceding

Qnarter.

CENSURA LlTERARIA, Second Series,

Nos. 1 and 2, Price 'ls. fid. each, (to he continned Month
ly;) containing Opinions, Extracts, and Tilles of old Eng
lish Books, especially those which are scarce; with Medi
tations on Literature and Life. To which will now he

regnlarly added, NECOGRAPHlA AUTHORUM, or Me

moirs of deceased Anthors.
By SAMUEL EGERTON BRYDGES, Esq.

*♦* The first Seriei of the ahove Work may be had in
t three Vols 8vo. Price \L. l ls. (,d. in Boards, or in twelve

Numhers, Price 2s. 64. each.

THE ECLECTlC REVlEW, Numbers l. to

XVlll. Price U. 6d. each ; and Numhers X1X. to XXVll.

Price 2s. each.
The Eclectic Review was projected, nut with a Wish to

angment the Numher of Works on Criticism, nor with a
Presnmption of snrpassing all its Predecessors in literary
Merit, hot with a hope of rendering essential Service to
the most valoahle lnterests of the Pnhlic. To hlend with
impartial Criticism an invariahle regard to moral and re
ligions Principle, is its leading Ohject; and with a view
to more extensive nsefolness, it proposes to select those
Departments of Literature which are most generally in

teresting and instrnctive.

THE GENUlNE WORKS of HOGARTH.

lN TWO VOLUMES QUARTO. *
To he comprised in Sixteen Numhers; each Nnmher eon-
taining Seven or Eight Prints, and ahont Forty Pages of
Letter.Press) illnstrated with Biographical Anecdutes, a
Chronological Catalogne, and Commentary.
By JOHN NlCHOLS, F.S.A. Edinh. and Perth: and the

late GEORGE STEEVENS. Esq. F. R. S. and F. S. A.
Nos. l. ll. and Hl. Price Half a Gninea each, on demy pa
per; or Price One Gninea on royal paper, with proof
impressions. The Plates will invariahly he engraved from
Original Pictures, when there is a possihility of ohtaining
them : when this is nut the case, from Proof lmpressions. „
The Works of the inimitahle Hogarth have nut only

heen songht for with Avidity in his Native Conntry, hot
have heen admired hy every civilized Nation in the World.
Since his Death varions Editions of his Works have,
from Time to Time, heen offered to the Pnhlic. But
withont attempting to depreciate any of the former Edi
tions, it is presnmed that the present Work will, from its

Elegance and Cheapness, stand nnrivalled.
*** The sncceeding Nnmhers will he pnblished on the

First Day of every Second Month.

THE MONTHLY REPOSlTORY of THE

OLOGY and GENERAL LlTERATURE, Nos. l to 14,

Price ls. each. (To he continned.)
*♦* The ohject of the Monthly Repository is to blend

Literatnre with Theology, and to make Theology rational,
and Literatnre popnlar; it consists of two Parts, viz. a
Magazine and a Review. The Magazine Part contains in
teresting Biographical Sketches, Moral and Theological
Disqnisitions, Bihlical Criticism, Select Poelry, and Mis
cellaneons Original Commnnications. The Review con
sists of a hrief Analysis of the principal Pnhlications in
Morals and Theology, with an impartial Examination of
their Merits. To these two Parts are added, an Ohihiarv,
a Monthly Catalogne of New Books, and copions Religions,
Politico"iligWneT and Literary 1ntelligence; the whole

forming annually one Urge elegant 8vo. volome.

H1SrrORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

THE CHRONlCLES OF HOLlNSHED,

comprising the Descrivtion and History of England, Scot
land, and lreland. The First Volome, closely printed in
royal 4to. Price 21. St. in Boards. The Work will he com
pleted in Six Volomes, one to he puhlished every three

Months.
*♦* The Chronicles of Holinshed having hecome ex

ceedingly scarce, and from their rarity and valoe, having
always hronght a high price whenever they have appeared
for sale, the hooksellers have thonght they shonld perforin
an acceptahle service to the pnhlic hy reprinting them, in

a uniform, handsome, and modem form.
1t cannut now he necessary to state the importance and

interesting nature of this work. The high price for which
it has always sold, is a snfficient testimony of the esteem
ln which it has heen held. Holinshed's Description of
Britain is allowed to contain the most carions and anthen
tic acconnt of the manners and cnstoms of onr Island in

. the reign of Henry Vlll. and Elizaheth, in which it was
written. His history of the transactions of the British
lsles, dining these periods, possesses all the force and
value of contemporary evidence, collected hy a most skil
fol ohserver; and the peculiar style and orthography in
which lire work is written, fornish a very interesting doca
ment to illnstrate the history of the English Langnage.

The original edition of the Chronicles of Holinshed, it
is well known, was pnhlished hy their anthor in a mntilat
ed state. A nnmher of pages, which had ohvionsly heen
printed with the rest of the work, were found to he omit
ted, except in a few copies, ohtained hy some favonred
persons. ln the present edition, these castrations are
faithfolly restored ; and in order that the pnrchaser may
depend npon finding an exact, as well as a perfect copy, it
has heen a law with the |vhlishers, nut to aller a single
letter, hot tO/print the work with the ntmost fidelity from
the hest preceding edition, with the author's own ortho
graphy. The only liherty taken, has heen to nse the types
of the present day, instead of the old Euglish letter of the

time of Elizaheth.
The pnhlishers snhmit to the puhlic this edition of a

carions and valoahle Chronicle of onr history, with a con
fident hope, that it will gratify huth the historical stndent
and the general reader. lf tt meet with the reception,
which they anticipate, they will he enconraged to select
some uthers of the rarest and most important of onr an
cient Chronicles, and reprint them, in like manner, for the

convenience and gratification of the pnhlic.

SlR JOHN FROlSSART'S CHRONTCLES

of ENGLAND, FRANCE, SPAlN, and the AdjutnJn;



HlSTORY AND BlOGRAPHY.

Conntries, from the latter Part of Ihe Reign of Edward ll.
to the Coronation of Henry lV. Newly translated from
the French Editions, with Variations and Additions from
many celehrated MSS. By THOMAS JOHNE8. Esq. M. P.
To which is prefixed, a Lift of the Anthor, an Es*ay on
his Works, a Criticism on his History, and a Dissertation

on his Poetry. l he Second Edition, in 12 vols. 8vo.
Price il. .M. in Boards.
" Fioimrt li an lmtonan vons'illett and cited hv every writer

whotK suhject leads him lo llie period in which he wrute ; fie is the
chief, if nut the only authentic sonrce of information we are pol
lened of with return to one of the proodest and moil strikina por
tions 01 onr national annols. The en*ravings from old iltuminated
MSS. which accompany the present portion of the work, are nsefol
as well as corions ornainenli. As the anthenticity of the sourcej
from which lliey are taken cannut he donhted, they present vatu
ahle pictores of the cottume of the times. We consider the trau.
*lation of rToissart's Chrunirlci hy Mr. lohnei is an undertaking of
*reat importance, and eten of high national interest." Crit. Hev.
" Even the readers of noveli and romances, lf ever they have in
the conrse o:' their lives read any thine ut real history, nvs t lie
gratified and even charmed with Froimrt, for there is a* much
gallantry, lo'e, and adventure in the Chronicles or Frohsart as in
ant romance, Don Qnixois. icarcely ekcepttd. Froissart s Chro-
nicies ahsotutely ailord more amosement of this kind, were the
io'truction to he derived from masler of fact and truth entirely
out of llie qnestion." Anti J.ic. " Tlsc Chrotwcles of Froi^aii
have held a dllting'ttshcd place for centuries in the lihraries of the
corions. He has engaged more of the pohlic attention than any
historian of the age in w hich he lived." Li. . Jour.

MEMOlRS OF THE LlFE OF COLONEL

HUTCHlNSON, Governor of Nuttingham Caslle and
Town, Representative of the Connty of Nuttingham in the
Lmig Parliament, and of the Town of Nuttingham in the
first Parliament of Charles ll. &c. With original Anec
dutes of many of the most distingnished of his Contem
poraries, anil a Summary Review of Pnhlic Affairs : written
hy his Widow, Lncy, danghter of Sir Allen Aspley. Liente
nant of the Tower. &c. Now first puhlished from the

original Mannscript,
By the Rev. JUL1US HUTCHlNSON.

To which is prefixed, the Life of Mrs. Hutchinson,
written hy herself, a Fragment. Emhellished with two
eleganlly engraved Portraits and a View of Nuttingham

Caslle. ln one vol. *to. Price lL lit. 6d. ; and Royal,
price 21 vis. 6d. in Boards.
" These lnteresting papers will gratify all who delight in the con

templation of human chancier, and are sensihle to the charms of
intellectual and moral excellence." Bel, Rev, "As a politi
cal record we regard this work as a, vatunhle addition to onr stock of
original docoments ; hut perhapi its greatest merit will he alio . ed'

. to reft on lts excellency as a literary composition. The storv is in.
' teresting in the highest degree. The editor has noi exaggerated
when he recommends hi.* hook to the ladies as more entertaining
than most novels. The style is ondonhtedly entilled to the pratveut'
vigonr and elegance, and will nut lie easily matched amon.' the writ
ings of onr elder anthors." Crit. Rev. " This work is indeed
t most valoahle addition to the historical records of a period which
has always heen considered as one of the most important in the an
nals of English History." ox. Rev. " This is a hook ot singu
lar interest and importance." Crtn. Lit.

NAVAL AND MlLlTARY MEMOlRS OF

GREAT BRlTAlN, from 1727 to 17WJ.
By ROBERT BEATSON, Esq. LL.D.

The ed Edit, with a Continuation. 6 vols. 8vo. 3/. 3i. Bds.
" Hie interesting nature of this work has forced ns to exceed onr

intended limits. To the design and to the execotion we most give
applaose, as heing in no mean degree osefol and meritorions. ll
is a work of utility and merit. " Crit. Rev, " The Author seems
to have execoted the work nut only with fidelity and a regard to
troth, hut also w;Mi ahility and jodgment." Brit. Crit. "These
memoirs are well calcolated for affording the Pohlic huth interesting
amosement and much osefol information, and the greatest advan
tage to naval oflicers, and particolarly yonng genllemen of that
profession." Antijac. " We cannut hm remark, that the mind
is lost in wonder while contemplating the mass ut heroic deeds,
and the numher of hrilliant exploits, which are collected, together
within the compass of these volumes. The anthor has execoted a
lahorions task, mid has estahlished a claim to the acknowledgments
*/ his country. 'Hc has manifested remarkahle diligence in the
ST) llection ut materials ; yet we do nut helieve that the writer's par
tiality lias lnduced him in a stnale instance to suppress any tact
w/ithin the fair scope of his memoirs, or wilfolly to misrepresent
any one which he has undertaken to relate." M . Rev. " The pen
>f Dr. Beatson is characterized hy fairness and impartiality, and
ie has well performed the task which he has undertaken." An. Rev.

A POLlTlCAL lNDEX TO THE HlSTO

RlES of GREAT BRlTAlN and lRELAND; or a Com.
>lete Register of the Hereditary Hononrs, Puhlic Offices,
tnd Persons in Office, from tbe earliest Periods to the
i resent Time. By ROBERT BEATSON, LL. D.
The Third Edition, corrected and mnch enlarged, in 3 vols
ivo. Price il. lis. fid. in Boards.
** The puhlic are certainly ohliged to the anthor for the mmpile.

.sent ana puhlication of so osefol a work ; a work procored at the
x pence ot much time and grcaX Uluur, and executed with strict
ctelity. M, Rev.

LETTERS ON THE STUDY AND USE

OF ANC1EN T AND MODERN HlSTORY. Containing
Ohservations and Reflections on the Canses and Coitse.
qneuces of those KvenU which have prodnced any con
spicaons Clun?e in the Aspect of the World, and the ge
neral Slate of Hnman Affairs. By JOHN BlGLAND.'
The Third Edition. ln 1 vol. demy avo. emhellished with
an eleganlly engraved Head of the Author. Price Kh. Ull.
or 1 vol. lVjtto. Price Cut in Boards.
" Mr. Bigland dtjp'ay) in this vokmae a well collivated and com

prehensive mind. llis s'yle is generally correct ; his ml or mat inn it
extensive: and the many pertinent remarks pnd n 'erences wills
allien he has enriched this summary of general hist on., meet onr
cordial approhation. Rev. ' We are well pVucd with this
nu hi: cation. lt is a osefol undertaking, well executed. " Brit. C*it.
' 'l his litlle historic digest, collided loom most nncvccptiorahte
anthors, is execoted with great neatness and propriety." Crit. R'V.

LETTERS ON THE MODERK HlSTORY

AND POLlTlCAL ASPECT OF EUROPE ; exhihiting the
Nature, Canses, and prohahle Conseqnences of Hie grand
Contest hetween GTcat Britain aud France, and lfte poll,
tical Circamstances of the different Nations which com
pose the Enropean System. lllnstrated with Hi&loi inl and
Geographical Ohseivations. By JOHN MGLAN'U.
The Second Edition, revised, and adapted t*' the present
Slate of Europe. ln l vol. tiv«. Price ft*, in Boaids.
" Thee Letter* discoss, in torn, almost all the ere*' nucfcliunj

which r in he agtatcd hy politicians of the present honr. The
principles of the author are ever* . here sound and patriutic, and ltts
knowledge is surprisingly extensive." [frit. Crit.

THE HlSTORY OF THE RElGN OF

GEORUE 111. to the Termination of the late War. To
which is prefixed, a View of the Progressive lmprove.
□urttt of England, in Prosperity and Strength, to l he Ac
cession of his Majesty. By ROBERT BlSSET, LL.D.

ln ti vols. Hvo. Price Hi. rid. in Boards.
" Tir. Bissefs History fs hinhly praiseworthy—it narrates with

greater detail and completeness than Madam ne, Relsham, or
Adolphos, the transactions ut the present re pn. The style is
natural, vet decant; the information ahundant, vet select; the
criticism loyal, yet liheral. ln Short/it appears to'ut niorelikelv
than ?ry of the rival histories to annex itself to Hume and
Smollett, as the regolar and Generally recei'ed cuntlivuition of the
History ut hili.land," An. Rev. '* We most recommend
this as a work replete wiln huth information and amosement—ami
while it is tree hum any spirit of party, it hre.iihes u'r*ugi,nlit a
lirtn attachment to tempered freedom .md the spirit ut the Britifh
Constitotion, a sincere regord lor the iiritish character, and a jnst
veneration tor the rights of reason, oi religion, aod morality."
Lit. JOorn.

THE HlSTORY.OF CANADA, from its firtt

Discovery, comprehending an Acconnt of the original
Estahlishment of Lonisiana. By GEORGE HERlOT, Esq.

ln 1 vol.Svo. Price lS*, in Boards.

A HlSTORY OF RUSSlA, from the Esta.

hlishment of Monarchy tinder Rttrik to the Accession of
Catharine 11. By WlLLlAM TOOKE, F.R.S.
Member of lhe 1mperial Academy of Sciences of St.
Petershorgh. ln 2 vols. fivo. Wilh 6ti Portraits, engraved
from a series of Medals. Price \1. ls. in Boards.
" Of Mr. Tooke's ahilities tq produce jodicioos compilations and

selections, and ol the great facility he po. i aes in presenlinc. to
the puhlic hooks calcolated for amosement and in.tj.uclion, they
tell ui they have had lreqnen1 and satisfactory experience. The
life ut' Catharine ll. and the View of the Rossian Kmpire exhihit
adequate portions of good sense, 'llli fence, and taste, and lint ac
cordingly heen received with very extensive circolation. They
contain an ample variety of anecdute, which the anthor seems
pecoliarly qualified to detail; a ureal 'leal of local information,
which his long residence in Rossia enahled hfm to acqnire ; and .in
easy and agreeahle narrative, the resull ot much experience in
writing. By means of the laheors ut tin:, inttelatipalxe anthor, we
are now in possession ut every species ol know ledge and information
relative to a *ast empire." Sre the s*vrral RevietvJ for 1H01, 1Bir'J.

VlEW OF THE RUSSlAN EMPlRE faring

the Reign of Catharine ll. and lo the Close of the Eigh
teenth Centnry, &c. &c. &c. Containing an accarate De
scription of the Government, Manners, Cnstoms, Religion.
Extent, Bonndaries, Soil, Climate, Produce, Revenne,
Trade, Manufactnres, 'S;c. &c. or the several Nations that
compose that extensive Empire.

By WlLLlAM TOOKE, F.R.S.
ln 3 targe vole. bvo. Price U. ils. 6d. in Boards.

THE LlFE OF CATHARlNE ll. EMPRESS

OF RUSSlA. By WlLLlAM TOOKE. F.R.S.
The Fonrth Edition, with considerahle lmprovements, in
:t vols. 8vo. Price ll. Is. in Boards, emhellished with
Eleven elegant Portraits, and a View of the famons Statne
of Peter the Great on the Day of ija Disr.losnrr to 'he
Puhlic; a View of the FnrtreS3 of Schossethnnf ; and a
correct Map of Rnssia.



PRlNTED FOR LONGMAN, HURST, REES, AND ORME.

THE PlCTURE OF PETERSBURG!! j from

the .German of HENRY STORCH. ln 1 large vul. 8vo.
emhellished with Plates, and a new Plan of Petershurgh.

Price Hs. in Boards.

THE HlSTORY OFTHE MAROONS, from

their Origin, to the Estahlishment of their Chief Trihe at
Sierra Leone; incloding the Expedition to Cnha, for the
Pnrpose of procaring Spanish Chassenrs; and the Slate
of the lsland of Jamaica for the last. Ten Years; with a
Snccinct History of the lsland previons to that Period.

By R. C. DALLAS, Esq.
ln '2 vols. 8vo. Price 11. ls. in Boards, emhellished with

heantifol Engravings and Maps.
" We advise the inqnisitive to consull the votumes of Mr. Dallas,

which certainly aflurd much of huth information and entertain

ment.*' M. Rev.

THE HISTORY OF EGYPT; from the

earliest Acconnts of that Conntry till the Expnlsion of the

French from Alexandria in the Year 1801.
By JAMES WlLSON, D.D.

1n 3 vols. svo. Price ll.As. in Boards.
This work is composed in a clear, agreeahle, and lively man

ner." An. Rtv. " Dr. Wilson is unqnestionahly a man of talents ;
and the rapidity of his narrative, and his How of language, give con
siderahle animation to his pages." Af. Rev.

A HlSTORY OF lRELAND, from the ear

liest Accounts to the Accomplishment of the Union with
Great Britain in 1801. By the Rev. JAMES GORDON,
Rector of Killegny in the Diocese of Ferns, and of Canna.
way in the Diocese of Cork. ln 2 vols. Svo. U. 4s. Bds.
" We have heen gratified w ith Mr. Cordon's performances. The

■tory Hows with ease and spirit, and the general style of the compo
sition may he termed manly and correct. The attention shewn to
method and chronology hy freqnent marginal references, deserves
praise." Eel. Rev. " The author has nut derogated from the
reputation which he derived from his prior puhlication; since we
discover in it the same clear discernment, the same sonnd jodgment,
the same strong good sense, the same manly sentiments, and the
same fearless integrity, and devoiion fo truth." Man. Rev. .*' The
same essential quajities oi an historian which he displayed in his
' History of , the lruh Rehellion/ we to he fonnd in the work before

os: and this is no ordinary praise. We think this work may be s
osefol and respectahle compendinm of lrish History." Crif. R/v.

THE HlSTORY OF THE LlFE AND

RElGN OF PHlLlP, KlNG OF MACEDON; the Father of
ALEXANDER. By THOMAS LELAND, D. D.
Fellow of Trinity College, Dnhlin. A new Edition, cor
rected, in S vols. 8vo. Price 16s. in Boards.

THE LlFE AND ESSAYS OF BENJAMlN

FRANKLlN, LL.D. A new and improved Edition, in
2 vols, foolscap 8vo. with a Portrail. Price 8s. in Boards.

A FATHER'S MEMOlRS OF HlS CHlLD,

By BENJAMlN HEATH MALKlN, Esq. M.A F.A.S.
ln royal 8vo. illostrated with P latest 10s. <'d. in Boards.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE LlFE ANDWRlT

lNGS of JAMES BEATT1E, LL.D. Professor of Moral
Philosophy and Logic in the Marischal College and Uni

versity of Aherdeen, containing maTiy of his original Let
ters. By Sir WlLLlAM FORBES,
Of Pitsligo, Bart, one of the Execators of Dr. Beattle.

Handsoinely printed hy Ballantyne, in C vols. 4to. with a
flne Engraving, from a capital Painting hy Sir Joshna Rey
nolds, andfac similes of his Hand.writing. Price 9l.UU. tjd.

extra Boards.
%* a few Copies are printed on royal Paper, with

Prouf lmpressions of the Plates. Price 51. 5s. Boards.

THE ROMAN HlSTORY, from the Building

of ROME to the RUlN of the COMMONWEALTH. lllns
trated with Maps and uther Plates. By N. HOOKE, Esq.
A new Edit, in 11 vols, demy 8vo. Price 41. His. in Boards.
The Monthly Reviewers in their criticism on this raloahle work,

which has he'en long ont of print, and exceedingly scarce, oh.
That the Roman History of this jodicions and masterly

w riter is a most valoahle accession to the stock of historical learn
ing. That the execotion of the work is equal thronghout. That
Mr. llooke seems to have possessed in a very eminent degree, the
rare talent of separating the partisan from the historian, of which
tew writers are capahle, ana of comparing contradictory antho
rities with impartiality and penetration. He does noi appear to
have heen a higut to any principles, or a slave to any authority."

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

TRAVELS TO DlSCOVER THE SOURCE

OF THE NlLE, in the Years 1768. 1769, 1770, 1771, 1172, I
and 1773. By J tMES BRUCE, of Kinnaird, Esq. F.R.S.
The 2d Edit, corrected and enlarged. To which is prefixed,
a Life of the Anthor, handsomely printed in 7 vols. 8vo.
with a volome of Copper.plates in 4 to. 41. 16s. in Boards.
A few Copies are printed in royal Bvo. with first impres

sions of the Plates. Price I1. 7s. in Boards.
This Edition of a jnslly celehrated Work, is printed from

a correct Copy, intended for the Press at the Time of the
Anthor's Death. The Use of all his Original Jonrnals,
Correspondence, Mannscripts, &c. ; the concarring Testi
monies of later Trr.vellers ; along with varions uther Cir
cnmstances, have enahled the Editor to render the Work
more complete and interesting than Mr. Brnce himself

wonld have condescended to make il.
" Druce's Travels is one of those few puhlications which at its

first appearance engaged onr incessant perosal, and we then
thonght il a very oseful, entertaining, and interesting work. The
present edition is greally superior to the former. We arc of opi
nion, that in the general discharge ol his oliice, the editor has
erected a truly hononrahle monument to the memory of his prin
cipal, and has laid the literary world under contiderahli: ohliga
tions to his own assidnity and intelligence," Eel. Rev. " u
wonld he poor and inadequate praise to sav, that it has seldom or
never fallen to our lut to nutice a hook so ably edited. Wt helieve no
editor ever hefore so lahorionsly qualified himself for his under

taking." An. Rev.

THE SCENERY, ANTlQUlTlES, AND

BlOGRAPHY OF SOUTH WALES, from Materials col

lected during Two Excarsions in the Year 1803.
By BENJAMlN HEATH MALKlN, Esq. M. A. F. S. A.

1n 1 vol. 4to. illnstrated with Views, drawn and engraved
by Laporte,;'lid a Map of the Conntry. 21. 12s. Od. Boards.
' A few Copies may he had with the Views finely colonred

by Laporte. Price ll. 4s. in Boards.
*" Mr. Malkin displays a mastery of style, and is an instructive
companion ; we have no hesitation in assigning him a place in the
first class of Tourists." M. Rev. " This is one of the most ela
horate, and indeed, satisfactory acconnts of a tonr throngh Sonth
Walt.s, that has yet appeared." tint. Crlt.

THETOPOGRAPHYOF TROY,AND lTS

VlClNlTY, illnstrated and explained hy Drawings and
Descriptions. Dedicated, by Permission, to her Grace the

DnclMM of Devonshire,

By WlLLlAM GELL, Esq. of Jesns College, M.A. F.A.S.
aud late Fellow of Emmannel College, Camhridge.

ln Folio, Price uu . ids. in Boards.
ln the Work are given forty.three colonred Plates taken

from accarate Drawings, made on the Sput, hy the Anthor,
and chieily engraved hy Mr. Medland. The Work is de
signed to afford an Opportnnity to such as have not visited
the Conntry, of forming their own opinious of the Topo

graphy of Homer.
' We recommend this work of Mr. Cell as one of the most ho

nonrahle monuments which has heen erected to the most ancienr,
the first and hest of l'oets ; as one of the most acceptahle and illns
trions works that have appeared since the desire of visiting the
Troad has rcvived> and we nave no scruple to class him among thoffe
in the first rank, who have done credit to their conntry, as men of
talents, elecance, and discernment." CrU. Rev. " We cannot
conctude withont expressing onr opinion, thai Mr. Gell has render
ed a real service to the caose ol ancient literature. His splendid
work is execoted with equal taste and care, and the end proposed
seems to hare heen folly attained." An. Rev.

A DESCRlPTlON OF LATlUM j OR, LA

CAMPAGNA Dl ROMA. ln 1 vol. demy 4ta. illnstrated
hy Etchings hy ihe Anthor, and a Map. U. lis. 6d. in Bds.
This Description is intended to give an ldeaof the Cities,

Towns, and Villages, in the Neighhonrhood of Rome ; of
the Paintings, Scalptnres, and Vestiges of Antiqnity which
they contain, as well as of the pictnresqne Scenery winery

surronnds them.
" This work has exacted onr trihute of approhation, and we con

fidenlly assert, that it will prove well worthy the attention of the
classic reader, and equally acceptahle to the lovers of the fine arts."
Anti 'fac. "The great merit of the work consists in the heauty
of the etchings, and in the clear and accorate manner in which the
vestiges of anisquily are pointed out and explained." Lit. Jour*.
" The materials h,ive heen well employed, and evidenlly directed
hy personal ohservations." Ann. Rev. " The world is indehted
for this volome, we helieve, to Miss Knight, the utthor of Marcue
Flaminios ; and it will he considered as anuther hononrahle proof of
her ahilities and assiduity. The plates, in numher twenty, are tonched
with spirit, and add much to the interest of the work." Eel. Rrv.
'' it ls nut onr fortune olten to meet with a volome, where more in
formation and tntertainment are combined. Twenty etchings, hy
the anthor, are introduced in the votume. These are slight, hut
executed with remarkahle neatness and precision. A map also of
the campagna is prefixed. The work is confidenlly, and we helieve
righlly, attrihuted to a lady already celehrated as a writer, the ac
complished Cornelia Knight." Brit. Crit. "The writer of : i-.e
work liftoff i** is entilled to considerahle praise, 'or conveying
much agreeahle information in po'ite and easy diction. Jt m*.
tuilice to add, thai no place of ancient or modern celehrity, with:!



MEDlClNE, SURGERY, AND CHEMlSTRY.

.he ron:re. nf tkat pirt of the late Papal territory wtricli was railed
Latinm. f' here pasted without lome remark'*, interesting to Uiute
who either have viaitcd or may *int ltaly." As'. Rev.

TRAVELS THROUGH THE SOUTHERN

PROVlNCES OF THE RUSS1AN EMPlRE, in lhe Years
179.1 and 17i4. Translated from the original German of

Professor PALLAS, Connsellor of Stale to the Emperor of
Rnssia, Memher of the principal Literary Societies of
Enrope, &c ln 2 vols. 4to. Price 'l. 7*. in Boards,
emhellished with very numerons Maps and Plates, moslly
colonred, illnstrative of the Manners, Dress, and Cnstoms
of the varions Tartar Nations, and of different Snhjects
relative to the Natural History and Antiqnities of a Tract
of Conntry, extending several thonsand Miles in length,
and never hefore descrihed.
A few Copies of this splendid Work are printed on floe

royal paper. Price 91. 9s. in Board*.

lLLUSTRATlONS of the SCENERY of

KlLLARNEY, the snrronnding Conntry, and a consider
ahle Part of the Sonthern Coast of lreland.

By lSAAC WELD, Esq. M R. l. A.
1n 1 vol. 4to. with nnmerons Plates eleganlly engraved.
Price tL Is. and on royal Paper, with first lmpressions of
the Plates, Price 31. St. id extra Boards.

TRAVELS lN UPPER AND LOWER

EGYPT, in Company with several Divisions of the French
Army; during the Campaigns of General Bonaparte in thai
Conntry. Puhlished under the immediate Patronage of
the Chief Consul. Ky VlVANT DENON,
One of the Artists who accompanied the Expedition.

Translated from the Original hy Aithnr Aikitt. The Se
cond Edition. ln 3 vols. Hvo. Price W. Is. in Boards, ac
companied hy very numerons large Plales, consisting of
Views taken in Lpper and Lower Egypt, of Rei n .s sta
tions of Antiqnities and Hieroglyphics, of Ohjects in Na
tural History, of Manners and Cnstoms, Ate. engraved hy
eminent Artists, and Fac.sinttles of the Originals.

NORTH WALES , inclndin;; its Scenery, An

tiqnities. Cnstoms, and some Sketches of its Natural His
tory , delineated from 1 wo Excarsions throngh all the
lnteresting Parts of that Conntry, dnring the Summer
of il9KaBd

By the Rev. W. B1NGLEY, A M.
Fellow of the Litmean Society, and late of Pcterhonse,

Camhridge.
lit 2 vols. Hvo. lllnstrated with a new and accarate Map,
Frontispieces, and hev' ral favourite Welsh Airs. l/. lf. Rds.
" We oavr no hesitation io declaring that these volomes deVrve

to ht ranked amonc the hest performances of the kind . nor will any
*ne hereafter act wUely, who shonld visit North Wales, withont
Slaking them htt companion." Brit. Crit.

GLEANlNGS THROUGH WALES, HOL.

LAND, AND WESTPHALlA. By Mr. PRATT.
The Sixth Edilion. ln 3 vols. Price l/.4*. in Boards.

"After many a dull and uninteresting tract, to which our duty
enforces attention, it is with a lively pleasure thai wc sit down to
review the volomes hefore ns. And the delight which we feel is
similar to that of the traveller, who hath past from the long and
sandy desert, where he had wandered with fatigne and anxiety, into
a tine diversified conntry." Ami Jac. " Wc have found so many
lively and pleasant exhihitions ut manners, so many amosing and
interesting anecdutes, and so many ohservations and reflections,
gay and grave, sportive and sentimental (all expressed in s gay ana
familiar style) hetter snited to the purpose than sentences lahonred
tllh artiricijl exactness, that we cannut hut recommend it to our
readers as a highly amosing and interesting performance." Anal. Rev.

GLEANlNGS lN ENGLAND; descriptive

of the Conntenance, Mind, and Character of the Conntry.
By Mr. PRATT.

Vol. l. 1l. Price lfn. t /. each, in Boards . and Vol. lll.
containing a Variety of interesting and important Topics ;
lncloding a Sketch of London, and new Views of Peace
and War. Price l iti Boards.
The Second and Third Volomes may he had separately.
" We may, with propriety, term the anthor, ' A safe companion

and an easy friend :' and he may he considered, in some decree, js
the Te iters of English tonrists, and he has manifested himself a
stneere lover of his conntry." Af. Rev. " The anthor cont:nnes
to merit the character he has long and deservedly maintained, of a
sprighlly and agreeahle writer j of an intelligent, and often R saga
cions ohserver of human life and manners." Brit. Crit. "The
F.ngli&h Gleaner has here formed a golden sheaf upon English
gronnd." Ant i Jac. " lie is one of those writers who endeavonr
to speak to the heart and to disseminate those virtnes which con.
*itutc at once the glory and the felicity of social man." M. Rev.

THEJUVENlLE TOURlST; or, Exclusions

throngh varions Parts of the lsland of Great Britain ; in
cloding the West of England, the Midland Connties, and
the whole Connty of Kent : illnstrated with Maps, and in
terspersed with historical Anecdutes and poetical Extracts,
for the lmprovement of the rising Generation: in a Series
of Letters to a Pupil By JOHN EVANS, A. M. 5s. Od lids.

NOTES ON THE WEST lNDlES, written

during the Expedition under the Command of the late
General Sir Ralph Ahercromhy ; incloding Ohservations
on the lsland of Barhadoes, and the Setllements cap
tured hy the British Troops npon the Const of Gninea.
Likewise Remarks relating to the Creoles and Staves of
the Western Colonies, and the lndians of Sonth America.
With occasional Hints regarding the Seasoning, or Yet.
low Fever of Hut Climates. By GEORGE PlNCKARD, M.D.
Of the Royal College of Physicians, Depnty lnspector
General of Hospitals to His Majesty's forces, and Physi
cian to the Bloomshnry Dispensatory. ln 3 vols. tJvo.
Price l/. los. in Boards.
" Thongh the anthor has given to his ohservations the modest

tille of ' Noies,' they are certainly deserving of a higher cha
racter. The style is easy and simple, and the letters are highly
deserving perosal. This work will he fonnd generally lnteresting,
as it gives a good view ut the state of the West lndia Setllements ;
hut it will he fonnd more pirlicolarly worthy of tlie attention of
those who wish io add to their information with resivrl to slavery,
and West lndia fttte.tsrs.'* Lit. Journ. '. This work is an extreme
ly vatuahle addition to onr information upon Colonial Affairs. U
ahonnds in facts the resull of actusl ohservation." Edinb. Jhru.

MED1C1NE, SURGERY, AND CHEMISTRY.

THE PRlNClPLES OFSURGERY ; Volume
the First ; as they relate to Wonnds, Ulcers, anrl Fistulas ;
Anenrisms, and Wonnded Arteries, Fractnres of the Limhs,
and the Duties of the Military anil Hospital Snrijeon.

By JOHN BELL, Surgeon.
1n 1 large vol. royal 4to. illnstrated hy Eighty Engravings,
many of them accarately colonred from Nature. Price.U..J*.

—————Volume the Second ; containing
the Operations of Snrgery, as they relate to the Anatomy
and Diseases of the Urethra and Bladder, and the Anatomy
and Diseases of the Scali and Brain. ln Two Paru, royal
4lo. illnstrated hy nnmerons Engravings. Prior hl. 6s.

A SYSTEM of OPERATlVE SURGERY,
fonnded ott the BASlS of ANATOMY.

By CHARLES BELL.
Volome the First, in royal Hvo. lllnstrated with numerons
Engravings. Price llls, in Boards.

THEANATOMYOFTHEHUMAN BODY.

By JOHN and CHARLES BELL, Surgeons, Edinhorgh.
1n 4 vols, royal 8vo. The Two lir&t Volumes or tho ahove
Work contain the Anatomy of the Bones, Mnscles, and
Joints; and of the Heart and Arteries; with numerons
Ensrraving*. Pjice U. 10s. i.i Boards. The Third Volome
contains the Anatomy of the Brain, and Description of
the Conrse of the Nerves, and the Anatomy of the Eye and
Ear, with Engravings. Price lot. in Boards. The Font lh

contains the Anatomy of the Viscera of the Ahdomen, the
Parts in the Male and Female Pelvis, and the Lymphatic
System. With an Appendix and Engravings, which com
pletes the Work, royal Svo. The Second Edition. Price
15s. in Boards.

ENGRAVlNGS OF THE ARTERlES, il

lnstrating the Second Volome of the Anatomy of the
Human Body. By JOHN BELL, Surgeon ; and serv
ing as an lntroduction to the Surgery of the Arteries, hy
CHARLES BELL, Surgeon Snperhly printed in imperial
8vo. and heantifolly colonred. The Second Edition, Price
1/. i t. in Boards.
" We have seen no work hetter calcolated for giving clear ideas

on ttits important hranch of anatomy, and we strongly recom.
rm nd it to onr medical friends, as at once a very osefol and
highly orndnielitjl addition to their lihraries." M. Rev.

THE ANATOMY OF THE BRAlN; ex.

plained in a Series of Engravings, heantifolly colonred,
with a Dissertation on the Communication hetween the
Ventricles of the Brain. By CHARLES BELL,
Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons, of Edinhurgh,
In royal 4to. Price 21. es. in Boards.
" We have here a puhlication, which reflects much credit on the

anthor's anatomical knowledge, and on 1m skill as an artist. The
plates are execoted in a very soperior style of correctness and
elegance. AT. Rev. This heautifol, accurate, and elegant Work
is a real acquisition to the stody ot Anatomy. The engraving ifl
colonred, and is execoted in a soft delicate style, which most hap
pily expresses the natural appearance of the parts, an advantage of
pecoliar valoe in the complicated and minute anatomy of the hrain.
J lit author is himself a draughtsman, i circonistiuc* which tend*



 

PRlNTED FOR LONGMAN, HURST, REES, AI

to ensure the IdeJitjt of representation, and strolifly enforces the
utility of inakmj; the at t of dnwing an t4*fntia1 in Hie education of
tj.ose, *hOM profession reqoires a toowleligc of the iltusion ut
natural ohjects." Alrd, Jour.

A SERlES OF ENGRAV1NGS, explaining

the COURSE of the NERVES. By CHARLES BELL,
Fellow ol' ttic Royal College of Surgeons. On royal 4lo.
wjth lellt:r. *;ess Descriptions. Price 1/. ls. in Boards.
" Tluie cnj.avings are in the anthor's osual .rtvle of correctness

and elegance, a d th^y may therefore he regarded as a vatuahle
acqnisition to the medical library." At. Rev.

ENGRAVINGS OF THE BONES, MUS

CLES, and JOlNTS, illnstrating the first Volome of the
Anatomy of the Human Body. By JOHN BELL, Surgeon.
1n 4to. with ahont 2.H) pases of explanatory Letterpress.

Price U. Us. tv/. m Rnards.

DlSCOURSES ON THE NATURE AND

CURE OF VVOIINlJS. Uy JOHN BELL, Surgeon.
Second Edition, in 8vo. Price 8s. in Boaids.

SURGlCAL OBSERVATlONS. Parti, con.

tuning a Classification of Tumonrs, with Cases to illtts.
fatc lli# History of c*ifli SperiPs ; ait Aecoliut of Dis
eases nhjf lt striclly resemhle the Venereal Disease; and
varions Cases illnsttalive of different Surgical Suhjects.

l.J JOHN A8F.RNETHY, F.R S.
Honorary Memher of the Royal Medical Society of Edin
hnrgh, and of the Medical Societies of Paris, Philadel
phia, kc, Assistant .Surgeon ol St. Bartholomew's Hospi
tal, and Teacher of Anatomy und'£urgery. 8vo. 6s. in Bds

Part lT. containing an Accottnt

of the Disorders of Heallh in general, and of the digestive
Organs in particalar. t 1nch accompany local Diseases, and
ohstruct their Cm e ; .Ohservations on Diseases of the
Urethra, particalarly or* that Part which is surronnded hy
the Prostrate Gland ; and Ohservations relative to the
Treatment of one Species of the Naevi Malerni.

By JOHN ABKRNETHY, F.R.S. &c.
ln l vol. 8vo. Price 6s. in Boards.

THE CHEMlCAL LECTURES of the late

celehrated Dr. JOSEPH BLACK,
R,yi ns Professor of Chemistry in the University of Edln.
bftigk; puhlished from theAnthor's Mannscripts, hy JOHN
ROHilV'SON. LL.D. Professor of Natural Philosophy in the
University of Edinhorgh. With Nutes, philosophical and
historical, hy the Edilor, parlly for lllnstration of the
Text, ajisl parlly in order to ascertain the Claims of Dr.
Black, and uther eminent Philosophers of these Kingdoms,
to the great Discoveries and lmprovements which have

heen made in lhis Science, especially since the Year 17fto,
ln t vols 410. with a Head of the Author. Price 31. '3s. Bds.

ELEMENTS OF CHEMlSTRY AND NA.

TUKAL H1STORY. To which is prefixed, the Philosophy
ttf Cliemistrv. By A. F. FOURCROY.
The 5th Ertitton, with Vutes. By JOHN THOMSON, Snr.
gei'li, Edinhorgh. ln 3 vols, royal 8vo. Price K. lis. 6d.
" This edition has a claim to our at'ention, on acconnt of the

stole* which han heen added hy the editor. The Nutes on the
Animal Kin^dnm, t'nn lV. are particolarly instructive and inte
resting. The sittne may indeed he said nearly of the whole; and
we hare no donht that this edition Kill he fonnd highly osefol to
chemical stodents." to. R/ti.

LECTURES ON DlET AND REGlMEN :

heing a systematic lnqniry into the most rational Means of
preserving Heallh, and prolonging Life; together with
Physiological and Chemical Explanations, calcnlated
chiefly for llie Use of Families ; in order to hanish the pre
vailin* Ahnses and Prejndices in Medicine. ln 1 large
vol. 8vo. By A. F. M. WlLLlCH, M. D.
The Third Edttion, enhuted and improved. Price9s, Bds.

** Wr haw i^'d enongh loevinc*. that the writer has folfilled kit
lds promises, and, on the whole, has given hy far the follest, most
perlec t , and comprehensive dietetic system which lias jet ap
peared." Crit. Rev. " This work is nut only a vatuahle accession
l« medical science, hut most prove an inestimahle accommodation
huth to families and individuals situated at a distance from regular
advice." Sew tend. Rev.

QUlNCYS LEXlCON MEDlCUM ; A New

Medical Dictionary , containing: an Explanation of the
Terms in Anatomy, Physiology, Practice of Physic, Materia
Medica, Chemistry, Pharmacy, Surgery, Midwifery, and
the varions Branches of Natural Philosophy, connected
with Medicine. To which is added, A Glossary of Ohsolete
Terms, from Casteltt. Blanchard, Qnincy, James, &c.

By ROBERT HOOPER, M. D. F. L. S.
Asei?lant Physician to the Saint Mary.le.Bone 1nfir
mary, &c. lu 1 very large vol. 8vo. Price 16s. in Boards.

THEPHARMA

COLLEGEOF PHYSlC
English ; with Nutts, 1
tions, &c. &c. ByTH'
Lnmleyan Lecturer al
Senior Physician of
Edition, revised and ad
of the College ; with at
of Medicines. By JOF
Royal College of Pays
and to St. Bartholomev

A TREATlSE C

ON M1LlTARY OPER
OF THE WEST 1NDH

By BENJA
Author of a " Treatise
Physician to Chelsea 1
Physicians of London,
American Philosophies
Fonrth Edition, in 1 vo

MED1CAL TR,

Cow Pox—Hl. On ttt
Witchrraft— V. On the
rica— Vl, On Hospital
Prisons. By BENJA

ln 1 vol. 8v'

A TREATlSE 0

SEQUENCES of OPH
qniry into its Contasio

By ARTHUB
Fellow of the Royal Ct
one vol. livo. Price Is.
The ohjects of this 1

Progress of the^Opttuo
propagated hy Con lag
natnre and inflnence '
tion in general, hot p;
niin; and to detail a 1
fonnd snccessfol in its

THEOUTLlN1

ART, OR THE PR1Nr
to a Knowledge of the
of the Horse, the Ox,
more scientific and s
varions Diseases.
Professor of Animal 1t-

Anatomical Plates. F
" ln the execotijw of

serves considerahle credi
work is the hest and mos
h;il has hithrrio appears

THE MODERI
By EDWARD l

Of the Royal College 0
to the Forces, &c. ln

'* 'l'his votume may he p
the hest compendium of
therapcutics, *hich wc h
" Wc earneslly recomme,
particolarly of the junh
written in an ahle and scii

MEDlClNiE P

Symptomata, Cansas,
Kationem. exhihens.
Collegtt Rcgalis Medit
tns Medico. Editio '
data. Price 5s. sewee

PRACTICAL

UTERlNE HEMORR
nagenient of the Plac*
Lectnrer on Midwife
Physicians and Snrg
Price 5s. IB Boards.

OBSERVATlC

taining an Acconnt
place, the Canses wl
preventing, or treatin
Lectnrer of Midwife
Physicians and Surg
Price 5?. in Hoards.

AN ESSAY, M

mical, on DRUNKE]
inau Body. By '
Late Physician to 1
Royal Medical Sociel
tion. ln 1 vol. tivo. P



DlVlNlTY.

MEDIClNA NAUTlCA ; an Rwry on the

Diseases of Seamen. By THOMAS TROTTER. M. T>.
Late Physician lo his Majesty's Fleet, &c. 1n 3 vols 8vo.

Price U, it. m Boards.

MEDlCAL COLLECTlONS ON THE EF

FECTS OF COLD, as a Remedy to certain Diseases.
With 3tt Appendix containing an Acconnt of some Experi
ments made willi a View to ascertain the Effects of Cold

Water npon Hie Pulse.
By JOHN EDMONDS STOCK. M. D.
ln 1 vol. 8vo. Pike fa. in Boards.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE OPHTHALMlA

which has appeared in England siuce the Retnrn of the
Egyptian Expedition. Containing an Examination of the
Mranx hy which the Disease is commnnicated, the Extent
to which it is' inflnenced hy Climate and Situation, its
Symptoms, Conseqnences, and Treatment, with a colonred
Representation of its external Appearances.

By JOHN VETCH. M. D.
Memher of the Medical Society of Edinhorgh, and Assist
ant Surgeon to the 67th Foot. Price fa. Boa ids.

CONVERSATlONS ON CHEMlSTRY. ln

which the Elements of that Science arc familiarly ex
plained and illnstrated hy Experiments. 1n : vols. l2mu
with plates hy Lowry. Price lU. in Boards.
" Tllis is a hook which we hate no hesitation m recommrnding

to all such si are entering npon Hie stodv nf Chemistry, and who
wish to have the ute/ul mixed wtth a litlle of the nvrtt. They will
find Mrj. B. to he a very intelligent instrurtor." Lit. journ.
" We do nut lmitate to recommend this Work as an usefol and en
tertaining performance The plateS ,rr engraved hy Lowr?, and
though ihev are mere onllines, vet, hy the truth of perspective and
jodicions adaptation of theT several parts, thev answer all the por
poses of finished designs, and have no slight claim to elegance."
Cm. Rev. " We shall nut scruple to claim the ihan.s ol onr
readers for thos pointing out to them the very hest introduction to
the science of Chemittry that the English language art. mis."

7

Ann. Rrt'. " The view which 1* takes of the snbject embraces the
most lnteresting and important parts of the science: the leading
doctrines of Clu.nmtrf are explained in a manner which is at tbe
lame time familiar and correct; the style is perspicooos ; and the
dialogne, on the whole, it natural and' unemharrassed." M. Rn*.
" This work may he *tronaly recommended to yonng stodents of
buth sexes. l hep* rspicotty of tuf style, the regular disposition of
the suhject, the jodicions selection of illostrative expenments and
the elegance of the plates, are so well adapted to the capacity ut' he
ginners, and especially ol those who do nut wish to dive deep into
the science, thai a more appropriate puhlication can hardly he de
sired." Brit. Crit. *

THE MEDlCAL GUlDE, for the Use of
Families and Yonng Practitioners, or Stndents in Medi
cine and Snreery; heing a complete System of Modern
Domestic Medicine ; exhihiting in familiar Terms the latest
and most important Discoveries relative to the Prevention,
Distinction, Canses, and Cure of Diseases hy Medicine
and Diet, particalarly Consumption of the Ltmfcs, Asthma,
lndigestion. Flatulence, Gont, Scrophula. Pal*y, Rhenma
tism. Cancer, Worms, Nervons and Bilions Complaints,
the Diseases nf Children, &c. kc. To which are added,
a Family Dispensatory and a Copions Appendix, contain
ing explicit instructions for the ordinary Management of
Children, and snch Cases or Accidents which reqnire im
mediate Aid, &c By RlCHARD REECE, M. D.
Fellow of the Royal College of Snrgeons, A nthoi of a Trea
tise on the Lichen lslandicns, in Diseases of the Lnngs,
&c. Fonrth Edition, considerahly enlarged and corrected.
ln l vol. 8vo. Price 10*. 6d. ln Boards

AN ACCOUNT of the DlSEASES of lNDlA,

as they appeared in the English Fleet, and in the Naval
Hospital at Madras, in i"K'2 and 178.1. With Ohservations
on Ulcers, and the Hospital Sores of that Conntry. To
which is prefixed, A View of the Diseases on an Expedi
tion and Passage of a Fleet and Armament to lndia, in
nHl. By CHARLES CURTlS,
Formerly Snrgeon of the Medea Frigate. ln One vol. 8vo.
Price 76. in Boards.

D1V1N1TY.

SERMONS. By Sir Henry MoncrieffWbll.

WOOD, Bart. D.D. and F U R. Edinhorgh; one of the
Ministers of Sl. Cuthhert's. Edinhorgh, and Senior Chap
lain in Ordinary in Scolland to H. R. H. the Prince of

Wales. ln 1 vol. kvo. Price 8*. tid. in Boards.
" We have endeavonred to do jnstice to the learned and pions an

thor, hy luch extracts from his work, a!* ouT limits wonld allow os
to insert. lhey arc hut few of very many that we conld have se
lected ; and we have no txtiurion in savins, that hy far the greater
part of the hook, if nut the whole, will he fonnd equal to the speci
mens here presented to the reader." Brit. Crit.

ZOLLlKOFERS SERMONSONTHE DlG

NlTY OF nH\, from the German.
By the Rev. WlLLlAM TOOKE, F.R.8.

ln 2 large vols. Svo. Second Edition, Price U. U, Boards

SERMONS ONTHE EVlLS
THAT ARE lN THE WORLD, and on varions uther To

pics, from the German.
By the Rev. WlLLlAM TOtf KF., F.R.S.
ln 2 vols. Svo. Price u. it. h^Boards.

SERMONS ON EDUCA

TlON, Arc. from the German.
By the Rev. WlLL1AM TOOKE, F K S.

ln 2 large vols. 8vo. Price l/. is. in Boards.
The concarrent testimony of all the p*rodical jonrnals,

hoth at home and ahroad, in favour of the Sermons and
devutions of tin.. celehrated divine, nut only on acconnt of
the nnaffected and captivating strain of eloqnence ln
which they flow, but for the henign aHd trnly evangelical
spirit with which they are animated, is sufficienlly known.
That they hreathe the pure and gennine spirit of christianity,
and exhihit religion to onr view in a form the most ani
mated and alloring, is indeed their peculiar praise, as
thousands can happily testify, from their own experience
of the cheerfol and placid inflnence they have had npon
their hean and life, in short, they irresistihly recom
mend themselves to all who wonld see christianity rescned
from the jargon of the schools, and imhihe it as the pure
and immortal religion of the Son of God.

SERMONS. By the Rev. Sydney Smith,

A.M. late Fellow of New College, Oxford. 1n 2 vols,
foolscap 8vo. Price lis. in Boards.
" Mr. Smith pos^.wes a command oi' words, and he h a spirited

and atostule declaimer." id. Rev.

OCCASlONAL DISCOURSES o

Snhjects. By the Rev. RlCHARD MUNKHOUSE, D.D.
of the Qneen's College, Oxford. ln 3 volt. Svo. emhellish

ed with a Portrait of the Anthor, Price i/. 4s. in Boards.
. " We are of opinion that Dr. Muukhonse deserves much com
mendation, and of thjt particolar kind which it has heen his
amhition to ohtain." Crit. R^v.

A NEW LlTERAL TRANSLATlON from

the Original GREEK of the APOSTOLlCAL EPlSTLES,
with a Commentary, and Nutes Philological, Critical, Ex
planatory, and Practical : to which is added, a History of
the Life of the Aposlle Panl.

By JAMES MACKNlGHT, D.D.
Anthor of " A Harmony of the Gospels,'' Arc. The 2d
Edition (to which is prefixed an Acconnt of the Life of
the Anthor.) ln 6 vols. Svo. Price 31. 13s. 6d. in Boards.

LECTURES delivered in the Parish Church of

Wakefield, in the Year 1802, on that Part of the Liturgy
of the Chnrch of England contained in the Morning
Prayer. By THOMAS ROGERS, M.A.
Master of the Grammar School, Afternoon Lectnrer of Sl.
John's, and Snnday Evening Lecturer of the Parish Chnrch
in Wakefield. 1n 4 vols, crown 8vo. Price ll, 4s. in

Boards.

THE RULE and EXERClSES of HOLY

L1VlNG, in which arc descrihed the Means and lnstrn
ments of ohtaining every Virtne, and the Remedies against
every Vice, and Considerations serving to the resisting all
Temptations ; together with Prayers, containing the Whole
Dnty of a Christian, and the Parts of Devution fitted for

all Occasions, and fornished for all Necessities.
By JEREMlAH TAYLOR, D.D.

Chaplain in Ordinary to King Charles the Firsl. And
edited hy the Rev. Thomas Thirlwall, M. A. the 27th Edi
tion, in l vol. Svo. Price 7*. in Boards.

LETTERSTO DlSSENTlNG MlNlSTERS,

and to STUDENTS for the MlNlSTRY, from the Rev.
Mr. JOB ORTON, transcrihed from his original Short.
Hand, with Nutes Explanatory and Biographical.

By S. PALMER. ln 2 vols. l2tno. Price 8s. in Boards.
These Letters were addressed to the Rev. Dr. Ashworth,

the Rev. Messrs. Clark, Seddon, Rohins, Hughes, Palmer,
Ate. in all upwards of Seventy ; hesides several to and
from Persons of a different Description, introdnced in

the Memoirs and Appendix.



PRlNTED FOR LONGMAN, HURST, REES, AND ORME.

" We have no hesitation in saying, that Mr. Palmer lias perform
<d an acceptahle service in compiling this collection of Letters.
They may he read hoth with pleasure nnd profit hy persons ol all
denominations, and, more particularly, huth hy Dissenting Minn
ters, and those also of the Estahlished church." Cri:. Rev.

DEVOTlONAL EXERClSES, for the Use

of YOUNG PERSONS.

By CHARLES WELLBELOVED. .
The Third Edition, in i vol. l2ino. Price '5s. honnd.
" The design of this litlle volome is excel1 ent, and equal commen

dation may he grven to its execotion." M. Rev.

LETTERS from the Rev. Mr. Job Orton, and
the Rev. Sir James Stonehonse, Burt. M D. to the Rev
Thomas Stedman, M.A. Vicar of Sl. Chad's, Shrewshnry

The 2d Edit. ln 2 vols, foolscap 8ve. Price KW.6tf. Boards.

THE POWER OF RELlGlON ON THE
MlND, in Retirement, Affliction, and at the Approach rtf
Death. Exemplified in the Testimonies and Experience

of Persons, distingnished hv their Greatness, Learning,
or Virtne. By LlNDLEY MURRAY.
The luth Edit, corrected, and greally enlarged. Ss. 6tf. hd.

'* llis;i hook which may he read with profit, hy persons in all
situations; and, with the rising generation, it may answer the
donhle purpose of improving them in hiography and in virtne."
M. Rev. " We have had freqnent occasion to apeak of the dili
gence, good sense, and good intentions of Mr. Murray ; and we con.
gratiilaie him sincerely on the success of this particolar work."
Brit. Crit. " This work has heen long and ioslly admired ; and,
in its present enlarged stale, forms, in onr opinion, one of ihe heat
hooks that can he put into the hands of yonng people." Qua. sf Ed.

LE POUVOlR DE LA RELlGlON SUR

L'ESPRlT, dans la Retraite, L'Affliction, et anx Approches
de la Mott; demontre par les Actions, les Sentimens, et
la Continue, ties Personnes illnstrts par letir Rang, lenr
Savoir, et lenrg Vertns. Tradnit de 1'Angtaise, de la

dixieme Edition de LiuUley Murray, par L. R. LaFAYB.
Price 4s. honnd.

EDUCATION.

AN ENGLISH SPELLlNG BOOK ; with

Reading Lessons adapted to the Capacities of Children :
in Three Parts, calculated to advance the Learners hy na
tural and easy Gradations ; and to teach Orthography and
Pronunciation together.

By LlNDLEY MURRAY,
Author of " English Grammar," fee. The Fonrth Edition.
ln demy lSrao. Price ls. fief, honnd.
" we donht not that, in process of time, the spelling hook will have

as many admirers as the gran.mar has already ohtained. '" ltup.
Rev. " We recommend to the puhlic this most important little
volome, as the only work with which we are acquainted, in the
English language, tor teaching children to Petd. written hy n phi
losopher and a man of taste." Lit. yoorn. " We ran recommend
tt as the hest work ol the kind which has lately fallen under our
inspection " Anlljac. " ln this book are several nsefol thina*,
nut commonly lonnd in such works." Brit. Crit. " This litlle
book is singularly well adapted to answer the purpose for which it
is intended." Af. Rev. " Mr. Murray has composed one of the
hest elementary hooks for children in the English language." Crit.
9ev. " This is a very neal and osefol elementary hook." Chr. Ob.

FlRST BOOK FOR CHlLDREN.

By LlNDLEY MURRAY. Price rirf. sewed.
"This very improved Primmer is intended to prepare the

learner for the ahwve mentioned Spelling Hook, and is particolarly
intended hy t he anthor to assist muthers in the instruction of
their yonng children." M. Rev.

ENGLlSH GRAMMAR, adapted to the dif
ferent Classes of Learner*. With an Appendix, containing
Rules and Ohservations, for assisting the more advanced
Stndents to write with Perspicaity and Accaracy.

By LlNDLEY MURRAY.
A new and improved Edition, heing the Twelfth. ln 1 vol.
Deiny tiiino. Price lis. Od. honnd; and on snperfine royal,
Price 5s. in extra Boards.

AN ABRlDGMENT OF MURRAY'S ENG

LlSH GRAMMAR. With an Appendix, containing Ex
ercises in Parsing, in Orthography, in Syntax, and in
Punctnation. Designed tor the yonnger Classes of Learn
ers. The Fonrteenth Edition, enlarged and improved
Price ls. hound.

ENGLlSH EXERClSES, ADAPTED TO

MURRAY'S ENGLlSH GRAMMAR, consisting of Exem
plifications of the Parts of Speech. lnstances of False
Orthography, Violations of the Rnles of Syntax, Defects in
Punctnation, and Violations of the Rnles respecting Per
spicaity and Accaracy. Designed for the Benefit of Pri
vate Learners, as well as for the Use of Schools. The
Ninth Edition, mnch improved. Price 2s. 6d. honnd.

A KEY TO THE ENGLlSH EXERClSES ;

calcalated 1o enahle private Learners to hecome their own
lnstructors in Grammar and Composition. The Eighth
Edition. Prce £s. honnd. Tbe Exercises and Key may be
had together. Price 4s. honnd.
" Mr. Murray's English Grammar, tnglish Exercises, and Ahridg

ment of the Cram mar, claim 0u' attention, on acconnt of then
heing composed on the principle we have so freqnenlly recom
mended, ol comhining religions and moral improvement with the
elements of scientific Knowledge. The late learned Dr. Blair gave
his opinion of it in the following terms:—' Mr. Lindlev' Murray's
QrHOKnar, with the Exercises and the Key it' r separate vn'ume, 1
*sfeem as a most excellent performance, t think it superior to any
work of thjt nature we have yet had ; and am persuaded that it is,
hy much, .the hest Grammar of the English language extant. On
Syntax, in particolar, lie has shown a wonderfol degree of acoteness
*nd precision, jn ascertaining Hie pr*prietv of lan.nyajnr, and in
recHfyiDJ the aumhei less errors which writers' are apt to commit.
Most osefol these hooks most certainlv he to all who are applying
X*!e'nselves to the arts of composittOD'." Guard, of Edtsc.

" Mr. Murray's Grammar, Exercises, and Key to the Exercises,
form allogether, hy far, the mos' complete and jodicions analysis
of the English language, that has hitherto heen puhlished." Ann. Rev.
" The principle upon which all the puh.ica'ions of Mr. Murray,

for the instruction of the rising generation are lonmleJ, is such as
gives him an unqnestionahle claim tu puhlic proiection." Ami Jac.
"This Grammar is a puhlication oi much merit, and foll) answers

the professions in the Tille. The Appendix. contains some ol the
hest rules for writing eleganlly, and with propriety, that we recol
lect to have seen.'' M. Rev.
" Us materials have heen carefolly and jodicioosly selected ; iti

arrangement is distinct, and well adaped to the purpose ut instruc
tion ; and Us expression is simple, perspicooos, an i accorate." An.R.
"There appears, in tins Grammar, a considerahle share of ju.

liclons analyst ami arrangement. The Author applies his philo.
ogical rules, willi great success, lo some oi the most striking ano
malies in English | hrasology." lint. Crit.

** Tois work has attained to so extensive a circolation, and we
earneslly recommend it to all who are desiroos of acqolring a clear
*n,l comprehensive knowledge of the English langoage." Rele*. Rev.
" l need nut acqoaint the ruhlic with the merit and succv.' of

Undley Morray's English Grammar, which seems to have superseded
every uther." Walter's Out l, of Eng. Grammar.
" We have heen much pleased wilh the pernsal of Mr. Murray'*

English Exercjaet. They occopy, with distinguished excellence, a
most lmportant place in the science ol the English language." M.Rev.
" These exercises are, in general, well calcolated to promute the

purpose ol information, nut only with regard to orthography iand
punctuation, hut also in point of phraseology, syntax, and precise
perspicoity of composition.' Crit. R'V.
" There is great jodgment shewn in these Exercises ; and, what is

no common merit, the greatest perspicoity in the adaption ol the
examples to the several rules." Brit. Crit.

lNTRODUCTlON TO THE ENGLlSH

READER; or a Selection of Pieces, in Prose and Poe
try, &c. By LlNDLEY MURRAY.
The Third Edit, enlarged and improved. 3s. honnd.
"This introduction may he safely recommended, and put into

the hands of yonth: and the roles and ohservations for assisting
them to read with propriety, form to it a very snitahle introduc
tion," M. Rev. " Our pages hear ample testimony, huth to
the ahility and the diligence ol Mr. Murray. His different puhli
cations evince much sonnd jodgment and good sense ; ajid his selec
tions are well calcolated to answer the intended purpose." Br. Cr.

THE ENGLlSH READER; or, Pieces iu

Prose and Poetry, selected from the hest Writers. De
signed to assist yonng Persons to read with Propriety and
Effect ; to improve their Langnage and Sentiments ; and
to incalcate some of the most important Principles of
Piety and Virtne. With a few preliminary Ohservations
on the Principles of good Reading.
By LlNDLEV MURRAY. The Fifth Edition, 4*. hound.
" There is very considerahle merit in this compilation, the con

tents of which are pretty equally made up oi the agreeahle and
he osefol." New L. Rev. " t his work may he recommended as
i osefol companion to the yonng of hoth sexes." Crit. Rett.
" The plan of this work is highly commendahle, and the execu
tion good." Gent. Mag. " The selections are made with goad *
taste, and with a view to moral and religions improvement, as well
as mere entertainment." Brit. Crit. "This selection reflects
much credit on the taste of the compiler ; and the arrangement
'if the varions pieces is jodicions," M. Rev.

SEQUEL TO THE ENGLlSH READER ;

or, Elegant Selections, in Prose and Poetry. Designed to
improve the higher Class of Learners in Reading; lo esta
hlish a Tnste for jnst and accnrate Composition ; and to
promute the lnterests of Piety and virtne.
By LlNDLEY MURRAY. The Second Edit. 4*. honnd.
" The character that we formerly gave ut Mr. Murray's * English

Header,' is jnslly applicahle to the present supplemental volume."
lent. Mag. "The present pu'.lication is evidenlly directed to
the same important ohject, which onr aothor has uniformly pur-
Med in all his former works; the lorther improvement of the
mind and the heart." Vmd. Rrv. " lt is enough to say of tins
nsefol volome that it displays Mr. Murray's taite, jodgment, ana
acquaintance with English literature, and that enlightened regard
10 religion and morality which so eminenlly qualifies htm 10 goid* (
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the rtodtrt of youths' lit. J'***. " TTos compilation (hr
Seqoel) appears more free imra .jlijcc'toDihle pirnr* *, and he. er
adapted to the improvemeni of vyuth, than anyoil.er of the k nd
which we hate teen." Kiltc. *r». " We have no hesitation to
recommending ll'tt Klcti,on the hell ol lis kiod." cnr. Jo*.

LECTEUR FRANOOl8: on, Recueil dc

Fieces, en Prose elett Verse, tires des Meillcort Echvains,
poor semr a perfee lionner lrs it.unes Gens dans la Lec
ture; a etendre lenr Connuts*anrc dc la Langne Fran
coise , el a lrur inculqner des Prntcipes de Vertu et de
Fiete. Par LlNDLEY MURRAY.
.Anienr d'nne Grammairp Anglom'. A.c. i2mo. 4*. 64. hd.
" Mr. Murray is entilled to great commendation tor ihe care

and jodgment evidenlly .lispliyed to til nseful co'lecllon hrfore
m." Antt Jac. " Mpeclal care lifts heen taken to render
the stodv of eloqnence suhservient ts' virtne, ..nd to introduce only
such pieces** shall answer lke donble purpose of pronnting goo*'
principles, and a corr' ct and elegant :aste. Thtt will, no dooht,
dc icsund a very nsefol school hook.'' M. Rev. " . his votume
follows ihe uniform sixe, neatness, and accoracy of Mr. Murrayi
productions. lt ll a valuahle nd lit ion to the lihrary, nut merel*
as heing free from gross delects 'l uther collections, hot as af
fording ilu stoden. such an introduction to French t.teraturc at is
no where else accestthle." Kef. R.v. " Mr. Murray mav claim
the prond tlMe of the lriend of yonth. His numerons and excellent
puhlications lor the uae of )onng people, are loo well known for
ns to descant opon them, the stodent w'll tind ins advantage in
making uae of ' lns work, as he will he sore to lono his u*te after
the moat coi reel models." Crit. Rrv.

JOHNSONS DlCTlONARY OFTHE ENG

LlSH LANGUAGE, lN MlNlATURE, Hl lUtno.
Tlie Eighteenlh Edition. 1'iice :ts. honnd.

LECTURES ON BELLES LETTRES AND

LOGlC. By lhe late WlLLlAM BARRON, F.A.S.E.
And Professor of Belles Lettres and Logic in Hie University
of Sl. Andrews. ln 2 roll, llvo. Price One Gninea. Boardl

"Tllia work ll well calcolated for li e initiation of Ihe rutro,
into the am of criticism and rtielorit. Ihe it.le il remarkahly
perspicoons, and at the unir tim*' anim itc d ; while the nealneea
and distinctneaa ol ihe arrangement merilerery pnite." Ut.Jns.

THE SYNONYMES OF THE LATlN LAN

GUAGE, alphahetically arranged ; with a Critical Dis
sertation npon the Force of Us Prepositions, huth in a
simple and componnd State. By JOHN HlLX, LL.D. &c.
Professor of Humanity in the University, and Fellow uf
the Royal Society of Edinhorgh. ln 4to. il. \u.f't{. Bds.
" l ne vai lety ol corvoui and important information which this

contains most render it a vjlo.ihle acqnisition to every lover ol
ancient learning." Lit. jcurn.

MATTAlRE'S CLASSlCS.

JOHANNlS BONlFONll ARVERNl. Price U. 3d.
CATULLl.TlBtlLLl, ET PROPERTll OPERA. l2mo.

Price 3*. fid. honnd.
C. JlH.ll C/ESARlS ET A HlRT1l. lSmo. is. fid. hd.

NOVUM TE8TAMENlTJM Gra.ce. 12mo. 4i. honnd.
HOMERl lLlAS. l'.'nio. Price 6s. honnd.
M. ANN*l LUCANl FHARSALlA. Wino. .Is. honnd.

MUSARUM ANGLlCANARUM ANALECrA. 4 vola.
l2mo. Price 6*. honnd.

M. VALER1l MAU l lAL1S EPlGRAM *TA. 12mo, Price
Sr. honnd.
CORNEl.ll NEPOTlS VlT/E. Price ls. fid. honnd.
P. 0VlD11 EPlSTOL K Htno. Pi ice 1s. CoT. iMitind.

FASTl TRlSTlA. 12mo. Price li.tid. honnd
C. FLlNH C tClLH SECUNDl Epist. et Paneg. 12nio.

Pric* to. honnd.
CAM SALUsm CR1SPl. l2mo. Price 2s. 6o!. honnd.
SOPHOCLES TRAClEDlA Seutem. 2 vols. l2ino.8>. hd.
P. VlRG1LH MAltOMS OPERA. lHlim. 3r. fid. honnd.

A SHORT lNTRODUCTlON OF GRAM
MAR, generally to he nsed. Compiled and set forth for
4hc hringing up of all those that intend to attain to lhe
Knowledge of the Latin Tongne. By JOHN WARD.

l2mo. Price 24. od.Tmniid.

lNST1TUTlO GR/ECJE GKAMMATlCES

COMPENDlARlA. in nsum revise Scholz WeslmoJias.
tehensis. Ey JOHN WARD.

12mo. Price 2t. 6d. hound.

AN ABRlDGMENT OF MR. PlNKER.

TON\S MODERN GEOGRAPHY; and Professor V lNGE'S
ASTRONOMlCAL lNTRODUCTlON. lll 1 large vol. 8vo.
with a Selection of the moat nseful Maps, accarately co
pied from those in the larger Work, all which were drawn
nnder the Direction and with the latest lmprovements of
ArrofYsmlth. The Second Edition. Price 12*. in Boards.

AN lNTRODUCTlON TO GEOGRAPHY

AND ASTRONOMY, hy the Glohes and Maps. To which
are added. lhe Construction of Maps, and a Tahle of La
titudes and Lmgitndes. By E. and J. BRUCE,
Teachers of Geography and the Mathematics, The Sc.

aients. ln 1 vol. 1 Price 5i. ld Boards.

AN lNTRODUCTlON TO THE Geo

graphy OF THE NEW TESTAMENT; coaprklH »
Summary Chronological and Gengrnphrcal View of the
Eventt recorded respedinc the Ministry of Onr Sarionr;
with Qnestions for Examination, and an accented lndex,
principally designed for the Use of Yonng Persons, and
fof lhe Sunday Employmeni of Schools.

By LANT CARPENTER.
ln l vol l?mo. illnsirated with Maps Second Edition.

Price $%. Boards.
" We r comi end thhi hook to all *u* ii as are in x loos to ohtain

accoracv and precis on ln their geographic .l and chronological
k i , ? . far aa relates to the lll.tor* of the eventa recorded in
the w rllingt of the New re.tamenl.'' ; . . . Jwr.

PITY'S GlFT; a Collection of interesting

l'ales. from the Works of Mr. Pratl. ln l vol. l2tno. em
hellished with Wood Cuts. Price 3s.

THE PATERNAL PRESENT; being a Se-

inel to Pity's Gifl. Chiefly selected from the Writings of
Mr. Pratl. Emhellished with ll Wood Cuts. 3s. honnd.

AN lNTRODUCTlON TOTHE THEOR V

AND PRACTlCE OF PLANE AND SPHERlCAL TRl
GONOMETRY, and the Oithogrnphic and Siereographic
Projections of the Sphere, incloding the Theory of Na
vigation. lllnstrated hy a Variety of Pnclical Examples,
<ind applied to the Mensuration of Heights and Distances;
to determine the Latitnde hy Two Allitndes of Hi* Sun ;
ihe Longitnde hy Lunar Ohservations; and looilkt im
portant Prohlems on the Sphere, and in Nantical Astro
nomy. By THOMAS KElTH.

ln 1 vol. 8vo. Puce l Of. 6d. ln Boards.

A NEW TREATlSE on the USE of die

GLOBES; or a Philosophical View of the Earth and
Heavens: comprehending an Acconnt of the Future, Mag
nitnde, and Mution of the Earth ; with the natnral Changes
of its Snrface, cansed hy Floods, Eaithqna1.es, &c. 'ie.
signed for the lnstruction of Y utith.

By THOMAS KElTH.
ln 1 vol. 12mo. with Copper.plates. Price 6*. in Boards.
" This volome comprehends a great quan'ity of vatuahle mat

ter in a small compass, and we think it cannut fail to answer the
purposes lor which il is designed." But. Crit. " l his work is
ahly execoted." Cm. Rev.

lNSTRUCTlVE RAMBLES throngh LON

DON and its ENVlRONS. By Mrs. HELME.
Complete in 1 vol. Price 4s. honnd.

" Much topographical and historical knowledge n contjt ned ln
these votumes, mingled with pertinent reflection.." CNr. Rev.

MATERNAL lNSTRUCTlON ; or, Family

Conversations, on moral and interesting Snhjects, inter
spersed with History, Biography, and original Stories.
Designed forthe Pernsal of Yonth.

By ELlZABETH HELME.
ln 2 vols. 12mo. with Frontispieces. Price fis. in Boards.
" ihese litlle stories are interesting and instructive, and mav he

put into the hands of children at ahont ten years old, with much
advanUg*." Ann. Rev. " There is something in lhe plan ol' the
present litlle work particolarly plea.ing. lt is with great jilcasure
that we recommend a work, the design of which is so sensihle, and
the execotion so satisfactory." ttrli.Crit. " Mrs. Heline h is in
this work made a very pleasing addiiion to the Juvenile Lihrary.
Every child most he amnsed h i'.li reading lliem, and lo he improved,
we think he cannut fail." Crit. Rn:

THE HlSTORY OF ENGLAND, related in

Familiar Conversations, hy a Father to his Children. ln
terspersed with moral and instructive Remarks and Oh.
starvations on the most leading and interesting Snhjects,
designed for the Pernsal of Yoiiih.

By ELlZABETH HELME.
ln 1 vols. 12mo. Hs. hd. with Frontispieces hy Hopwood.
" The present performance seems exceedingly well adapted to

the propo.ed porpose, and it i* worthy of a respectahle plate in
the Jovenile Lihrary." Hnf. frii.

LETTERS addressed to a YOUNG LADY,

wherein the Duties and Characters of Women are consi
dered chiefly with a Reference to prevailing Opinions.

By Mrs. WEST.
The Second Edition. ln 3 vols. 12mo. Price U. li. Boards.
" We do nut venture without mature deliheration to asseit.

that nut merely as critics, hut as parents, hnshands, and hrutNers
we can recommend to the ladies of Britain, * The Letters of Mra.
West'." Crit. Knu

LETTERS addressed to a YOUNG MAN

on his First Entrance into Life; and adapted lo the peer,
liar Circamstances of the present Times.

By Mrs. WEST.
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The 4th Edil. In 3 vols. 12tno Pric? 16*. f'tf Boards.
" This work appears to ns highly valoahle. The doctrines which

it teaches are orthodox, temperate, iint form, and liheral; and the
manners which it reccirmnds arf what crerv jodicions parent
wonld wish his son to adopt/' Brit. Crit. "The writer is al
ready known to the world as a novelist and poet, and her writings
in each of these departments hate acquired her considerahle cele
hrity." Cent. Mag. " We consider these letters u truly va.
loah'le, and wonld strongly recommend them to the attention of
©or yonng*' r friends." Or. Rev. " We cannut withhold onr tri
hute of praise which a work of such superlative merit demands.'
Guard, qf Ed.

LETTERS FROM MRS. PALMERSTONE

TO HER DAUGHTER; lncnlcating Morality hy entertain
ing Narratives. By Mrs. HUNTER, of Norwich.

1n 3 vols, post 8vo. Price 15s. in Boards.
" This is a very pleasing and well eMcuted performs nee." Br. Cr.

" The present U tter'; evidenlly dbplajt a hahit of ohservation on
men and manne;s : hut it is of more importance to add that they
exhihit, in U.e person ut the anthor, the patroness ut virtne.'
M. R'V. " These letters jnslly claim h distinguished rank among
the literary productions ut the present day, for yonng persons of
the female .sex, in gem eel life." Goard, if Educ.

LETTERS ON NATURAL HlSTORY,
exhihiting a View of the Power, the Wisdom, and Good
ness of the Deity, so eminenlly displayed in the Formation
t.f theUniverse.and the varions Relations of Utility which

inferior Beings have to the Human Species. Calcnlated
particnlarly for the Use of Schools and Yonng Peraons in
general of huth Se\es. in order to impress their Minds
with a jnst Knowledge of the Creation, and with exalled
ldeas of its Great Anthor. 1llnstrated hy npwards of 100
engraved Snhjects, applicahle to the Work.
By JOHN BlGLAND. 1n l vol. l2mn. Price 9s. Boards
" The different suhjects are treated with hrevity, and nut unfre.

■nenlly with elegance, and arc all rendered suhservient to moral
ity and religion, t he Engraving* are execoted with considerahle
neatness." Crit. Rev. " ln his arrangements the anthor has
displayed great jodrment, as indeed he has in llie execotion of the
work. He has soffered no opportunity to escape him of hlending
religions and moral lessons with his instructions, and he deserves the
highest praise for the tutal exclosion of all indelicate expressions;
and, indeed, of every thing which conld have the most remute ten
dency to contaminate the youthfol mind. His Letters may, there
fore, with great safety, and with a certainly of affording much
v/aJuahle inunction, he put 'nto the hands of youth of huth sexes."
jtnti Jac. " We recommend onr yonng readers to perose the pre
sent work, as a compilation of very nsetul and entertaining infor
mation, free from indecorons allosions and interspersed with osefol
reflectioni." Eel. Rev.

ED FOR LONGMAN, HURST, REES, AK

THE CHRlSTMAS FlRE.SlDE; or the

JUVENlLE CRlTlCS. By SARAH WHEATLEY.
ln l vol. Urn, Price 3s. honnd.

AN EXCURSlON FROM LONDON TO
DOVER: containing some Acconnt of the Manufactures,
Natnral and Artificial Cnriosities, History and Antiqnities
of the Towns and Villages; interspersed with Historical
and Biographical Anecdutes, Natnral History, Poetical Ex
tracts, and Tales, particolarly intended for the Amnsement
and instruction of Yonth. By JANE GARDlNER,
Elsham Hall, Lincolnshire. ln 'l vols. l2mo. tis. honnd.

OF THE GREEK LAN.
new and improved Plan, in English and

By JOHN JONES,
Philological Society at Manchester. Neally

Price 6*. in Boards,
n reality what in the tille-page it professes to
iar upon an improved, as well as a new plan,

regard Mr. Jones's Greek Grammar as a hook that
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M' mher of the
printed in l2mi
" This work is

he, a Greek Cra:
We cannut hut ft,
will be pecoliarly serviceable 10 those who stody or teach the
Creek language," imp. Rev. " lt exhihits many proofs of in
genuity and extensivr research, of a mind acote and vigorons,
and hahitually, and often successfolly, employed in philosophical
investigations." Ann. Rev.

GREEK EXERClSES, in Syntax, Ellipses,

Dialects, Prosody, and Metaphrases, (after the Manner of
" Clarke's and Mair's lntroduction to the making of La
tin/') adapted to the Grammars of Eton, YVellenhall.
Moore, Bell, and Holmes. To which is prefixed, a con
cise hot comprehensive Syntax.

By the Rev. WlLLlAM NE1LSON, D.D.
Minister of Dnndalk, 1reland. The Second Edition. 1n 1
vol.iivo. Price 5s. in Boards, and
" This work striclly folfils the pro

tel. Rev.

AN UNlVERSAL FRENCH GRAMMAR,

heing an accnrate System of French Accidence and Syn
tax, on an improved Plan. By NfCOLAS HAMEL,

Fonrth Edition. Price 3*. 6rf. honnd.
Of the many excellent trench Grammars now in oiep this is
ng the hest."—"lt is huth comprehensive and concise, and

is at well adapted as most Grammars for the nse of schools."—
" He has composed his work on sonnd principles and exact defi.
ai'.iutis."—" His hook demands onr commendation."

GRAMMAT1CA

THE FRENCH LANGUA

By NlC
The Third Edition, with

THE WORLD l

ing a carions and faithf
tent, Productions, Gove
iters, Cnriosities, &c &
the World, compiled f
proper References to the
Language, prefixed to ll
the difficoll Words atid
particalarly nsefol to Sti
the French Langnage.

The Second Edition. 1n

AN ALPHABET

QVJE MAR1BUS, QLVE r
containing all the Examl:
the Rnles quuted nnder e
llie context. By .

ln 1 vol. 12mo.

A KEY TO CHA

heing a correct Translat
tained in that Book.

, Prict

TAYLOR'S TJSEl
the most necessary Parts
dered easy. The Secutii

ed. Price ls. 6d. Also
containing Answers to a
and Directions for the Sn
" Mr. Taylor's l'sefol Arit

n cliild, than any utlier litlle
" The attention of the antho
plan which he has pursned, a
ception." M . Rev. " Thil
initiatory treatise." Kclrc. Ri

THE ARlTHME'

Complete Exercise Book,
and private Teachers.
Teacher of the Mathems
Edition. ln 1 vol. 12mo.

THE UNlON D

all that is trnly nsefol i
Slieridan, and Walker ; ll
Matter selected from Dr. ,
jnsted according to Mr. W
Sheridan's Pronunciation
two eminent .Orthoepists d
The Whole designed t'

Aiiew, the Orthography, E

Accentuation of all the pi
in the English Langnage,
ric.al Appendix of proper 1
Anthorities. By TH
Anthor of a " New Classi
Poeticam," &c. The See*
ditions and lmprovements

%* Upwards of One Tl
Dr. Johnson's Dictionary,
of onr most eminent mo
Blackslone, Chesterfield, B;
son, Shenstone, Cowper,
folly ingrafted on the prest
cal and Mythological Dicti'

HlSTORlCAL A?

QUEST1ONS for the Use c
tion of British and Genera'

By RlCHM
The Fifth Edition, correcte

THE SCHOLAR'S S]

lntended for the Use of Sc

By THOMAS
Master of the Academy, ll
corrected and improved.

THE CHlLD'S MO

strnction. ln 'Five Parts,
Progressive Lessons, adapt
Children; calcalated to in
Use of Stops, in Spelling, a
per Syllahles; and at the s
Knowledge of Natnral His;
several uther snhlime and i

By JOHN
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Anthor of " A lbort Grammar of the Engliih Unini'f.-
and " An lntrodnction to Arithmetic." Prices*. Bonnd.
"ThHts one of the hest cnncn.ed and mast pncticalljr utrljl

pufrtic.tinni for children iliat we luve trco' The lille.1'a,r suffici
enlly explains lltc lntelllRCnl aolhor, plan and devlrn, and necan
aafeh. nuure our rra.ivrs that he has execoted them with equal akill
and fidelity." Anttjae.

JUVENAL and PERSlUS ; with copions ex

planatory Nutes, hy which these difficall Satiricis are ren

dered eaiy and familiar to the Reader. A new Edition,
Hy the Hev. M.MADAN,

1n t vols. 8vo. Price los. in Boards.

DEMOSTHENlS ORATlONES de RE-

Pl'BLlCA DUODEClM cnm Wolnaua lMernretatione.
Accesiil Philippi EpistolaeJtEdinoneO'UUcLMl ALLEN,
A. M. Bvo. Price Is. in Boards.

POETRY.

THE NATURE OF THlNGS; a Didactic

Poem. Translated from Hie Latin of TlTUS LUCRE
TlUS CARUS, accompanied with the origmal Text, and

llloitrated hy Noles, philologicttl and explanatory.
By JOHN MASON GOOD.

ln 2 vols. 4to. emhellished with tlefanlly engraved Fron

tispieces. Price 41. 4a in Boards.
%* The original Text is from Mr. Wakefield's Edition,

re. printed hy the Consent of the Proprietor . and the few
Variations from lt that occar in the Translation, are spe
cified in the Nutes alone, that its lntegrity might nut he

infringed upon.
" We use h ave of this translation w.th much admiration of its

general merit*, and much respect for the ingennity, learning, snd
tane ot the translator. He has execoted hit lahonr in a manner
highly rep'jlahie ro himself, and Ailed a place which wat vacant
ln the catalog.ne of English literature." Am. Rev. " This trans
lation is. in onr opinion, faithful, and at close to the Latin at can
possihly he, and he at the same lime at all intelligihle: snd Mr.
Coo i has avoi ded many errors into which uther translators, parti
cularly Mr. Creech, had talien." Antijac. '* We acknowledge
our opinion, that there it nut any classical poem more favonrable
for translation than that of Lucretios ; and that a mute competent
tran^ator conld scarcely he fonnd, than the anthor of the work
hefore ns." Let. Rev*

THE WORKS of WALTER SCOTT, Esq.

Eleganlly printed on fine yellow wove Paper, hy Ballan.
tyne, in b vols, royal 8vo. Price 5/. 5*. in extra Boards.
Vols. l, .., and 3. contain The Minstrelsy of the Scuttish
Border: Vol. 4, Sir Tristretn, a Metrical Romance; Vol..'j.

.The Lay of the lnst Minstrel, with Ballads and Lyrical

Pieces.

THE MlNSTRELSY OF THE SCOTTlSH

BORDER, consisting of Historical and Romantic Ballads,
collected in the Sonthern Connties of Scutland ; with a
few of a modern Date, fonndell on local Tradition. With

an lntroduction, and Nutes hy the Editor,
WALTER SCOrr, Esq. Advocate.

The Third Edition. 1n .1 vols. Svo. finely printed hy Bal.
lanlyne of Edinhorgh. Price li. 16s. in Boards.

THE LAY OF THE LAST MlNSTREL. A

Poem. By WALTER SCOTT. Esq.
The Fonrth Edition. Price 10*. 6d. in Boards.

BALLADS and LYRlCAL PlECES; .con

sisting of GlenAnlaa, or Lord Ronald's Coronach.—The
Eve of Sl. John.— Cadyow Caslle.—The Grey Bruther.—
Thomas the Rhymer, Parts 1, *3, and .'..—The Fire King.—
Frederick and Alice.—The Wild Huntsmen.—War Song.—
The Norman Horse Shoe.—The Dying Bard.—The Maid of
Toro.—Hellvcllyn. By WALTER SCOTT, Esq.
Second Edition, in 1 vol. wvo. Price 7*. 6d. in Boards.

*** The two latter Works contain the whole of Mr.

Scutt's original Poetry.

SlRT1il.STREM,a Metrical Romance of the

ThirUenili Century.
By THOMAS of ERC1LDOUNE, called the RHYMER, j

Edited from the Anch.nleck M.S. hy WALTER SCOTT, Esq.
Second Edition, in royal tive. Price l5*. in Boards.

SPEClMENS of the LATER ENGLlSH

POETS, to the End of the hist Century, with Preliminary
Nutices, intended as a Continuation of Mr. Ellis's Speci
mens of the early English Poels. By ROBERT SOUTHEY.
ln > vols, crown 8vo. Trice U. l l*. 6d. in Boards.

MADOC. A Poem. ln Two Parts.

By ROBERT SOl THEY.
1n 1 vol. 4to. eleganlly printed hy Bathntyne, with Fonr
heantifol Vignettes. Price 3#. in Boards.

For a high character of tail work, ... -a-.. Rev. i8fi5.
A new Edition, in 2 vols. Foolscap 8vo. is nearly ready

for Pnhlication.

JOAN OF ARC. Ao Epic Poem.

By ROBERT SOUTHEY.
1n % vols, foolscap avo. The Second Ed.il.on. 12s. Bosnia.

METRlCAL TALES, and other Poems. Se

lected from the " Annual Authologv."

By ROBERT SOUTHEY.
1n 1 vol. foolscap Hvo. Price bt. Cd. in Boards.

POEMS, inclnding the Visions of the Maid of

Orleans. By ROBERT SOUTHEY.
ln 2 vols. Price 11*. in Boards.

THALABA THE DESTROYER, a Metrical

Romance, with copions Nutes.
By ROBERT SOUTHEY.

Eleganlly printed in 1 vols. fooUcap 8vo. 14t. in Boards.

LYRlCAL BALLADS, with other Poems.

By W. WORDSWORTH.
The Fonrth Edition. ln 2 vols, foolscap Svo. Price l U.

THE PENANCE" OF HUGO: a Vision. ln

the Manner of Dante ; in Fonr Cantos.
By the Rev. HENRY BOYD, A.M.

Translator of the Divina Comedia of Dante. ln 1 vol.
foolscap 8vo. Price 5*. in Boards.

THE WOODMAN'S TALE, after the Man.

ner of Spenser. By the Rev. HENRY BOYD, A.M.
Demy Svo. Price 10s. 6d. in Boards.

" The lovers of poetry have nut, for a considerahle time, re
ceived so rine a pre urn* as the varions md comprehensive volome
hefore os." Ann y.r. " The whole forms a vry agreeahle col
lection of lyric p 'elrv, and will add considerahly to Mr. Boyd'i
literary fame" Brif. Cnf.

THE POEMS OF OSSlAN; containing the

Poetical Works of James Mac ph' rson, Esq. in Prose and
Rhyme; with Nutes and 1llnstrations.

By MALCOLM LAlNG, Esq.
1n 2 large vols. Svo. Price U. 10s. in Boards.

REPORTOFTHE HlGHLAND SOClETY

OF SCOTLAND, respecting the Authenticity of Ossian s
Poems, drawn np By HENRY MACKENZlE, Esq.

8vo. Price l2t. in Boards.

THE WANDERER OF SWlTZERLAND,

and uther Poems. By JAMES MONTGOMERY.
Third Edit, in 1 vol. foolscap Hvo. Price bt in Boards.
" We have no donht that his gen. ns m..y hecome an omament

to his profession." Lit. Jour. " Mi . Montgomery d sjitays a
rich and nunjutic tancr, a tender heart, a copions and active
command oi imagery and language, an,t an irresistihle infloence
over lhe feelings." Eel. Rev. For a 'vry high char.rler of this
volome, uc Ann. Rtv. 1Wi5. "The general merit of these Poems
is far liom inconsiderahle, most of them heing characterised hy a
gracefol ease of versification, and hy the simple e.tpn s.ion of ge
nnine feel in*." M. Rev. "We retuctanlly qoit oit ex.imitjation
of this collection of Poems, whose genoine and onaiTucted heanties
are scattered thrutigliont with no sparing hand. Amidst the nws of
modern poetry, puhlished or onpuhlished, we have seen few compo
sitions worthy oi more carefol perosal or more lasting fame." Cr. R.

POEMS. By James Grahame. ln two Vo

lomes, Foolscap Hvo.
Vol. 1. containing, the Sahhath (5th Edition); Sahhath

Walks ; the Rnral Calendar; and smaller Poems
Vol. ll. containing, the Birds of Scutland; and Mary

Stuart, a Dramatic Poem.

THE BlRDS OF SCOTLAND, BlBLlCAL

PlCTURES, and THE RURAL CALENDAR, with uther
Poems. By JAMES GRAHAME,
Anthor of " The Sahhath," a Poem. ln 1vol. foolscap

Svo. Price Is. in Boards.

THE POETlCALWORKS OF SlR DAVlD

LYNDSAYOF THE MOUNT, LlON KlNG AT ARMS,
UNDER JAMES V. A new Edition, corrected and en
larged, with a Life of the Anthor, Prefatory Dissertations,
and an Appropriate Glossary. *

By GEORGE CHALMERS, F.R.S. S.A.
1n 3 vols, crown 8vo. Price ll. 16s. in Boards.



 

" we most now conclode onr remarks, with expressing onr satis
faction at heing presented with a new edition of Lyndjay's
Works,' which throw so much light on the manners of the age in
which they were written." Lit. yior, " Mr. chatmer's has here
given a much improved and excellent edition of the works of Sir
nav id Lyndsay. This puhlication is entitied to the highest commen
dation." Brit. Crli.

THE POETlCAL WORKS OF HECTOR

MACNElLL, Esq. containing " Scutland's Scaith ; or the
History of Will anil Jean," together with "The Waes o'
War, or the Upshot of Will and Jean," and a Variety of
other Poems. The Second Edition. ln 2 vols, foolscap
8vo. emhellished with elegant Engravings. l2s. in Boards.

POEMS. By Mrs. Opie. The Third Edi

tion, with a heantifol Frontispiece. Price fis. in Boards.
" Mrs. opie's volome of poems wonld have ohtained for its au

thor a very considerahle reputation, thongh her former work hod
hten wholly unknown." Kdm. Rev. "The 'Monrner' may he
givfn as a specimen from the present collection, if the reader
possesses a heart, these lines most have fonnd their way io it."
M. Rev. ** The poetical talents of Mrs. Opie are generally known.
We will nut attempt to enumerate the heanties which occor in al
most every stanza of llie ' Dying Daughter lo her Muther.' We will
nut dwell upon the awfol moral it conveys', hut leave huth to their
natural and powerfol effect upon the taste and feelings of the judi
cions reader." Brit. Crit.

POEMS and PLAYS. By Mrs. West. ln

4 vols, foolscap 8vo. hut.pressed. Price i/. 3s. in Boards.

MlSCELLANEOUS POETRY; consisting of

TRANSLATlONS from the loelandic, ltalian, Spanish,
Porlngnese. German, &c. By the Hon. W. HERBERT
ln 2 vols post Rvo. Price tfw. in Board9

For a lligh character of this Work see Ann. Rfv. 1805.

THE WORKS OF THOMAS CHATTER.

TON, consisting of all the Pieces contained in Rowley s
Poems, Chatterton's Miscellanies, and the Supplement;

AMADlS OF GAUL, from the Spanish Version

of Garciordonez de Montalvo, with a Preface, &c.
By ROBERT SOUTHEY.

1n Fonr handsome Volomes, 18DM. Price U. ls. in Boards.
" We can recommend this work with confidence." Brit. Crit.

AUBREY. A Novel. By R. C. Dallas, Esq.

1n 4 vols, 12mo. Price l&s. in Boards.
** We here annonnce lo onr readers a'very agreeahle and instruc

tive novel, m which the incidents themselves aiford a lesson huth
lmproving and entertaining, and the sentiments an. always fonnded
onjuit perceptions of reason and nature'." M . Rev. " ln say
ing that llli. production is superior to the generality of novels, we
shall he thooght hy many to eaoresi onrselves hut coldly of its
mrrits. Auhrey does, in tact, deserve a higher conuncndit'ion.
lt is vtittei with e;i..r, and excited much interest in the mind of
the reaaer." Brit. Crit.

PERClVAL; OR, NATUREVlNDlCATED.

By R C. DALLAS, Esq.
The Second Edition. ln 4 large vols. l2mo. l8;, sewed.
** Ttte fonndation of this fascinating and lnstructive work of ima

gination is laid in pure religion, and u neon laminated nature; and
tlie superstructure i> raised opon a liheral and vinucns education,
undfr the direction of those hest architects of the human mind,
good eiample, and 'ound precept." Fury. Mag. " lt presents
llie retdrr thronghont with a verv heantifnl picture of virtne, in
its most engaging form, delineated in ttie clearest colouring of
purity of style and simplicity of language." Ami jac.

THE MORLANDS. Tales illostrative of the

Simple and Snrprising. By R. C. DALLAS, Esq.
ln 4 vols. i2nio. Price One Gninea in Boards.

" Thos conclodes the first Tale of the Morlands : we shall take
■ short nutice of the second hereafter. This Tale is certainly much
superior to tlie general conrse of novels. The language is natural
and chaste, the liosincs in itencral interesting and rapid, and the
moral effect is such as will utlen instruct and an never oflend."
Cm. ReV. " The merit ut huth hit efforts are considerahle ; onr
jodgment however decide tor the last." Anti Jac. "Thrvahieof
thesc works of imagination consist* in the faithfol picture of man.
hind which they present. Mr. 1Vs jost discriminations of character
are evidences of nil acquaintance with the world. Many excellent
reflections, and precepts of the hest morality, occor in the work."
M. Rev.

THE SW1SS EMlGRANTS. A Tale. ln
1 vol. 12mn. Price 4t. in Boards.
" The ohject of this well.told tale is at once tt set forth the hap

piness which mav he derived from the practice ut heneficence in
an humhle and ohscore sphere, and to exhihit a laoving picture of
the miseiy of which war is prodoctive." Jtf. Rev. ''This is an
inter.st ng, affecting, and instructive tale, replete w ith goo 1 sense
and good morals. The narrative is ahly written, the langoage
is good, and the sentiments are unexceptionahle." Anti Jac.
" A pleasing and interesting narrative. The w hole is apparenllv
from the heart; and it will hegoile the feeling mind of pity's
softest drop.." frit. Rrv. "This tt a very pleattng and wel'.
loldtale." Brit. Crit.

with more than an eqnal Portion of new Matter. 1n S
large vols. 8vo. Price ll. lis. 6d. in Boards.

ALFRED, an Epic Poem, in Twenty-four

Books. By JOSEPH COTTLE.
ln 2 vols, foolscap kvo. The 2d Edition. lO.s. 6rf. in Boards.

SCENES OF lNFANCY; descriptive of Te-

viutdale. A Poem. By JOHN LEYDEN,
ln foolscap 8vo. with a Frontispiece. Price 6s. in Boards.
" The poem notv hefore os ahonnds with jost and accorate de

scriptions of nature; it is foll of variety and rich illostrations,
which conld only have heen fornished hy a vigorons mind, improv
ed hy extensive reading." Brit. Crit.

HERMAN AND DOROTHEA. A Poem.

Tn Nine Cantos. Translated from the German of Goethe,
Author of the Sorrows of Werter.

By THOMAS HOLCROFT.
ln foolscap 8vo. with 10 elegant Engravings. 10s. 6d. Bds.
" We acknowledge the anthor's claims to preat ahilities ; and

readily confess that he has produced a simple and interesting
story." Brit. Crit.

POEMS. By S. T. Coleridge. The Third

Edition. ln foolscap 8vo, Price 5s. 6d. in Boards.

POEMS. By William Shakspeare. With

illnstrative Remarks, Original and Selecl. To which if
prefixed, a Sketch of the Author's Life. ln £ vols, fools
cap Hvo. with elegant Engravings. Price 12s. in Boards.

ODES OF PlNDAR, translated from the

Greek with Nutes and lllnstrations.
By G. WEST, Esq. LL. D. and H. PYE, Esq.

To which is prefixed a Dissertation on the Olympic Games.
By GlLBERT WEST, Esq. LL. D.

A new Edition in 2 vols. 12nio. Price 9s. in Boards.

THE MORALlTY OF FlCTlON ; or an Ii>

qniry into the Tendency of Fictitions Narratives, with
Ohservations on some of the most Eminent.
By H. MURRAY, Anthor of " The Swiss Emigrants.''

ln l vol. l'.imo. Price 4s. in Boards.
This Woik contains Ohservations on the following Au

thors;—Homer, Virgil, Millon, Ossian, Xenophon, fCyro.
piedia,) Fenelon, Le Sage, Ronssean, Vollaire, Prevol,
Marivanx, Barthelemi, Genlis.—Periodical Writers: Addi
son. Johnson, Hawkesworth, Richardson, Fielding, Smol.
let, Burney, Moore, Smith, Radclitfe, Cervantes, Sterne,
Mackenzie, Goethe.
" We cannut too highly commend the design and execotion of

this littie work. We see nuthing in it thronghont, that does nut
ttnd to the improvement of tasie, arid moral semi men t.'' Brit. Crit.
" The vatuahle sentiments and directions expressed in neat lan
guage, which Mr. Murray's work contains, render it well worthy
of attention." EcUc. Rev.

WOMEN: THElR CONDlTlON AND

lNFLUENCE lN SOClETY. By JOSEPH ALEX. SEGUR.
Translated from the French. ln 3 vols. 12mo. Price 12s.

THE lNFlDEL FATHER. A Novel.

By Mrs. WEST. ln 3 vols. l2mo. 15s Boards.
" The design is excellent, and llie execotion is e;|ual lo the con

ception." Anti yac. " Among the novels of the past year,
the lnfidel father is entilled nut merely to tiie first place, hut to a
superiority, which is nut even approached hy any ol the rest.
The ' Cosiip's Story,' and * Tale of the Times,' fixed Mrs. Welt in
a hull rank of novel writers." Ann. hev.

A GOSSlP'S STORY, AND LEGENDARY

TALE. By Mrs. WEST.
ln 2 vols, 12mo. Fonrth Edition. Price Is. in Boards.
" We can recommend this story as uniting to a great degree of

lnterest the rarer qualities of good sense, and an accorate know.1
ledge of mankind. Amosement is comhined with utility, and fiction
is inlistcd in the caose of virtne and practical pnilosophy."
M. Rw.

A TALE OF THE TlMES. By Mrs. West.

Tn 3 vols. 12mo. Second Edition. Price 13s. 6d. sewed.
" The authoress of this work is already distingnished in llie cir

cle of literature ; and her repotation will donhlless he considerahly
increased hy the propriety of sentiment, correct delineation of
character, and nervons c omposition, which these volomes exhihit."
Crit. Rev. " The writer of these votumes has hefore received
the praise of the British Critic, for great ingennity and a correct
knowledge of the human character. She now appears hefore the
puhlic with more exalled claims." Brit. Crit.

THE ADVANTAGES OF EDUCATlON;

or. The History of Maria Williams. A Tale, for very

Yonng Ladies. By Mrs. WEST,
The 2d Edil. 1n 2 vols. 12mo. Price 7s. in Boards.

NOVELS.

*



SIMPLE TALES. By Mm. Opie. Cob.

tahiiaf. Vol |. The Black Velvet Pelisse ; ifae Death.
Bed ; the Fashionahle Wife and Unfashionahle Hnshand ,
the Rohher.— The Muther and Son ; Love and Dnty.—
3. The Soldier's Retnrn : the Bruther and Sister ; the
Revenge.— ». Uncle and Nephew; Mnrder will ont; the
Orphaa. ed edit. ln 4 vols. icmo. Price il. 1*. in Boards

These tales like Julia Berejford'i Ballad, mentioned in the finl
*S2& are oe',h*''ihowr nor hrilliant, hut natnral, simple, and in
teresting ihey contain a great deal of moral instruction, and in
Scncra1 are worthy of the reputation wh.ch Mrs. t*pt> has already
rserTfdlv acqoired." Lit. y'mr. " i the tales now hefore at we

tnd much of the same meriti at la her heantifol store of Adeline
Mowhray; the Hoc truth and delicacy of sentiment , the same
(racefol simplicity in the dialognee parts of the work; and the same

mnA occurrences in a man.tm- ... / in the dialogue pans ui w »«. » , -.ppv an of presenting ordinary feelings and occorrences in a man
aer that irresistihly commands our sympathy and affection." EJ. R

THEFATHER ANDDAUGHTER. A Tale.

By Mrs. OPlE.
The Fonrth Edition, with a Frontispiece. 4*.6rf. ln Boards.
" This Tale is replete - hh interest, and possesses pathos enongh

to affect the heart of the moU calloos of critical readers." M . Rm.
*' Seldom hare we met with any comhination of incidents, real or
lmaginary, which possessed more of the deeply pathetic. The
moral incolcated hy this lale is serionlv impressive." Crit. Rev.
" a very affecting mor-1 imrr. The incidents, whidi are of a do.
asestic nature, occor natural.'T, aad 'come home to the hosiness

and hosoms' of every class of readers." Kurop. Mat.

ADELlNE MOWBRAY ; or, the Mother aud

Danghter. A Tale. By Mrs. OPlE.
The Second Edition. ln 3 vols. 1'inio. 13s. 6d. in Boards.
" We opt'oed wiih great pleasure a new novel, from the enter

taining pen of Mrs. Opie, a lady whoae oncommon talents do
hononr lff li t sex and ct intrr." Crit. Rev. " 'lltts work most
he allowe < to rank conttderahlr higher than the ordinary produc
tions of the sainf kind. The interest of the story is well preserved
lo the end. t he n cidenu in general follow naturally trom the
Caoses assign.d, and ire ftronght up with uncommon skill." Lit.
Jomm. "* The bmg iage is simple and appropriate, the situations
freqnenlly marked and often affecting, and ihe characters indicate
much acote ohservation of the human mind." Cm. Rsv. " The
Second volomc of lhll heautifol story is perhaps the most pathetic
and the moii natural in its pathos of any tictitioos narrative in onr
language." FA n. Rev. " Tliese votumes are, huth in their design
and execotion, so sup. rior to those which we nsually enconnter un
der the tille uf north, that we can safely i*commcnd them to the

perusal of our readers " Msn. Rrv.

THADDEUS OF WARSAW

By Miss PORTER.
The Fifth Edition. ln 4 vols. Price Us. in Boards
" Thaddens is a work of grm.is, ind ha* nuthing to ftar at the

candid har ol taste : he has to receive the nrec'on. meed of synt
ax. ni uninnhisiicaied sentiment and genoine

as more merit than tan he
,his class, and incolcate.
At Rev. "Ifce tnora-
ied from a writer, whose
irtuc, wholly unohjection-

A

NOVELS. 13

MEMOlRS OF THE LlFE OF AGRlP.

PlNA, Wife of Germaniclis.
By ELlZABETH HAMlLTON.

1ll 3 vote, crown Hvo. frier lKs. in Boards.

ST. CLAlR OF THE lSLES ; or, The Out.

laws of Barra. A Scuttish Tradition.
By ELlZABETH HELME.

Anthor or " Lonisa, or a Cuttage on lhe Moor," Sic. &c.

ln 4 vols. Price 14*. in Boards.

MEMOlRS OFMARMONTEL Written by

Himself. Containing his Literary and Political Life, and
Anecdutes of the .* ".- ■"-*.*«.nih

ling Ins Llierai; aiiu r ..i...—. -■ -
Principal Characters of the Eighteenth

Centnry. A new Edition, corrected thronghont. ln 4 vol..

A Novel.

EcrilSd to lie crow* of P"'°*c"0° ,. . , „..

tnd mind are the SMl. of ever
. . Awti Jdc.

MEMOlRS OF BRYAN PERDUE.

Novel. By THOMAS HOLCROFT.
1n 3 vols. 12mo. Price l5s. in Boards.

" .\'.. is undonhtedly a good novel; much rational entertainment
and instruction may l.e derived trmn it.'' Lit Journ.

THE MYSTERlES OF UDOLPHO, a Ro

mance; interspersed with some Pieces of Poetry.

By ANN RADCLll'FE,
Anthor of the Romance of the Forest. The Sixth Editioo,

in 4 vols, r.'ino. Price \L 4s. in Boards.

THE ROMANCE OF THE FOREST ; in.

Ierspersed with stime Pieces of Poetry.
By ANN R mm ut i K.

The Seventh Edition, Eu 3 vols. l2uio. Price 15s. in Boards.

A SlClLlAN ROMANCE.

By ANN RADGL1FFE.
The Third Edition. ln 2 Vols. 12mo. Price 7s. in Boards.

THE CASTLES OF ATHLlN AND DUN*

EAYNE, a Highland Story, By ANN RADCLlFFE.

i.mo. Price to. 6d. in Boards.

l2mo. Price One Gninea in Boards.
" This is one of the most interesting productions which has

lssned irom the French presi since the revotution. The style of
the work is also nut mss attractive than its matter; it is eloqnent,
flowing, and easily inclines, in pursning the course of events, either
to the lodicroos or the pathetic. To the merit of truth it adds
all the graces and attraction^ of a work of fancy." M. Rev.
" We are nut *ure that we have nerutcd anv hook, since the com
mencement of onr critical career, that has afforded ns more en
tertainment than these litlle votumes. The narrative is so gay and
airy, the tone of sentiment so mild and unassuming, and the living
pictures with which the hosiest part of the scene is crowded, so foll
of dHictfy, truth, and vivacity, that it is impossihle nut to he
charmed with the greater part of the oerformance." aTdiw. Rev.
" We can all rememher the gratefol earnestness with which, in
earlier days, the talrs of this elegant and popolar writer were pe
rosed. The same simplicity of manner, and facolly or exciting
a lively interest, pervades and distingoishes this posthumons

work." Bnt. Crit.

HERMAN AND DOROTHEA. A Tale.

By the Author of " The Sorrows or Werler." Translated
from the German. ln foolscap 8VO. emhellished with Ten

elegant Engravings. Price 7*. in Boards.
" We acknowledge the anthors claims to great ahilities, and

readilv confess 'h'u he has pioduced a simple and interesting

story." Btit. Crit.

SPEClMENS OF EARLY ENGLlSH Me

trical ROMANCES chiefly written dnring the early
Part of f'e Fonrteenth Centnry. To which is prefixed, an
Historical lntrodnction, intended to illnstrate the Rise and
Progress of Romantic Composition in Frnuceand England.

By GEORGE l l.Ms Esq.
1n 3 vols, crown 8vo. Price 1/. Is. in Board*.

WALTER KENNEDY. An American Tale.

ln l vol 12mo. Price 4s. 6d. in Boards.

A SAlLOR S FRlENDSHlP AND A SOL

in l K s LOVE. A Novel. ln 2 vols. l2mo. Price 8s.

THE LAKE OF KlLLARNEY. A Novel

By ANNA MARlA PORTER,
ln 3 vols, r2.no. Price 13*. oW. in Boards.

THE DECAMERON, OR TEN DAYS EN

TRRTA1NHBNT OF BOCCACClO. Translated from th
ltalian. To which are prefixed, Remarks on the Life am
Writings of Boccaccio, and an Advertisement, hy th
Anthor of " Old Nick," &c. &c. The Second Editier
corrected and ttupioved. ln 2 vols. Hvo. Price Ms. i
Boards.—An Edition in 'J vols, royal ftvo. Price U, 4s.
" The information uhich the indostry and taste of the preset

trlttor has fornished concerning this celehrated collection t
1ales is ahundanlly satisfactory ; an'l the tran.lation, as he has n
formed it, is in all respects unexceptionahle." lmp. Rev,

MADAM BE MAlNTENON. Translate

fr..itt the French of MADAM DE GENL1S. ln 1 vul

i .mil. Price is. in Boards.

MORELAND MANOR ; or, WHO lS TH

HE1R * A Novel. By Mrs. KENDALL.
Author of Derwent Priory. Caslle on the Rock, &C. &c.

three vols. l?mo. Price Vte. in Boards.

DONALD, a Novel, in three Vols. 12m

| Price I T., (id. in Boards.

AGR1CULTURE, GARDEN1NG, Sfc.

. . MtAD AXT

A TREATlSE ON THE CULTURE OF

Vub vinf exhihitin? new and advantageons Methods ol

A TREATlSE ON THE CULTURE C

thr PiNE APPLE.and the Management of the Hut.hon
THEPlN By WlLLlAM SPEECHLY

The Second Edition. ln 8vo. Price in Boards.

A TREATlSE ON THE CULTURE AN

ui»i«nMENT OF FRUlT.TREES, in which a new J
IhodN wSKt in*. Training .a fnlly descrihed.



 

PRlNTED FOR LONGMAN, HURST, REES, AND ORI14

which is added, a new and improved Edition of "Ohser
vations on the Diseases, Defects, and lnjuries, in ail
Kinds of Frnit and Forest Trees; with an Acconnt of :i
particalar Method of Cnre." Pnhlished hy Order of Go.
vernmenl. By WlLLlAM FORSYTH, F.A.S. and F.S.A.
late Gardener to His Majesty at Kensington and St.
James's, Memher of the Economical Society at Sl. Peters.
hurgh, &c. Sec. A new Edition, with 13 folding Plates.

Price vis. in Boards.

A TREATlSE on FORMlNG, lMPROV

ING, and MANAGlNG COUNTRY REKlDENCES; and
on the Choice of Situations appropriate to every Class of
Pnrchasers lit.all which the ohject in view is to* nnite in a
hetter manner than has hitherto heen done, a Taste fonnd
ed _ in Natnre, with Economy and Utility, in constrncting
or improving Mansions, and uther Rural Bnildings, so as
to comhine Architectural Fitness with Pictnresqne Effect;
and in forming Gardens. Orchards, Farms, Parks. Plea
sure Gronnds, Shruhheries, all kinds of nsefol or decora
tive Plantations, and every Ohject or Convenience, or
Beauty pecaliar to Conntry Seats, according to the extent,
character, or style of Situations, and the rank, fortune,
and expenditure of Proprietors, from the Cuttage to the
Palace. With flu APPENDlX, containing an i nqniry into
the utility and merits of Mr. Repton'g mode of shewing
Effects hy Slides and Sketches, and Strictnres on his Opi
nions and Practice in Landscape Gardening; illnstrated
hy descriptions of Scenery and Bnildings, hy refeiences to
Conntry Sei.is, and Passages of Conntry in most PajUs of
Great Britain ; and hy Thirty.two Engravings.

By JOHN LOUDON, Esq. F.R.S.

Memher of the Society of Arts, C
of the Society of Agricollure,
Author of a "Treatise on Hut.ln
tions on Landscape Gardening,"
Price M. 'is. in Boards.

,c The task which Mr. London ha* u
he appears to have heen pecoliarly wtl
several writers who have preceded him
to posses those extensive views and thai
characterises the work hefore os." Ox.

A SHORT TREATlSE <

PROVEMENl S recenlly made in 1
By J. LOUDON, Ei
ln 8vo. Price 12s. i

'* To all per$ons interested in posse:
the . economs^of Huthonses, we wo;il
niance." Lik Journ. "This hook
and the practical improvements which ;
qnestionahly produce advantages high
all those interested in horticollure,
practical treatise, very well adapted 1
" A work highly interesting to horlico
constrocted hy the autnor, to render the
more easy of application." Crit. Rev.

THE ENGLlSH PRAC

CULTURE, exemplified in the Ms
lreland, helonging to the Earl of '
the Connty of Mealh ; with an Ap
a comparative Estimate of the lr
Cnllure, as to Profit and Loss: a
Rutation of Crops for a Period of

By RlCHARD PAB
1n 1 vol. 8vo. illnstrated with En

ARTS AND SC1ENCES,

AN ESSAY ON NAVAL TACTlCS, Syste

matical and Historical, with explanatorv Plates. ln Fonr
Parts. By JOHN CLERK, Esq. of Elden.
The Second Edttion. ln 1 vol. 4to. handsomely printed,
and illnstrated hy S3 Copper. plates. Price ll. 16>. Boards.

" To the system of manoeuvres laid down and explained in this
work, the British nation are indehted for those splendid and de
cisive naval victories which their fleets have gained since the lat
ter en.1 of the American war. Lord Rodney first adopted and fol
lowed the mode o1' a; *ck recommended hv Mr. Clerk ; and the'
Success which attended tm'* ne'.v mode has since recommended it
to onr most cal"hrated and successfol admirals. The principles on
which it i3 fonnded are plain, simple, and incontrovertihle. ln
contemplating the heautifol slmplicilv and unqnestioned efficacy
of Mr. Clerk's system, it is pecoliarly pleasing to reflect, that lt is
constructed upon principles noi less congenial than hononrahle to
the character ol the nation for whose ose it was intended." Ed. R.

THE COMPLETE NAVlGATOR; or, An

*asy and familiar Gnide to the Theory and Practice of
Navigation, with all the reqnisite Tahles, &c. &c.

By ANDREW MACKAY. LL.D. F.R.S. Ed. &c.
Anthor of the Theory and Practice of finding the Longi
tnde at Sea or Land, &c. 1n 1 large vol. Bvo. illnstrated
with Engravings, &c. Price 10s. 6d. honnd.
" This is .t.clear, well digested, and masterly performance, con

taining hesides, what is nsefol in uther puhlications, much new
and important matter." Anti Jac. ''This is evidentty the
work of a man of science, of one who understands the suhject
wltti.li he professes to teach. To os there appears to he nuthing

vanting for the complete instruction
nantical aifairs." imp. Rev.

THE THEORY AND P

ing the Longitude at Sea or Lan
varions Methods of determining t
and the Variation of the Compass

By ANDREW MACKAY, LL
The Second Edition, improved ai
8vo. Price ll. 4$. in Boards.
" To the Navigator and Astronomer

Geographer and Surveyor, this work \
fol." M. Rev.

A COLLECTlON OF 1

TABLES, for the Use of the V
Navigator, Snrveyor, Stndents tt
Men of Business.

By ANDREW MACKAY, LL
ln 1 vol. 8vo. Price 1

HlNTS TO YOUNG ]
in the Stndy of Landscape Pain;
Engiavimrs, intended To shew the
Nentral Tint. To which are add
Art of Painting on Velvet. By
A new Edition. 1n 1 vol. 8vo.
" This work contains plain and de

landscaprs; also respeciing the mix!
lonrs, Ac." Cm. Rw.

AN lNQUlRY lNTO THE COLONlAL

POLlCY OF THE EUROPEAN POWERS.
By HENRY BROUGHAM, J mi. Esq. F.R.S.
1n Si large vols. 8vo. Price l8*, in Boards.

RURAL PHlLOSOPHY; or Reflections on

knowledge. Virtne, and Happinegs, chiefly in Reference
o a Life of Retirement in the Conntry. Written on oc.
:asion of the late Dr. Zimmerman's Disconrse on Solitnde.

By ELY BATES, Esq.
The Fonrth Edition. ln 1 vol. 8vo. Price Is. in Boards.
" To those who are of a serions and religions turn of mind these

eflections w ill prove a gratetut and vatuahle acquisition. We rt-
ommend to them an attentive perosal of this well.written and
ruly commendahle volome." M. Rev. " We recommend, with.
ut hesitation, the perosal of tins hook to every description of
eaders, who will receive the best and most sagacions advice, de~
vered m the most pleasing manner." Brit. Crit. " The varions

MISCELLANEOUS.

CHRlST1AN POLlTlC

Part l. Containing a View of
lnfloence on Virtne and Hapl
Relation it hears to Liherty am
the lmportance of Religion huth
vidna!; with Reflections on reli'
Toleration.— Part lit. On ihe Cc
parlicalatly nnder any moderate
On the Way to live happily nndei
all Situations. By ELY B^
The 2d Edit. 1n 1 vol. demy 8v
" ln the conrse of this votume many

ed of, and generally with that portion
ing, and henevolent intention which

eriectiutis which are interspersed throngh his work, are apposite,
nleresting, manly, and serious. They are calcolated to awaken in
he thoughtfol hreast, sentiments of piety towards God, and of
eneficence towards man." imp. Rev. We have perosed this

work, the r
1 henefit ; and

on of
nanos lead

lature deliheration, with much
recommend it to the serions aiten.

whoseof onr readers especially w.iose inclination or 1
then to a conntry life." Ann. Rev.

THE COMPLETE WO

Politics, and Moralsr of Dr. B
with Memoirs of his early Life. .
ln 3 large vols. 8vo. with 16 Engl
the Anthor. Price 11. lfe. in Bo
" lt is nut very creditahle to the lihen

tic, that 'there shonld have heen no cor
Dr. Franklin till tin.' year lW6, The



 

I ESSAYS ON THE ANATOMY OF EX-

PRESSlON lN PAlNTlNG. By CHARLES BELL.
Containing, 1 01 1 " 1 of Anatomy to the Painter,
Of the Stndy of the Antiqne, and tr the Academy Fignre.
8. Of the Sknll. Of the Distinctions or Character id dif.
ferent Ages. Comparison or the Antiqne with Natural
Character.—3 and 4. or the Mnscles or the Face, in Man
ami Animate.—5. or the Expression or Passion as illns
trated hy a Comparison or lhe Mnscles or the Face in
Man and Animate, or the Muscles pecaliar to Man. and
tbefr Effects in hestowing Hnman Expression.—6. Of the
individual Passions. And or the Action of the Mnscles
expressive or these Passiens.—7. General View of the

t Economy of the Hnman Body as it relates to Expression

l in Painting,.
J *t* The Snhjects are illnstrated hy Sketches of the
I Bones, and of the Forms of lhe Head, of the Muscles.
' Of the Expression or the Fact in the several Passions, fee

1n 1 vol. 4t ; with Engravings aHer Drawings hy the

Author. Price 2/. £f. m Boards.
" Thtt we think is a very eirgarll and intereiling puhlication. ln

the execotion of his task Mr. Bell has njt only given new proofs of
hit iatimste acquaintance with hit professional science, hut has in'
dicstcu a title and .* feeling for die excellence huth of scolpture
and Fali.ting ; and entered at the Mine time into all the 'liflicstllies
and perplexitiri of the stodent, with a aril and 1 sympathy which
cannut Mil 10 he very gratifying. The conception and execotion of
the iketchea do great credit to ll.., taknts jnd date of the anthor.
They are [or U,e most part extremely striking and expressive."
Ej/m. Rev. " The production hefore ns, we consider as vatuahle
and highly respectahle; ilsen ors are trrori t*l genin. ; Mr. Bell ls
particolarly fitted for the task which he has undertaken ; his Tune,
ay an anatomist of the erst rank, needs no celehration from ns ; Ms
ohservation has heen extensive, accorate, and scientific , and having
comhined the reqnisites of t classical taste, a philosophical view, and
delicate perception of feeling, * ith a facility to Die uae nf the pen
cil hy no means common in an amateur, he has pursned hit imcHlga.
ttons with singular advantages, and at the same time rendered his
*ork highly interesting, nut merely to professional meo hut to gene
ral readers." aV/. Rev.

LETTERS FROM THE MOUNTAlNS;

heing the real Correspondence of a Lady, hetween the
Tears 1773 and 180.1. ln 3 vols. l2mo. 13*. 6d. in Boards.

EXCURSlONS lN KENT, GLOUCESTER

SHlRE, HEREFORDSHlRE. MONMOUTHSH1RE, AND
SOMERSETSHlRE, made in the Years \m', 1303, and

1 1802; lllnstrated hy Descriptive Sketches of the most intc.
* resting Places and Bnildings in those Connties, ami Dtll.
i: neations of Character in different Ranks of Life. Emhel.
' lished with £O highly finished Plates.

By }. P. MALCOLM, F. S. A.
Anthor of " Londinuoi Redivivom,'' &e. ln 1 vol, 8vo.
Price lB*. Boards; and on larije Paper, with lii .t 1mpres
sions of the Plates. Price 1/. ~s. in Boards.

ESSAYS, in a Scries of Letters to a Friend,

on the following Snhjects.—1. A Man's w itting Memoirs
or his own Lire.—2. Decision or Character.—3, The Ap
plication of the Epithes Romantic.—A, Evangelical Reli
gion prevailing nnacceptahle to Men or Taste.

By the Rev. JOHN FOSTER, Fiome.
The Third Edition. ln 2 vols. Kmo. Price 9*. in Boards.
" Almott every page indicates a more than ordlnarv penetra

tion into the springs of human nature, and a hold nnd original
mode ol tliinkint on all suhjects. llia style is vigorons. Readers
of everv class will find in the perosal of these vutu*inri a ncJi
It on; of entertainment and instroction." Ann. Rev. " To de
clare at once onr opinion of this hooK, we most sav, that we have
leldom perosed any puhlication with more pleasure, fif is, on
the whole, a most masterly writer, perspicoons, acote, profonnd,
and eloqnent. He appears in every page the warm support* r of
the hest interests of mankind ; hr writes with a degrer ol ftcling
and energy, which is highly captivatinx. tin st vie ii uncommonly
excellent." a nti y.ir. "we are highly iratttrdwhca we meet
wltu a writer, w ho, l*' a view of profonnd snd original thmirl.t, to-

' geiher with jnst views ut rclifiiou and of nmrals, joins the t.i'ent
of recommending his ideas hy the graces of imagination, and ttie
powers of eloqnence. Such a writer we have lite happiness of re.
viewing at present." Eel. Rm. " There Msav., duplav consider
ahle depth of reflection, force of discrimination, and vigonr of
expression. Mr. Foster evidenlly putSeSSta much orimnality of
thonght, liis concepUons are perrpicoons, and his diction ls huth
ek'gant and precise : we recommend tltts work to the attention of
our readers." Cr. Rev. •

THE PRlNClPLES OF MORAL SClENCE.

By ROBERT FORSYTH, Esq. Advocate.
The First Volome, in 8vo. Price JOs. f'd. in Boards.

lNDlAN RECREATlONS ; consisting chiefly

of Strictures 0u the domestic and rural Economy oi the
Mahonimcdans and Hindoos.

By the Rev. WlLLlAM TENNANT.LL D M.A.S.

And lately one or his Majesty's Chaplains in lndia. The
Second Edition, with considerahle Additions. ln K vols.
Bvo. Price lBs. in Boards.
" Dr. lennant, in hi. two votumes, has communicated a greater

mas' of entertaining and nsef.d inlurmatioa, concerning lndia,
than any of his predeces'or* in the school of fcastern literature."
Zclee. Rro. " This hook contains s great dett of corions and
luportant mailer t we Jure perused it wish uncommon satisfac
tion." Lit. Jjkrn. " These end rlaiomg and valoahle letters,
which contain much amosement for the general reader, and much
lnstruction wariliy ol the practical attention hoih oTti e suhject,
and of the ruler. Ttwy mix the nseiul wipi the agreeahle; and
will add to tbe information of the merchant, the farmer, the geo>
graphaw, sad the statist." Crff. Jt/v.

A NEW COLLECTlON OF ENlGMAS,

CHARADES, TRANSPOSlTlONS, be. A new Edition.
ln 1 vol. royal llimo. Price u. 111 Buards.

THE LOUNGERS COMMON.PLACE

BOOR ; or Miscellaneons Collections, in History, Science,
Criticism, Poetry, and Romance. ln 3 large vols. avo.
Price One Goinea and a Half, in Boards.

*.' The Fonrth Volome will speedily he pnhlished.

ENGRAVINGS, with a descriptive Account,

in English and t rench, of

EGYPTlAN MONUMENTS,

in the British Mnsenm, collected hy the lnstitnte in Esrypt,
under the Direction of Bonaparte, and snrrendered to the
British Commander, in Chief, Lord Hoichinson, hy General
Menon. Under tlk' Patronage of his Majesty. Price One
Gninea each. Numhers 1, 2, and 3.

ln the Numher of these Monuments is the celehrated
Stone, with the Hieroglyphic, Egyplian. and Greek ln
scriptions, ronnd at Rosetta; also the magnificent Sar
cophagns from Alexandria, which Dr. Clarke, in his ele
gant Work, entilled " The Tomh of Alexander,'' hat
evinced from accomnlated Evidence, to have heen the
very Coffin in whn.h that Hero was enshrlned. The
Drawings have heen made hy Mr. Alexander with all pos
sihle Fidelity, and are engraved hy Mr. Medland, in ihe
hest Style or the Arl.

MODERN GEOGRAPHY. A Description

or the Empires, Kingdoms, Slates, and Colonies . with
the Oceans, Seas, and lsles, in ail Parts or the World;
incloding tbe most recent Discoveries and political Alle
rations. Digested on a new Plan,
* By JOHN PlNKERTON.

The Astronomical lntroduction hy the Rev. S. Vtuce,
A.M. F.R.S. and Plomian Pressor of Astronomy, and
Experimental Philosophy, in the University or Cdinuridte.
With nnmerons Maps, drawn nnder, the Direction, and
with the latest lmprovements of Arrowsmith, and en
graved hy Lowry. To the Whole are added, a Catalogne
of the hest Maps and Books of Travels and Voyages, in
all Languages; and an ample lndex. A new Edition.
ln 3 vols, 4to. Price 67. 6f. in Boards.

The extension of the Work 111 three large Volomes,
has enahled the Author to give to its several Parts a jnster
Proportion and greater Harmony than in the former Edi
tion : and iu conseqnence of tic foreign Editions having
excited lite attention of Statesmen as well as Men of Let
ters, he has received so mnch valoahle Assistance, that
scarcely a Conntry can he named, 0n which new lnforma
tion has nut heen given, derived from sonre distingoished
Native or scientific Traveller. During the Author's late
residence at Paris, he procared many scarce Works, the
want of which he had hefore regretted, and the most re
cent Spanish Materials concerning their Colonies in Nnrth
and Sonth America. Heine the Acconnt of New Spain,
of the three Viceroyallies in Sonth Ameitt a, of Chili, and
the Government of Caraccas, will he found to contain
mnch new, an then tic, and important lnformation The
Description of the United Slates has also heen greally
improved and enlarged from the most anthentic Matei tt..s ;
and Jhat of ihe West lndies extended as their lmportance
to this Conntry reqnired. Five new Maps too are added,
of the varions Snh -divisions of Sonth America. Mr. Alktn
has carefolly revised the Butanical Part thronghonl. Dr.
Shaw ha& added Zoological Remarks at the End of each
Volome ; and ever] Exertion has heen nsed to render the
Work as complete as possihle.

RURAL SPOR TS. By W. B. DAjvtEt,

ln t vols. 4tn. Price I1. n*. 6rf.; and in ;l vols. 8vo. Price
;'l. fa. m Boards. New Editions, emhell.slied with 70 hean
tifol Engravings, ov Scutt, from Drawings hv the most tele.
hrated Artists.

*** To the present Edition the Author has made consi
derahle Additions and Alterations, and several uctv
Plate? are added, enfravfa] hy Landseer, Tomkins, ano
uthers



 

THE SPORTSMAN'S CABlNET; or, Cor

rect Delineations of the various Does nsed tti the Sports
of the Field ; incloding the Canine Race in general. Con
sisting of a Series of rich and masterly Engravings nf
every distinct Breed, from original Paintings, taken from
Life, pnrposely for the Work. ByP. RElNAGLE. A. R.A.
With elegant Engravings, hy Scutt. ln 2 vols, snper.royal
4to. Price il. Is. in Boards.

THE SPORTlNG DlCTlONARY, AND

RURAL REPOSlTORY of General lnformation, npon
every Suhject appertaining to the Sports of the Field.
lnscrihed to the Right Hon. the Earl of Sandwich, Master
of His Majesty's Stag Hounds. By WlLLlAM TAPLlN,
Anthor of the Genlleman's Stahle Directory. Handsomely
printed in 2 vols. 8vo. with elegant Plates, Price U. U,

THE SHOOTlNG DlRECTORY.

By R. B. THORNH1LL, Esq.
ln l vol. 4to. with Plates. Price U. lis. fid. in Boards.
Also a snperior Edition, with the Plates colonred after
Life. Price St 3s. in Boards.

MlSCELLANEOUS PLAYS.

By JOANNA BA1LLlE.
The Second Edition. ln 8vo. Price 9s. in Boards.

A SERlES OF PLAYS; in which it is at

tempted to delineate the stronger Passions of the Mind ;
each Passion heing the Snhject of a Tragedy and a
Comedy. By JOANNA BAlLLlE.,
The Fifth Edition. ln 2 vols. 6vo. Price 18s. in Boards.

A SERlES OF ENGRAVlNGS to illostrate

the lLlAD and ODYSSEY of HOMER.

From the Compositions of JOHN FLAXMAN, R.A.
Scalptor to the King. New Editions, with additional
Plates. Price Zl. 2j. each.
! For this Edition of the Odyssey n/iw Engravings have
heen made nnder the Designer's lnspection, and are now
pnhlished in England, for the first Time. 1t is to he
ohserved, that the ltalian, French, and German Editions
are Copies from this, the original Work. For the Ac
commodation of those who purchased the former Edi
tion of the 1liad, the additional Plates for that Work
will he sold separately. Price 10s. 6d.

These Works allogether consist of 75 Prints (li mf
which are from new Designs) representing in regnlar
Snccession the Stories of the lliad and the Odyssey, with
Descriptions of their Suhjects, and Extracts from Pope's
Translation npon each Plate. The Dresses, Hahits, Ar
monr, lmplements of War, Fnrniture, Sic. are all of
Classical Authority.

A SERlES of ENGRAVINGS to illnstrate

DANTE,
Engraved hy Piroli, of Rome, from Compositions,

By JOHN FLAXMAN, R.A.
in the Possession of Thomas Hope, Esq.

This Work consists of ill Plates, illnstrative of the ln
ferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso of Dante, with Descrip
tions in ltalian, and the parallel Passages from Mr. Boyd's
Translation.

THE BEAUTlES OF WlLTSHlRE, dis

played in Statistical, Historical, and descriptive Sketches.

lllnstrated hy Views
Anecdutes of the Arts.
Elegantty printed, in 2
Price U.4ts. in Boards,

A PRlEST to tl

try Parson's Character

By Mr. G
ln 1 vol. Foolscap 3vo.

THE GLORY <

By the Re
Chaplain to the Right i
ln 1 vol. ritno. Price

THE ORlGlN

OF RANKS : or, an
which give rise to lnt
ferent Memhers of Sod
Professor of Law in the
is prefixed, an Acconnt
Author. By JOHN Ci
corrected. ln l vol. ti\

RECOLLECTK

Years 1902, 180.i, 18O*.
ln 2 vols. 8vo.

" Mr. P. has given ns info
ons, pleasing, osefol, and t'n
travellers conld impart." e

THE LETTERS

tion. ln 2 vols, llsmo.

A PORTRAlT!

taken from a View of ;
pecaliarCnstom*. Relie
Economy, and Charactc

By THOMA
Anthor of several Ess
Trade. The Second Ed
in Boards.

*** The Pnhlic ate i
thor having acquainted l
this Work, the Demand
Edition of 2500 Copies
he gut read), so as to rc
necessary, and that thi
Edition advertised with

SOME ACCOU

THEORY of PHYSlO<
tomy and Physiology oi
Skull. With the Critic
M. D. Author of the .
vol. 8vo. Price 6s. in B

THE PLEASUK

vestigated. Cheerfolly;
gated. Explicilly ; and 1
Dozen Dissertations on
snres. lnterspersed wi
dated hy numerons Nut
cal, and Explanatory.

By H1LARlUS BE
i. e. " Fellows of' the Li
ln 12mo. lllnstrated t

Early in the Spring will be published in large Qnarto, both Plain and Co

Miniatures, Price Plain 15*. Proofs, 1/. 11*. Coloured,

THE BRITISH GALLERY OF P

lN TWO SERlES :

The First, containing a Description of the Cahinets and Galleries of Pictnres in
Engravings, on a small Scale, from all the hest and most interesting Paintings in thi
lection of Magnitnde heing distinclly illnstrated hy a concise History of its Formation,

The Second, containing a History of Painting and its Professors: emhellished wi
the Works of the most celehrated Masters, selected from the finest Examples in Gn
scriptive Elocidation of the pecaliar Excellence of each Painting, and Anecdotes of

The Historical and Descriptive Part hy William Yonng Otlley, Esq. ; the Engravini
cal Engraver to Her Majesty, who has the Management of the executive Part of the \
Caidon, and uther eminent Engravers. The whole under the Superintendance of

HENRY TRESHAM, Esq. R. A.

Suhscriptions are i
Conntry.-

l at the Pnhlishers, and a detailed Prospectns may he had
1 Copies of some of the Pictures may he seen at Mr. 1

C. Whittingkam, Printer, 103, Gosmt1l Streel.





 



 



 



 



 


